AGENDA
STATE CONTRACTORS BOARD
NOTICE OF MEETING

* * * PUBLIC NOTICE * * *

STATE CONTRACTORS BOARD MEETING

DATE:       THURSDAY, June 19, 2008
TIME:       9:00 AM
LOCATION:   By Videoconference at the following locations:

State Contractors Board Offices

2310 CORPORATE CIRCLE  9670 GATEWAY DRIVE
SUITE 200             SUITE 100
HENDERSON, NEVADA 89074  RENO, NEVADA 89521

PLEASE NOTE:   TO PROMOTE EFFICIENCY AND AS AN ACCOMMODATION TO THE PARTIES INVOLVED, AGENDA ITEMS MAY BE TAKEN OUT OF ORDER.

NO CELL PHONES OR BEEPERS PLEASE!

** AGENDA **

1. Call to Order: - Margaret Cavin, Chair 9:00
   a. Pledge of Allegiance
   b. * Approval of Agenda with the Inclusion of any Emergency Items and Deletion of any Items
   c. * Unfinished Business
   d. * Future Agendas

2. ** PUBLIC COMMENT **

3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
   * May 22, 2008

4. * EXECUTIVE SESSION:
   a. * Executive Officer’s Report
   b. * Continued Discussion Concerning Bidding or Contracting in Excess of the Limit Placed on the License
   c. * Discussion and Review of Responses under NRS 40.6887
   d. * Review and Approval of Proposed Budget FY 2008 – 09
   e. * Departmental Reports:
      1. Education
      2. Enforcement and Investigations
      3. Human Resources
      4. Legal
      5. Licensing
5. **SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS:**
   *Executive Subcommittee, Recovery Fund Subcommittee, Classification/Regulation Subcommittee, Finance Subcommittee*
   *Subcommittee(s) Discussion*

6. **FINANCIAL REVIEW:**
   * R & K HOMES LLC., License No. 55036
   John Dale Reynen, Member and QI
   James Edward Kassis, Member and QI

7. **FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING:**
   * RICHARD STEPHEN DRACKERT DBA, DIPLOMAT PAINTING CO.
   License No. 67914
   Richard Drackert, Owner

8. **FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING:**
   * NETCOM AMERICA INC., License No. 59591
   Daniel Wicks, President

9. **FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING:**
   * JOHNNY B QUICK PLUMBING REPAIR, License No. 61308
   Johnny James Billings, Owner

10. **FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING:**
    * HILLSIDE NURSERY AND LANDSCAPING CORP., License No's. 67491, 67492, 97493
    Tammy Colacurcio, President

11. **FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING:**
    * BLUE LUPIN DEVELOPMENTS DBA, TR NICKEL HOLDINGS, License No. 67190
    Tyrone Nickel, Manager

12. **FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING:**
    * CUSTOM QUALITY FINISH, License No. 61010
    Christopher Moore, President

13. **NEW APPLICATION DENIAL HEARING:**
    * DREAM VENTURES LLC DBA, DREAM VENTURES CONSTRUCTION
    John D. Milliken Sr., Manager

14. **NEW APPLICATION DENIAL HEARING:**
    * CLASSIC PROTECTIVE COATINGS INC.,
    Ray Witke, President

15. **APPROVAL OF CONSENT AGENDA:**
    a. * Ratification of Staff Approved License Applications, Changes of Licensure, Reinstatement of Licensure, Voluntary Surrenders (List Attached, Items 1 to 653)

16. **APPLICATIONS (INITIAL AND RENEWAL) IN QUESTION:**
    (Closed meeting pursuant to NRS 241.030, list attached)
• Adjournment

**ADJUDICATING BOARD MEMBER: JERRY HIGGINS**

17. **DISCIPLINARY HEARING:** (Continued from April 23, 2008)

* A Design Center, dba A Remodeling Center, License Nos. 68016, 69447
Andrew Kevin Barrett, President and Qualified Individual
Sheryl Lynne Barrett, Treasurer

*Denotes items on which action may occur.

** PUBLIC COMMENT

Comments from the public are accepted at this time on topics not specifically addressed elsewhere on the agenda. The public may comment by signing-in before speaking during the Public Comment section. The board is precluded from discussing or acting on items raised by Public Comment that are not already on the agenda. **Public Comment will be limited to 5 minutes per person at the discretion of the Chairman.**

NOTICES POSTED AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS

NEVADA STATE CONTRACTORS BOARD – RENO
NEVADA STATE CONTRACTORS BOARD – HENDERSON

RENO CITY HALL
WASHOE COUNTY COURT HOUSE
WASHOE COUNTY LIBRARY
LAS VEGAS CITY HALL
SAWYER STATE BUILDING
CLARK COUNTY LIBRARY

PLEASE NOTE:

1) Persons/facilities desiring copies of the board’s agenda must submit their request in writing every six months.

2) With regard to any board meeting, it is possible that an amended notice will be published adding new items to the original agenda. Amended notices will be posted in accordance with the Open Meeting Law: however, they will not be mailed to individuals on the board’s mailing list.

3) Members of the public who are disabled and require special accommodations or assistance at the meeting are requested to notify the board office in writing at 9670 Gateway Drive, Suite 100, Reno, NV 89521 or by calling 775-688-1141 prior to the date of the meeting.
NEW APPLICATIONS
JUNE 19, 2008

1  D & D SOLAR SOLUTIONS
D & D ROOFING AND SHEET METAL INC DBA; KENNETH PRICE DILLON, PRESIDENT; SAMUEL DEAN CHAMBERLIN JR, VICE PRESIDENT; CATHERYN JOANN AINSWORTH, SECRETARY/TREASURER; ALBERT CLARK RICH; KENNETH PRICE DILLON, CMS/TRADE; (C37-SOLAR CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION; WAIVER OF TRADE EXAM

2  U B FIXED LLC
SLAWOMIR ZOZISLAW GRABIANOWSKI, MANAGER; SLAWOMIR ZOZISLAW GRABIANOWSKI; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION

3  U B FIXED LLC
SLAWOMIR ZOZISLAW GRABIANOWSKI, MANAGER; SLAWOMIR ZOZISLAW GRABIANOWSKI; (A21-FENCING & GUARDRAILS); NEW APPLICATION

4  VERTICAL DIRECTIONS INC
BRUCE EDWARD TALBOT, PRESIDENT; KAREN ALICE MARTINEZ, SECRETARY; DANIEL D'NEAN CHARLES, DIRECTOR; BRUCE EDWARD TALBOT, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); NEW APPLICATION

5  VERTICAL DIRECTIONS INC
BRUCE EDWARD TALBOT, PRESIDENT; KAREN ALICE MARTINEZ, SECRETARY; DANIEL D'NEAN CHARLES, DIRECTOR; BRUCE EDWARD TALBOT, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION

6  VERTICAL DIRECTIONS INC
BRUCE EDWARD TALBOT, PRESIDENT; KAREN ALICE MARTINEZ, SECRETARY; DANIEL D'NEAN CHARLES, DIRECTOR; BRUCE EDWARD TALBOT, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
7  ALLGLAZE VENTURE INCORPORATED
    0060656; JAY WELLS LEAVITT, PRESIDENT; JAY WELLS LEAVITT, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS &
    GLAZING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE

8  DATAPLUS COMMUNICATIONS LLC
    0047955; JAMES THIELMAN, MANAGER; JAMES THIELMAN, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW
    VOLTAGE); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE; RECONSIDERATION

9  DESERT HILLS ELECTRIC INC
    0014776; JAMES HARRISON, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL ALLEN HARRISON,
    SECRETARY/TREASURER; ALTON W HARRISON, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL
    CONTRACTING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.; WAIVER OF EXAMS

10 DIVERSIFIED CONCRETE CUTTING INC
    0019007A; ALAN D BRANDT, PRESIDENT; THOMAS S MASSARO, SECRETARY; DARYN D
    BRANDT, VICE PRESIDENT; ALAN D BRANDT, CMS/TRADE; MARC ALAN LEONE, TRADE;
    CORY A BUSTROM, TRADE; (A-8-SEALING & STRIPING OF ASPHALTIC SURFACES , A12-
    EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING , A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS , A22-
    UNCLASSIFIED , A23-REMOVAL OF ASBESTOS); A22 IS DESIGNATED FOR CONCRETE
    CUTTING, CORING, & JOINT SEALING ONLY; CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

11 IDAHO PACIFIC WEST BUILDERS INC
    0061006; CALEB JAMES ROOPE, PRESIDENT; ZACHARY THOMAS DEBOI,
    SECRETARY/TREASURER; KENNETH WADE THIEL, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL
    COMMERCIAL); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT; RECONSIDERATION

12 MIKE PAYNE & ASSOCIATES INC
    0062378; JAMES MICHAEL PAYNE, PRESIDENT; JAMES MICHAEL PAYNE, CMS/TRADE; (C19A-
    TERRAZZO); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE

13 NATIONAL CONSTRUCTION PROVIDERS INC
    0051620; LUTHER W MACK, PRESIDENT; FRANK JR HAWKINS, VICE PRESIDENT; LUTHER W
    MACK, CMS; JAMES FRANCOIS, TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT
    INCREASE

14 R M I
    RAMCO MASONRY INC DBA; 0038458; MICHAEL LORRAIN ROBERTS, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL
    LORRAIN ROBERTS, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE;
    RECONSIDERATION

15 SHAHEEN BEAUCHAMP BUILDERS LLC
    0047712; JEFF FREDRICK SHAHEEN, MEMBER; MARK WILLIAM BEAUCHAMP, MEMBER; JEFF
    FREDRICK SHAHEEN, CMS/TRADE; MARK WILLIAM BEAUCHAMP, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL
    BUILDING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT; RECONSIDERATION
JUNE 19, 2008

1  2 K CONSTRUCTION LLC
0059085A; GUILLERMO IBAIBARRIAGA, MANAGER; ANABELLE IBAIBARRIAGA, MANAGER;
ERIKA VICTORIA IBAIBARRIAGA, MANAGER; ANDREA LUCIA IBAIBARRIAGA, MANAGER;
GUILLERMO IBAIBARRIAGA, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW
APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT: $950,000  BOND: 20K  CLASS: B2
TO BE ISSUED AS LIC #59085A
CONTINGENT UPON COMPLIANCE W/NRS 624.260 RE: OWNERSHIP

2  21ST CENTURY ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT INC OF NEVAD
0058441; BRUCE EDWARD ROBERSON, PRESIDENT; DEBORAH SHELLEY HUSTON,
SECRETARY; DAVID VINCENT ANDREWS, TREASURER; MICHAEL WAYNE RAMIREZ, VICE
PRESIDENT; JERRY WAYNE ROSE, CMS/TRADE - 11/23/2007; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING);
VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER

3  5 CS ELECTRIC LLC
0068237; CHAD WESTON GARCIA, MANAGER; CARYLIE RAYE PROFFITT-GARCIA, MANAGER;
CHAD WESTON GARCIA, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); PERMANENT RAISE
IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
LIMIT: $450,000, CONTINGENT UPON $15,000 BOND

4  A & F ELECTRIC LLC
0059615; LENN GILES FLORENCE, MANAGING MEMBER; KORI SUE FLORENCE, MEMBER;
LENN GILES FLORENCE, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF
OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

5  A - 1 CONCRETE CUTTING
UNIVERSAL CONSULTING CORPORATION DBA; 0026880; JOSEPH PETER MONTEIRO,
PRESIDENT; JOSEPH PETER MONTEIRO, TRADE; BETTY MONTEIRO, CMS; (A-7-EXCAVATING
AND GRADING , A-8-SEALING & STRIPING OF ASPHALTIC SURFACES , A13-WRECKING
BUILDINGS , A16-PAVING STREETS,DRIVEWAYS & PARKING LOTS); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.;
RECONSIDERATION - CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/15/2008
DALE A. CORNE, QE/TRADE "ONLY"
A7,A13
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
6 A - CORE CONCRETE CUTTING INC
0035053; JACK BLAINE JOHNSON, PRESIDENT; RUTH ELLEN JOHNSON, SECRETARY; KEITH CRAIG RODGERS, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); CONCRETE CUTTING ONLY; PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
LIMIT: $2,000,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $20,000

7 A 1 SANDBLASTING INC
0055935; JENNIFER ANN ROBERTS, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL LORRAIN ROBERTS, SECRETARY/TREASURER; MICHAEL LORRAIN ROBERTS, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
LIMIT: $2,400,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $30,000

8 A 1 SANDBLASTING INC
0055935; JENNIFER ANN ROBERTS, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL LORRAIN ROBERTS, SECRETARY/TREASURER; MICHAEL LORRAIN ROBERTS, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
DENIAL DATE: 06/06/2008
UNABLE TO SUPPORT

9 A BETTER PLUMBING COMPANY LLC
0065597; MONTGOMERY SCOTT ERVIN, MANAGING MEMBER; MONTGOMERY SCOTT ERVIN, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
$40,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: STURM RESIDENCE REMODEL

10 A C L CONSTRUCTION LLC
ANTHONY CHRISTOPHER LEACH, MANAGER; ANTHONY CHRISTOPHER LEACH; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
APPROVE; LIMIT $50,000 BOND $5,000 C-3 CARPENTRY, MAINTENANCE, & MINOR REPAIRS CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW

11 A FRESH COAT
0068396; JOHN ROBERT BECHARD, OWNER; JOHN ROBERT BECHARD, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
DENIAL DATE: 05/27/2008
UNABLE TO SUPPORT
12 **A R PAINTING & REPAIR**  
ALFRED JOSEPH RONDEAU DBA; 0067962; ALFRED JOSEPH RONDEAU, OWNER; ALFRED JOSEPH RONDEAU, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW  
Tabled Date: 05/15/2008  
Financial Responsibility Hearing

13 **A ZAHNER COMPANY**  
0068024; LEO WILLIAM ZAHNER, PRESIDENT; ROBERT LAWRENCE ZAHNER, VICE PRESIDENT; ANTHONY ERIC BIRCHLER, VICE PRESIDENT; ROBERT LAWRENCE ZAHNER, CMS/TRADE; (C14C-ORNAMENTAL METAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW  
Approval Date: 05/30/2008  
Lower Limit: $950,000 - Bond to remain at $50,000

14 **ACCELERATED CONSTRUCTION INC**  
EVANGELINE RAMOS OCO, PRESIDENT; EVANGELINE RAMOS OCO; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION  
Approval Date: 05/20/2008  
Approved: Class: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL  
Limit: $650,000 Bond: 20K Class: B2  
Financial Review Contingent Upon Passing Exams Within 60 Days

15 **ACCESS GLASS**  
ACCESS DOOR AND GLASS LLC; 0064736; CYNTHIA RENAY KENDINIAN, MANAGING MEMBER; MIKE KENDINIAN, MEMBER; CYNTHIA RENAY KENDINIAN, CMS; MIKE KENDINIAN, TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT  
Approval Date: 06/04/2008  
Limit: $350,000 - Contingent Upon Receipt of $15,000 Bond

16 **ACCESS GLASS**  
ACCESS DOOR AND GLASS LLC; 0064736; CYNTHIA RENAY KENDINIAN, MANAGING MEMBER; MIKE KENDINIAN, MEMBER; CYNTHIA RENAY KENDINIAN, CMS; MIKE KENDINIAN, TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE  
Approval Date: 06/04/2008  
$200,000 Payment and Performance Bonds Required Unless Waived by Owner; Project: TRAVELODGE RETAIL STORE

17 **ACCURATE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC**  
ANTHONY JOSEPH CHACON, PRESIDENT; ANTHONY JOSEPH CHACON; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION  
Approval Date: 05/16/2008  
Approved: Class: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL  
Approve: Limit $950,000 Bond $20,000 B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL Contingent Upon Passing Required CMS Exam Within 60 Days
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

18  ACCURATE ELECTRIC INC
HAGOB JAMIL ESEF, PRESIDENT; HAGOB JAMIL ESEF; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING);
NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $100,000 BOND: $10,000; C-2 ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
FINANCIAL REVIEW

19  ACOUSTICO
D BRIAN LINDQUIST DBA; 0028941; D BRIAN LINDQUIST, OWNER; D BRIAN LINDQUIST,
CMS/TRADE; (C-4G-ACOUSTICAL TILE); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
LIMIT: $500,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $10,000

20  ADVANCE CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY
0069413; MASSINGHAM LLC, PARTNER; WILLIAM JOSEPH KELLY II, OTHER; ADVANCE
CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY INC, PARTNER; FOREST WILLIAM WALDRON, OTHER; ROBERT
M ROSENBERG, OTHER; FOREST WILLIAM WALDRON, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING);
SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
DENIAL DATE: 05/29/2008
UNABLE TO SUPPORT

21  AIR CLEANING SYSTEMS INC
0056619; GEORGE RAMSEY BUNTING, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD; JAMES EDWARD
BUNTING, PRESIDENT; THOMAS ANTHONY RIORDAN, CMS/TRADE; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING);
PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
LIMIT: $1,000,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $10,000

22  AIR CLEANING SYSTEMS INC
0056619; GEORGE RAMSEY BUNTING, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD; JAMES EDWARD
BUNTING, PRESIDENT; THOMAS ANTHONY RIORDAN, CMS/TRADE; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING);
SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
DENIAL DATE: 05/27/2008
NOT RECEIVED 2 WORKING DAYS PRIOR TO BID DATE

23  AIRE SERV
ABACUS MECHANICAL SERVICES INC DBA; 0053561; KHADISHA DEE TAYLOR-CASILLAS,
PRESIDENT; GARRY LEE WEEKS, CMS/TRADE - 05/28/2008; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR
CONDITIONING); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
APPROVED:  05/28/2008
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITORS GARRY & JONI WEEKS, EFFECTIVE 0826/08. IF F/S IS
NOT RECEIVED BY 07/04/08 SET FOR FINANCIAL HEARING
24  ALCALA CONSTRUCTION INC  
0040988; GERARD JOSEPH BROWN, PRESIDENT; GERARD JOSEPH BROWN, CMS/TRADE;  
(C40-UNCLASSIFIED); C40 IS DESIGNATED FOR WATERPROOF LINERS AND SEALANTS ONLY;  
PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT  
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008  
LIMIT: $5,000,000, BOND TO REMAIN AT $20,000  

25  ALL AIR SYSTEMS INC  
0037803; TOMMIS EUGENE YOUNG, PRESIDENT; TOMMIS EUGENE YOUNG, CMS/TRADE;  
(C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW  
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008  
F/S REVIEW - LOWER LIMIT TO $350,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $15,000  

26  ALL AIR SYSTEMS INC  
0037803; TOMMIS EUGENE YOUNG, PRESIDENT; TOMMIS EUGENE YOUNG, CMS/TRADE;  
(C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION  
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008  
APPROVED: 04/03/2008  
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITORS JAMES & THERESA VILLELLA, EFFECTIVE 07/02/08  

27  ALL AROUND HEATING & COOLING LLC  
LUI S WILLIAM JONES, MANAGER; LUI S WILLIAM JONES, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION &  
AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION  
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008  
APPROVED: CLASS: C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING  
APPROVE; LIMIT $5000 BOND $1,000 C-21 REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING  
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW  

28  ALL STAR AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING  
VOTTA ENTERPRISES INC DBA; 0067886; EDWARD JOHN VOT TA, PRESIDENT; JACQUELINE  
LEE SELLERS, SECRETARY; EDWARD JOHN VOT TA, TRADE; JACQUELINE LEE SELLERS,  
CMS; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW  
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008  
F/S REVIEW WITH REDUCTION IN LIMIT  
LIMIT: 100K  BOND: 10K  

29  ALLIANCE SYSTEMS GROUP LLC  
0068508; JASON MORRIS BANKS, MEMBER; ANTONIO JOSE CARVALHO, MEMBER; JASON  
MORRIS BANKS, CMS/TRADE; (C-2C-FIRE DETECTION , C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); CHANGE OF  
OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER  
APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008  
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL
JUNE  19, 2008

30  ALTA CARPENTRY
ALTA PAINTING INC DBA; BRIAN MICHAEL FLEISCHER, PRESIDENT; BRIAN MICHAEL FLEISCHER, CMS/TRADE; (C20- TILING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C20-TILING
LIMIT: $5K   BOND: $1K   CLASS: C20
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

31  ALTA PAINTING AND DECORATIONS INC
ISMAEL SERRANO, PRESIDENT; ISMAEL SERRANO; BRYAN K HIGDON; (C-4A-PAINTING, C-4D- SANDBLASTING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - TRADE QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4-Painting &Decorating
APPROVE; LIMIT $10,000 BOND $2,000 C-4A PAINTING AND C-4D SANDBLASTING
MUST CHANGE NAME; CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW

32  AMBIENT EDGE AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION INC
STEVEN RAY LEWIS, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL JASON QUINN, DIRECTOR; STEVEN RAY LEWIS;
(C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $50,000 BOND: $5,000; C-21 REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
FINANCIAL REVIEW

33  AMEC KAMTECH INC
0059978; TIMOTHY PAUL GELBAR, PRESIDENT; RONALD ALAN YOUNG, CMS/TRADE -
03/28/2008; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
THOMAS W. JURCZYK, QE/CMS/TRADE; RICHARD F. KEIL, QE/CMS/TRADE; PAUL P. STARR,
QE/CMS/TRADE
A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

34  AMERACOLD REFRIGERATION INC
WILLIAM JOSEPH EMMERLING, PRESIDENT; WILLIAM JOSEPH EMMERLING; (C21-
REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
LIMIT: $25K   BOND: $5K   CLASS: C21
F/S REVIEW REQUIRED
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
35 AMERICAN BEAUTY LANDSCAPES LLP
DAVID JASON GARGANO, PARTNER; JEFFREY SCOTT BAROVICK, PARTNER; DAVID JASON GARGANO; JEFFREY SCOTT BAROVICK; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $100,000 BOND: $10,000 CLASS: C-10 LANDSCAPING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS AND TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; F/S REVIEW

36 AMERICAN COUNTER TOPS & FLOORS
J T INTERIORS LLC DBA; 0055872; JUDY MARIE THAXTON, MANAGER; JUDY MARIE THAXTON, CMS/TRADE; (C19B-MARBLE); RELIEF OF BONDING REQUIREMENT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
BOND CANCELLATION

37 AMERICAN COUNTER TOPS & FLOORS
J T INTERIORS LLC DBA; 0055871; JUDY MARIE THAXTON, MANAGER; JUDY MARIE THAXTON, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); RELIEF OF BONDING REQUIREMENT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
BOND CANCELLATION

38 AMERICAN EAGLE ENTERPRISES
KINCANON & BRINK ENTERPRISES INC DBA; 0041471; JERRY LEE KINCANON, PRESIDENT; JERRY LEE KINCANON, CMS/TRADE; RONALD LOYD BRINK, CMS/TRADE; (C24-ERECTING SCAFFOLDS & BLEACHERS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

39 AMERICAN ENVIRONMENTAL LTD LLC
CARL JOSEPH APICELLA, PRESIDENT; ERNEST LEE VALLORZ JR, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; PETER JOHN AUGUSTINE, TREASURER; MICHAEL CHARLES MAURER, SECRETARY; MARK HUBERT SHIPPS, DIRECTOR; JOHN EUGENE GEELS; (A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING
APPROVE; LIMIT: UNLIMITED, BOND: $50,000 A-12 EXCAVATING, GRADING, TRENCHING, & SURFACING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

40 AMERICAN PROCESS GROUP INC
JOHNNY PATRICK PRINCE, PRESIDENT; DOUGLAS ALLAN VAN DER VEE N, VP/SECRETARY; DOUGLAS ALLAN VAN DER VEE N; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
LIMIT: $4,000,000 BOND: 30K CLASS: A
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS & RECEIPT OF ORIGINAL INDEMNIFICATION & RESOLUTION
JUNE 19, 2008

41 ANNING JOHNSON COMPANY
0046679; JOHN RICHARD ANDREJEWSKI, PRESIDENT; LAWRENCE JOSEPH DOMINO, VICE PRESIDENT; KATHLEEN ANN TOMASKA, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JAMES RAYMOND MARAS, VICE PRESIDENT; LAWRENCE JOSEPH DOMINO, CMS/TRADE; (C17-LATHING & PLASTERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/_MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

42 ANNING JOHNSON COMPANY
0016517; JOHN ANDRZEJEWSKI, PRESIDENT; LAWRENCE JOSEPH DOMINO, VICE PRESIDENT; KATHLEEN ANN TOMASKA, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JAMES RAYMOND MARAS, VICE PRESIDENT; LAWRENCE JOSEPH DOMINO, CMS/TRADE; (C40-UNCLASSIFIED); C40 IS DESIGNATED FOR ZONOLITE CONCRETE ONLY; CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/_MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

43 ANNING JOHNSON COMPANY
0016515; JOHN ANDRZEJEWSKI, PRESIDENT; LAWRENCE JOSEPH DOMINO, VICE PRESIDENT; KATHLEEN ANN TOMASKA, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JAMES RAYMOND MARAS, VICE PRESIDENT; LAWRENCE JOSEPH DOMINO, CMS/TRADE; (C14B-STRUCTURAL STEEL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/_MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

44 ANNING JOHNSON COMPANY
0016516; JOHN ANDRZEJEWSKI, PRESIDENT; LAWRENCE JOSEPH DOMINO, VICE PRESIDENT; KATHLEEN ANN TOMASKA, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JAMES RAYMOND MARAS, VICE PRESIDENT; LAWRENCE JOSEPH DOMINO, CMS/TRADE; (C15-ROOFING & SIDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/_MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

45 APEX GRADING & PAVING INC
0052001; ROBERT ANTOINE AYERS, PRESIDENT; JACK JOEL SCHEELER, VICE PRESIDENT; ROBERT ANTOINE AYERS, CMS/TRADE; (A-8-SEALING & STRIPING OF ASPHALTIC SURFACES, A-9-PIERS AND FOUNDATIONS, A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A15-SEWERS, DRAINS &PIPES, A16-PAVING STREETS, DRIVEWAYS & PARKING LOTS, A19-PIPELINE & CONDUITS); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
LIMIT: $800,000, BOND TO REMAIN AT $15,000
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

June 19, 2008

46  AQUAGUARD COATINGS AND SEALANTS LLC
CURTIS EUGENE MCKINNEY, MANAGER; CURTIS EUGENE MCKINNEY; (C-4A-PAINTING, C-4H-URETHANE COATINGS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4A-PAINTING, C-4H-URETHANE COATINGS
APPROVE: LIMIT: $25,000 BOND: $5,000 CLASS: C-4A PAINTING AND C-4H URETHANE COATINGS
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS AND TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; F/S REVIEW

47  ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN & SIGNS INC
0069733; SEAN LESLIE SOLOMON, PRESIDENT; KEVIN JAMES FARRELL, VICE PRESIDENT; MILTON SOLOMON, VICE PRESIDENT; DALE CURTIS FOLEY, CMS/TRADE; KEVIN JAMES FARRELL, CMS/TRADE; (C-6-ERECTING SIGNS); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
LIMIT: $7,300,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $50,000

48  ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN & SIGNS INC
0069733; SEAN LESLIE SOLOMON, PRESIDENT; KEVIN JAMES FARRELL, VICE PRESIDENT; MILTON SOLOMON, VICE PRESIDENT; DALE CURTIS FOLEY, CMS/TRADE; KEVIN JAMES FARRELL, CMS/TRADE; (C-6-ERECTING SIGNS); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
$7,000,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: MCCARRAN AIRPORT T3 & ATS CONTRACT #2152

49  ARCTIC AIR INC
PATSY JEAN PIERCEY, PRESIDENT; SHIRLEY ANN LEWIS, SECRETARY; BRYAN KEITH PIERCEY, TREASURER; DOUGLAS LEE LEWIS, DIRECTOR; BRYAN KEITH PIERCEY, CMS/TRADE; (C21A-REFRIGERATION, C21B-AIR CONDITIONING, C21D-MAINTENANCE); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C21A-REFRIGERATION, C21B-AIR CONDITIONING, C21D-MAINTENANCE
LIMIT: $50,000 - BOND: $5,000; CLASS: C21-A REFRIGERATION; C-21B AIR CONDITIONING; C-21D MAINTENANCE
FINANCIAL REVIEW

50  ARIZONA CIVIL CONSTRUCTORS INC
STEVEN CONRAD PALACIOS, PRESIDENT; STEVEN CONRAD PALACIOS, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/09/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
APPROVE LIMIT: $50,000 BOND: $5,000 C3 CARPENTRY
ARIZONA CIVIL CONSTRUCTORS INC
STEVEN CONRAD PALACIOS, PRESIDENT; STEVEN CONRAD PALACIOS, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/09/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING
APPROVE LIMIT: $50,000  BOND: $5,000  C5 CONCRETE CONTRACTING

ARIZONA CIVIL CONSTRUCTORS INC
STEVEN CONRAD PALACIOS, PRESIDENT; STEVEN CONRAD PALACIOS, CMS/TRADE; TONY COLAGIOVANNI, TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/09/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
APPROVE LIMIT: $3,500,000  BOND: $30,000  A-GENERAL ENGINEERING

ARIZONA CIVIL CONSTRUCTORS INC
STEVEN CONRAD PALACIOS, PRESIDENT; STEVEN CONRAD PALACIOS, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/09/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING
APPROVE LIMIT: $50,000  BOND: $5,000  C4 PAINTING & DECORATING

ARTISTIC REMODELING
RAY EMERY LAMB DBA; RAY EMERY LAMB, OWNER; RAY EMERY LAMB; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 05/15/2008
NRS 624.263 PRIOR CONVICTION & PRIOR BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
NRS 624.265 CHARATER

ASPEN DEVELOPERS CORP
0055758; ERIC ROBERT LUSTER, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

B & M WELL DRILLERS INC
BRIDGET JANINE WALLACE, PRESIDENT; BOBBY J WALLACE; (C23-DRILL WELLS, INSTALL PUMPS, PRESSURE TAN); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/09/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C23-DRILL WELLS, INSTALL PUMPS, PRESSURE TAN
APPROVE LIMIT: $100,000 BOND: $10,000 CLASS: C-23 DRILLING WELLS CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; RECEIPT OF INDEMNIFICATION DOCUMENT, F/S REVIEW
JUNE 19, 2008

57 B D F ENTERPRISES INC
BILLY J FREDERICKS, PRESIDENT; BRADLEY SCOTT HARRELL, SECRETARY; BRADLEY SCOTT HARRELL, CMS/TRADE; BILLY J FREDERICKS; (C41A-AUTOMATIC FIRE SPRINKLERS); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 05/15/2008
DENY; NRS 624.264 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, NRS 624.265 CHARACTER

58 B G I WEST
BRAHMA GROUP INC DBA; DAVID W MILLER, PRESIDENT; SEAN GORDON DAVIS, VP/SECRETARY; MICHAEL PATRICK ELAM, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; SEAN GORDON DAVIS, CMS/TRADE; THOMAS LEROY WILLIAMS; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
APPROVE LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50,000; C-2 ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
RECEIPT OF CORPORATE INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT & RESOLUTION
RECEIPT OF FICTITIOUS NAME CERTIFICATE

59 B Z PLUMBING COMPANY INC
WILLIAM JOSEPH ZMRZEL, PRESIDENT; WILLIAM JOSEPH ZMRZEL; (C-1D-PLUMBING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-1D-PLUMBING
LIMIT: $2,000,000 BOND: $30K CLASS: C-1D
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

60 BACA & SONS INC
KURT ERICK BACA, PRESIDENT; ALEXANDER ROBERT BACA, DIRECTOR; ALEXANDER ROBERT BACA; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE LIMIT: $250,000 BOND: $15,000; B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
FINANCIAL REVIEW

61 BAKER BUILDERS
BISON BUILDERS INC DBA; 0050892; ANDREW ADAM BAKER, PRESIDENT; ANDREW ADAM BAKER, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

62 BARNARD PIPELINE INC
0057100; MARTY LEE JORGENSEN, PRESIDENT; MARTY LEE JORGENSEN, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL
JUNE 19, 2008

63 BARON BROTHERS NURSERY
PACIFIC LANDSCAPE SERVICES DBA; JAMES MICHAEL BARON, PRESIDENT; JAMES MICHAEL BARON; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
APPROVE LIMIT: $350,000  BOND: $15,000  C10 LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
RECEIPT OF CORPORATE INDEMNIFICATION FORM AND RESOLUTION LETTER

64 BELDON ROOFING & REMODELING CO
0068211; BRADFORD DAVIS BELDON, PRESIDENT; RICHARD ALAN ZUCKER, VICE PRESIDENT; LOUISE DAVIS BELDON, SECRETARY; DANIEL MENDEZ, VICE PRESIDENT; BEATRICE ANN GUNDERMAN, VICE PRESIDENT; MARTIN JOSEPH POLKA, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; EDWARD J BATIS JR, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; BRADFORD DAVIS BELDON, CMS/TRADE; (C15-ROOFING & SIDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

65 BELLA STONE PAVERS & EXCAVATION INC
0067714; LORNE H JOHNSON, PRESIDENT; JOHN ANTHONY MAYER, SECRETARY; LORNE H JOHNSON, CMS/TRADE; (A-7-EXCAVATING AND GRADING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/14/2008
LORNE HENRY JOHNSON, PRES/CMS/TRADE
A7-EXCAVATING & GRADING
CONTIGENT UPON BEING IN COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

66 BELLA TERRA INC
0052563; ALBERT ANDREW VALERY, PRESIDENT; OLIVIA MARIE VALERY, SECRETARY; ALBERT ANDREW VALERY, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

67 BENTSON CONTRACTOR
0014554; LYNN DAVID BENTSON, OWNER; LYNN DAVID BENTSON, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); RE-ACTIVATE AT RENEWAL TIME; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
ACTIVATE INACTIVE LICENSE #14554

68 BENZ AIR ENGINEERING CO INC
0059147; ROBERT PETER BENZ, PRESIDENT; ROBERT PETER BENZ, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
OFFICER CHANGE
JUNE 19, 2008

69 BENZ AIR ENGINEERING CO INC

0058144; ROBERT PETER BENZ, PRESIDENT; ROBERT PETER BENZ, CMS/TRADE; (A19-PIPELINE & CONDUITS, A20-INDUSTRIAL PIPING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

70 BESAM ENTRANCE SOLUTIONS

BESAM US INC DBA; 0046217; GREGORY R BOTTOM, PRESIDENT; ANTHONY J BRUNO, VICE PRESIDENT; MICHAEL JOSEPH FISHER, VICE PRESIDENT; DAVID ALLEN TIMMERMAN, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); NAME CHANGE

APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: BESAM ENTRANCE SOLUTIONS
CHANGE NAME FROM: BESAM US INC TO: BESAM US INC DBA BESAM ENTRANCE SOLUTIONS

71 BEST IN THE WEST CONSTRUCTION LLC

0071185; BRIAN SCOTT POSEY, MANAGER; GARY DEE CRIDER, MANAGER; BRIAN SCOTT POSEY, CMS; GARY DEE CRIDER, TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION

APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING
LIMIT: $50K  BOND: $5K  CLASS: C-5
F/S REVIEW REQUIRED

72 BESTWAY BUILDING & REMODELING

JOSEPH EDWARD TILT SR DBA; JOSEPH EDWARD TILT SR, OWNER; JOSEPH EDWARD TILT SR, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION

APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
LIMIT: $250,000 - BOND: $15,000; CLASS: B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
FINANCIAL REVIEW

73 BIG VALLEY PAINTING INC

0068533; LISA MARIE HARRIS, PRESIDENT; MARK CHRISTOPHER PENA, SECRETARY/TREASURER; MURIEL F NESOFF, DIRECTOR; LISA MARIE HARRIS, CMS; MARK CHRISTOPHER PENA, TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

74 BIG VALLEY PAINTING INC

0068533; LISA MARIE HARRIS, PRESIDENT; MARK CHRISTOPHER PENA, SECRETARY/TREASURER; MURIEL F NESOFF, DIRECTOR; LISA MARIE HARRIS, CMS; MARK CHRISTOPHER PENA, TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT

APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
LIMIT: $250,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $15,000 BOND
JUNE 19, 2008

75  **BIG VALLEY PAINTING INC**

0068533; LISA MARIE HARRIS, PRESIDENT; MARK CHRISTOPHER PENA, SECRETARY/TREASURER; MURIEL F NESOFF, DIRECTOR; LISA MARIE HARRIS, CMS; MARK CHRISTOPHER PENA, TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008

F/S REVIEW

76  **BIG VALLEY PAINTING INC**

0068533; LISA MARIE HARRIS, PRESIDENT; MARK CHRISTOPHER PENA, SECRETARY/TREASURER; MURIEL F NESOFF, DIRECTOR; LISA MARIE HARRIS, CMS; MARK CHRISTOPHER PENA, TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION

APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008

APPROVED: 05/20/2008

APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITORS LISA HARRIS & MARK PENA, EFFECTIVE 08/18/08

77  **BILLS PAVING DESIGNS**

0039930; WILLIAM HENRY LAGORIO, PRESIDENT; DAVID QUINTERO, SECRETARY; WILLIAM HENRY LAGORIO, CMS/TRADE; (C40-UNCLASSIFIED); C40 IS DESIGNATED FOR INTERLOCKING PAVING STONES & KEYSTONE RETAINING WALLS ONLY; REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION

APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008

APPROVED: 05/23/2008

APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION OF WILLIAM & LAVONE BOOTH TO BE EFFECTIVE 8/21/2008, IF FINANCIAL STATEMENT IS NOT RECEIVED BY JUNE 30, 2008 SET FOR FINANCIAL HEARING

78  **BISCAYNE AQUACULTURE INC**

JAMES THOMAS POST, DIRECTOR; BRETT LAWRENCE CAVALIERO, DIRECTOR; JAMES THOMAS POST, CMS/TRADE; (A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS, A22-UNCLASSIFIED); DESIGNATED FOR WATER FEATURES ONLY; NEW APPLICATION

APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008

APPROVED: CLASS: A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS DESIGNATED FOR WATER FEATURES ONLY

LIMIT: UNLIMITED

BOND: 50K

CPB: -0- CLASS: A10, 22-DESIGNATED FOR WATER FEATURES ONLY

CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

79  **BJERK BUILDERS INC**

0055420; SCOTT ALAN BJERK, PRESIDENT; SCOTT ALAN BJERK, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008

OFFICER CHNAGE WITH RENEWAL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Approval Date</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>BLACK BOX NETWORK SERVICES ARIZONA</td>
<td>05/28/2008</td>
<td>NAME CHANGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DATEL COMMUNICATIONS INC DBA; 0039766; RICHARD IAN CLARK, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE);</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVED: BLACK BOX NETWORK SERVICES - ARIZONA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NAME CHANGE FROM: DATEL COMMUNICATIONS INC DBA BLACK BOX NETWORK SERVICES TO: DATEL COMMUNICATIONS INC DBA BLACK BOX NETWORK SERVICES - ARIZONA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>BLACK BOX NETWORK SERVICES ARIZONA</td>
<td>05/28/2008</td>
<td>OFFICER CHANGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DATEL COMMUNICATIONS INC DBA; 0039766; RICHARD IAN CLARK, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE);</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>BLUE IRON INC</td>
<td>06/02/2008</td>
<td>NEW APPLICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DANIEL LEROY BAKER, PRESIDENT; DANIEL LEROY BAKER; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING);</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVE LIMIT: $1,000,000 BOND: $30,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CONTINGENT UPON CERTIFICATE OF GOOD STANDING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>BRIDGEPORT CONSTRUCTION LLC</td>
<td>06/02/2008</td>
<td>MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE-RENEWAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0063046; MATTHEW GARFIELD SOBERS, MANAGING MEMBER; WFT MANAGEMENT LLC, MEMBER; LARRY DEAN HOBSON, MEMBER; LARRY DEAN HOBSON, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL &amp; SMALL COMMERCIAL);</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>BUILDERS WHOLESALE LLC</td>
<td>05/14/2008</td>
<td>NEW APPLICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0065360; CORPORATE MANAGEMENT SERVICES INC, MANAGER; THOMAS BEDFORD BRUCE-1996 TRUST, MEMBER; E.B. 2002 ASSET TRUST, MEMBER; JOSHUA T HERGET, CMS/TRADE; (C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO &amp; MARBLE);</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 05/14/2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JOSHUA T. HERGET, QE/CMS/TRADE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO &amp; MARBLE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>BUILDINGS AND DWELLINGS COMPANY INC</td>
<td>05/28/2008</td>
<td>NEW APPLICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THOMAS WORTHINGTON YANTS, PRESIDENT; THOMAS WORTHINGTON YANTS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL &amp; SMALL COMMERCIAL);</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL &amp; SMALL COMMERCIAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVE LIMIT: $1,000,000 BOND: $30,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CONTINGENT UPON AMENDING SECTION 6 OF THE APPLICATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- OFFICER CHANGE
- NAME CHANGE
- NEW APPLICATION
- MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE-RENEWAL
- CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
86 BURKETTS POOL PLASTERING INC
ROBERT RICHARD BURKETT, PRESIDENT; ROBERT RICHARD BURKETT; (A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS
LIMIT: $250,000 BOND: 15K CLASS: A10 CPB: $15,000
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; F.S. REVIEW ON RENEWAL

87 BYECRAFT CABINET
0042183; BRUCE ALFRED BYE, OWNER; BRUCE ALFRED BYE, CMS/TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER EFFECTIVE UPON ISSUANCE OF NEW LICENSE

88 BYECRAFT CABINET INC
BRUCE ALFRED BYE, PRESIDENT; JEAN LESLIE BYE, SECRETARY/TREASURER; BRUCE ALFRED BYE, CMS/TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY
LIMIT: $200K BOND: $10K CLASS: C-3B

89 C B 2 CONSTRUCTION LLC
GARTH WADE BRANDAW, MEMBER; DANIEL GEORGE JURSNICK, MEMBER; GORDON ORLO STONE, MEMBER; GORDON ORLO STONE, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT: $1,800,000 - BOND: $30,000; CLASS: B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
FINANCIAL REVIEW

90 C C CONSTRUCTION OF NEVADA LLC
0022692A; KENNETH JOSEPH CLARK, MANAGING MEMBER; RICHARD JOSEPH CLARK, MEMBER; LLOYD HODGE, CMS/TRADE; RICHARD JOSEPH CLARK, CMS/TRADE; KENNETH JOSEPH CLARK, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
$3,500,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: CAROLINE’S COURT

91 C D F
CULINARY DESIGN AND FIXTURE INC DBA; 0033601; JAMES MICHAEL MENASCO, PRESIDENT; JAMES MICHAEL MENASCO, CMS/TRADE; (C26A-KITCHEN & LABORATORY EQUIPMENT); RELIEF OF BONDING REQUIREMENT
DENIAL DATE: 06/06/2008
MUST CONTINUE BOND
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

92 C L B CONSTRUCTION
0032647A; BERNARD FRANK SMITH, PRESIDENT; BERNARD FRANK SMITH, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
TABLED DATE: 06/02/2008
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING

93 C L B CONSTRUCTION
0032647A; BERNARD FRANK SMITH, PRESIDENT; BERNARD FRANK SMITH, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008
APPROVED: 05/08/2008
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION OF BERNARD & LINDA SMITH TO BE EFFECTIVE 8/6/2008

94 CACTUS TRANSPORT INC
JACOB WADE DOMINY, PRESIDENT; JACQUELINE RUTH DOMINY, VICE PRESIDENT; AMY ELLEN DOMINY, VICE PRESIDENT; GALE JAMES DOMINY, VICE PRESIDENT; JACOB WADE DOMINY; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
APPROVE LIMIT: $5,000,000  BOND: $50,000  A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

95 CALDWELL TANKS INC
0049495; BERNARD S FINEMAN, PRESIDENT; DAVID L DUES, CMS/TRADE; (C28-FABRICATING TANKS); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
TERRY LEE SHOOPMAN, QE/CMS/TRADE
C28-FABRICATING TANKS
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

96 CALNEV CURB APPEAL LLC
ROBERT JOSEPH BROZEK, MANAGING MEMBER; BLANCHE LEONE BROZEK, MANAGING MEMBER; ROBERT JOSEPH BROZEK; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); LIMITED TO CURBING; NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING LIMITED TO CURBING
LIMIT: $10,000  BOND: 2K  CLASS: C5-LIMITED TO CURBING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; F.S. REVIEW ON RENEWAL

97 CAMBRIDGE COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL INC
0041426; JEFFREY D SMITH, PRESIDENT; JEFFREY D SMITH, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL , B3-SPECULATIVE BUILDING , B5-PREFABRICATED STEEL STRUCTURES); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
98  **CAMPBELL TECHNICAL SERVICES INC**  
STACEY JAMES CAMPBELL, PRESIDENT; STACEY JAMES CAMPBELL, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); C21 LIMITED TO INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTATION ONLY; NEW APPLICATION  
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008  
APPROVED: CLASS: C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING C21 LIMITED TO INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTATION ONLY  
LIMIT: $200K  BOND: $10K  CLASS: C21 - LIMITED TO INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTATION ONLY  
CONTINGENT UPON PROVIDING VERIFICATION OF REGISTRATION WITH NV SECRETARY OF STATE  

99  **CAN FER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY**  
0053802; CHARLES ANDREW FERRARA, CMS/TRADE; (A-9-PIERS AND FOUNDATIONS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER  
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008  
OFFICER CHANGE  

100  **CANYON INSULATION INC**  
0062435; KENNETH JAMES SIRLS, PRESIDENT; ROBERT MICHAEL DONOGHUE, SECRETARY; MELANIE V BRADFIELD, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; ROY R POLLARD, VICE PRESIDENT; KENNETH JAMES SIRLS, CMS/TRADE; (C-3C-INSULATION & WEATHER STRIPPING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE; RECONSIDERATION  
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008  
$9,000,000  
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: MCCARRAN TERMINAL 3  

101  **CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION LLC**  
0062274; ROBERT SAROUKHANOFF, MEMBER; HARSHAD JASHBHAI DESAI, MEMBER; DENNIS GARY TIERNEY, MEMBER; ROBERT SAROUKHANOFF, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT  
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008  
LIMIT: $800,000, BOND TO REMAIN AT $15,000  

102  **CAPPARELLI K H S & S CONTRACTORS A JOINT VENTURE**  
DAVID PAUL SUDER, CMS/TRADE; EDWARD CHARLES CAPPARELLI, TRADE; (C17-LATHING &PLASTERING); NEW APPLICATION  
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008  
APPROVED: CLASS: C17-LATHING &PLASTERING  
LIMIT: UNLIMITED  BOND: $50K  CLASS: C17  
CONTINGENT UPON PROVIDING INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT & RESOLUTION
103 CAPPARELLI K H S & S CONTRACTORS A JOINT VENTURE
DAVID PAUL SUDER, CMS/TRADE; (C40-UNCLASSIFIED); C40 DESIGNATED FOR THEME PARKS ONLY; NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C40-UNCLASSIFIED  C40 DESIGNATED FOR THEME PARKS ONLY
LIMIT: UNLIMITED   BOND: $50K   CLASS: C40 DESIGNATED FOR THEME PARKS ONLY
CONTINGENT UPON PROVIDING INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT & RESOLUTION

104 CAPPARELLI K H S & S CONTRACTORS A JOINT VENTURE
DAVID PAUL SUDER, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
LIMIT: UNLIMITED   BOND: $50K   CLASS: B
CONTINGENT UPON PROVIDING INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT & RESOLUTION

105 CAPPARELLI K H S & S CONTRACTORS A JOINT VENTURE
DAVID PAUL SUDER, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
LIMIT: UNLIMITED   BOND: $50K   CLASS: C-3
CONTINGENT UPON PROVIDING INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT & RESOLUTION

106 CARDINAL LANDSCAPE
GARTH FRANKLIN COURTNEY DBA; 0048839; GARTH FRANKLIN COURTNEY, OWNER; GARTH FRANKLIN COURTNEY, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); RELIEF OF BONDING REQUIREMENT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
BOND CANCELLATION

107 CARDINAL LANDSCAPE LLC
GARTH FRANKLIN COURTNEY, MANAGING MEMBER; ELEANORE JANE COURTNEY, MANAGING MEMBER; GARTH FRANKLIN COURTNEY, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); NEW APPLICATION; WAIVER OF TRADE EXAM
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C18-MASONRY
APPROVE; LIMIT $100,000 BOND $10,000 C-18 MASONRY
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS.

108 CARDINAL LANDSCAPE LLC
GARTH FRANKLIN COURTNEY, MANAGING MEMBER; ELEANORE JANE COURTNEY, MANAGING MEMBER; GARTH FRANKLIN COURTNEY, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING
APPROVE; LIMIT $25,000 BOND $5,000 C-5 CONCRETE CONTRACTING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS.
0042082A; CARL BURDETT WALTON, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER EFFECTIVE UPON ISSUANCE OF NEW LICENSE

CARMEL FLOORING
0055151; IRAJ MORADI, PRESIDENT; NASIM MORADI, SECRETARY; NAYYAREH MORADI, TREASURER; IRAJ MORADI, CMS/TRADE; (C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO & MARBLE); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

CARRASCO CONCRETE INC
0050876; CESAR GARCIA CARRASCO, PRESIDENT; CESAR GARCIA CARRASCO, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
LIMIT: $950,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $10,000

CATALYST LV INC
0069667; WALI RASHID RAINER, PRESIDENT; VARTAN NAZERIAN, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/15/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

CAVALIER PAINTING COMPANY
LAWRENCE JASON, PRESIDENT; THOMAS VINCENT FURNARI, VICE PRESIDENT; STEVEN THOMAS SCHMIDT; (C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $950,000 BOND: $20,000; C-4 PAINTING & DECORATING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

CENTRAL SIERRA CONSTRUCTION INC
0023444B; STEVEN HAROLD WHITFIELD, PRESIDENT; WILLIAM ALLEN PARK, VICE PRESIDENT; WILLIAM ALLEN PARK, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008
F/S REVIEW - LOWER LIMIT TO $2,500,000 - NO BOND REQUIRED
June 19, 2008

115 **CERTIFIED FIRE SYSTEMS**

KARL FRASER WALKER, PRESIDENT; MATHEW THOMAS GIBSON, VICE PRESIDENT; DUSTIN VERN MOSER, SECRETARY; MATHEW THOMAS GIBSON; (C41-FIRE PROTECTION); NEW APPLICATION

APPROVAL DATE: 05/19/2008

APPROVED: CLASS: C-1B-FIRE SPRINKLERS

LIMIT: $500,000 BOND: 15K CLASS: C41

CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; MUST CHANGE NAME

116 **CHEROKEE CONCRETE INC**

MATTHEW TAYLOR WALKER, PRESIDENT; MATTHEW TAYLOR WALKER; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION

APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008

APPROVED: CLASS: C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING

APPROVE; LIMIT $950,000 BOND $20,000 C-5 CONCRETE CONTRACTING

CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW

117 **CHEYENNE STEEL CO INC**

0053113; RICHARD JOSEPH WENZL, PRESIDENT; RICHARD JOSEPH WENZL, CMS/TRADE; (C14-STEEL REINFORCING & ERECTION); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008

OFFICER CHANGE

118 **CHRISP COMPANY**

0056802; ROBERT PAUL CHRISP, PRESIDENT; DAVID LEE MORRIS, CMS; ROBERT PAUL CHRISP, CMS/TRADE; (A-8-SEALING & STRIPING OF ASPHALTIC SURFACES); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008

OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

119 **CITYWIDE CONSTRUCTION INC**

LEONARDO CORDEIRO PINHEIRO, PRESIDENT; LEONARDO CORDEIRO PINHEIRO, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION

APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008

APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING

APPROVE LIMIT: $950,000 BOND: $20,000 B2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL

CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

FINANCIAL REVIEW

120 **CLARK CONSTRUCTION GROUP LLC**

0058949; RICHARD MARK HEIM, CMS/TRADE; JAMES MANLEY MCLAMB, CMS/TRADE; (AB-GENERAL ENGINEERING & GENERAL BUILDING); EXTENSION TO REPLACE QUALIFIER

APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008

60 DAY EXTENSION UNTIL JULY 23, 2008
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

121 CLAYBORN CONTRACTING GROUP INC
CHARLES HENRY MADENFORD, PRESIDENT; JAMES WILLIAM WRIGHT, VICE PRESIDENT; JENNENE NICOLE BAXLEY, SECRETARY/ TreASURER; JAMES WILLIAM WRIGHT; CHARLES HENRY MADENFORD, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
LIMIT: $2,000,000 BOND: 30K CLASS: C2

122 CLEAR BLUELECTRIC LLC
JOHN MICHAEL RUCINSKI, MANAGER; KI YON RUCINSKI, MANAGER; JOHN MICHAEL RUCINSKI; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION; NAME SIMILARITY
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2A-ELECTRICAL WIRING
LIMIT: $20,000 5K CLASS: C2
FINANCIAL REVIEW; MUST CHANGE NAME

123 CLIMATE MASTER
RENNIE HEATING & AIR LLC DBA; 0054619A; DOUGLAS GRANT RENNIE, MANAGER; DOUGLAS GRANT RENNIE, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
LIMIT: $150,000 BOND: 10K CLASS: C21
F.S. REVIEW ON RENEWAL; LICENSE TO BE ISSUED AS #54619A

124 CLIMATE MASTER
0054619; DOUGLAS GRANT RENNIE, OWNER; DOUGLAS GRANT RENNIE, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER EFFECTIVE UPON ISSUANCE OF NEW LICENSE

125 COAST TO COAST FIXTURING INC
0069894; DARREN BRIAN WRIGHT, PRESIDENT; PHILIP JAMES GRAHAM, CMS/TRADE - 03/30/2008; (C26B-BUILDING ACCESSORIES & SPECIALTIES); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

126 COBRA ELECTRIC LLC
DAVID LEE ROMANTIC, MANAGING MEMBER; DAVID LEE ROMANTIC; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
20K 5K C2 FS REVIEW
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

127 COGENT NETWORKS
AOKI NODA LOGISTICS LLC DBA; 0062666; YOKO AOKI, MEMBER; NIGEL TERRENCE-PRENTICE GILSON, CMS/TRADE; DONNA JEAN BRADLEY, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING, C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
DENIAL DATE: 06/02/2008
UNABLE TO SUPPORT

128 COGENT NETWORKS
AOKI NODA LOGISTICS LLC DBA; 0062666; YOKO AOKI, MEMBER; NIGEL TERRENCE-PRENTICE GILSON, CMS/TRADE; DONNA JEAN BRADLEY, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING, C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
DENIAL DATE: 06/02/2008
UNABLE TO SUPPORT

129 COGENT NETWORKS
AOKI NODA LOGISTICS LLC DBA; 0062666; YOKO AOKI, MEMBER; NIGEL TERRENCE-PRENTICE GILSON, CMS/TRADE; DONNA JEAN BRADLEY, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING, C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
DENIAL DATE: 05/27/2008
UNABLE TO SUPPORT

130 COLONIAL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LLC
0070520; EDWARD THOMAS WRIGHT, PRESIDENT; JAMES A VON DYKE, VICE PRESIDENT; JAMES A VON DYKE, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
LIMIT: UNLIMITED, CONTINGENT UPON $50,000 BOND

131 COM REZ INTERNATIONAL INC
JO-ANNA HOUSE, PRESIDENT; MARCUS HOUSE, SECRETARY; DONNELL WALLACE, DIRECTOR; MARCUS HOUSE; JO-ANNA HOUSE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/09/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING
APPROVE: LIMIT $50,000 BOND $5,000 C-5 CONCRETE CONTRACTING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW

132 COMMERCIAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT
0037312; DAVID LEE HENSELMAN, OWNER; DAVID LEE HENSELMAN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER EFFECTIVE UPON ISSUANCE OF NEW LICENSE
JUNE 19, 2008

133 COMMUNICATIONS INSTALLATION SERVICES INC
PHILLIP CLAY HOLLAND, PRESIDENT; LAURA CHRISTINE CLIFT, SECRETARY/TREASURER; PHILLIP CLAY HOLLAND, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE
LIMIT: $2,000,000  BOND: $30K  CLASS: C-2D
TO BE ISSUED AS #52383A
CONTINGENT UPON PROVIDING INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT AND RESOLUTION

134 COMPLETE PLUMBING & REPAIR INC
DONALD LEE PIKE II, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL JAMES LESLIE, CMS/TRADE; DONALD LEE PIKE II, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $250,000 BOND: $15,000 CLASS: C-1 PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTINGENT UPON COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

135 CONNECT 1 LLC
PRENTICE JOE BROWN, PRESIDENT; PRENTICE JOE BROWN; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/09/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE
APPROVE: LIMIT $10,000 BOND $2,000 C-2D LOW VOLTAGE SYSTEMS
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW

136 CONSTRUCTION REMODELERS
0067608; ELMER WILLIAM NAVE, OWNER; ELMER WILLIAM NAVE, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

137 CONTINENTAL PAINTING AND DECORATING INC
0071194; CONSTANCE L WILLIAMS, PRESIDENT; HUGH C WILLIAMS, PRESIDENT; CONSTANCE L WILLIAMS; SCOTT DOUGLAS RIEMER, TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING , C-4B-WALLCOVERING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4A-PAINTING , C-4B-WALLCOVERING
5,000,000  50K  C4A,B

138 CONTRACTORS DOOR AND MILLWORK INC
SCOTT DANIEL PANGBURN, PRESIDENT; GREGORY ALAN PANGBURN, VICE PRESIDENT; JAMES LLOYD LEDDEN, CMS/TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY
LIMIT: $1,700,000  BOND: 30K  CLASS: C3B
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

139  CONVERSE CONSULTANTS
CONVERSE PROFESSIONAL GROUP (THE); 0048947; HASHMI S QUAZI, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD; PAMELA JEAN KEITH, SECRETARY; RUBEN ROMERO, TREASURER; JAMES L WERLE, CMS/TRADE; (A-5-DIAMOND AND CORE DRILLING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

140  COPERTINO INC
0063408; BRUCE M COPERTINO JR, PRESIDENT; BERNADETTE TAYLOR, TREASURER; BRUCE M COPERTINO JR, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); NAME CHANGE
TABLED DATE: 05/29/2008
TABLE PENDING RESOLUTION OF OPEN COMPLAINT

141  CORNERSTONE MARBLE & TILE INC
GREGORY MICHAEL BARFIELD, PRESIDENT; JENNIFER LYNN BARFIELD, SECRETARY/TREASURER; GREGORY MICHAEL BARFIELD; (C20-TILING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C20-TILING
APPROVE LIMIT: $200,000  BOND: $10,000  C20 TILING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE/CMS EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

142  CORNERSTONE WEST
DANIEL LEE HESS, PRESIDENT; DANIEL LEE HESS; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING
APPROVE LIMIT: $500,000  BOND: $15,000  C5 CONCRETE CONTRACTING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
RECEIPT OF CORPORATE INDEMNIFICATION FORM AND RESOLUTION LETTER

143  COUNTERTOP MAN (THE)
DAVID BRIAN WALSH DBA; DAVID BRIAN WALSH, OWNER; DAVID BRIAN WALSH; (C16B-FINISHING COUNTERS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C16B-FINISHING COUNTERS
APPROVE: LIMIT: $15,000  BOND: $5,000 CLASS: C-16B FINISHING COUNTERS
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS, F/S REVIEW

144  COUNTERTOP SHOP LLC (THE)
0058953; JAMES EVERETT COPE, MANAGER; RUSSELL CHRISTOPHER RUBY, MANAGER; RUSSELL CHRISTOPHER RUBY, TRADE; JAMES EVERETT COPE, CMS; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
LIMIT: $40,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $5,000
CONSENT AGENDA  
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS  

JUNE  19, 2008  

145  CRAFT CONSTRUCTION COMPANY  
0056775; JANUSZ NOWAK, PRESIDENT; JANUSZ TED NOWAK, VICE PRESIDENT; TERESA NOWAK, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JANUSZ NOWAK, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING);  
PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT  
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008  
LIMIT: UNLIMITED - BOND TO REMAIN AT $20,000  

146  CRAFT CONSTRUCTION COMPANY  
0044676; JANUSZ NOWAK, PRESIDENT; ARKADIUSZ JOHN NOWAK, VICE PRESIDENT; JANUSZ TED NOWAK, VICE PRESIDENT; TERESA NOWAK, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JANUSZ NOWAK, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL);  
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW  
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008  
F/S REVIEW  

147  CRAFT CONSTRUCTION COMPANY  
0044676; JANUSZ NOWAK, PRESIDENT; ARKADIUSZ JOHN NOWAK, VICE PRESIDENT; JANUSZ TED NOWAK, VICE PRESIDENT; TERESA NOWAK, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JANUSZ NOWAK, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL);  
REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION  
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008  
APPROVED: 05/21/2008  
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITORS JANUSZ & TERESA NOWAK, EFFECTIVE 08/19/08  

148  CRAFT CONSTRUCTION COMPANY  
0044676; JANUSZ NOWAK, PRESIDENT; ARKADIUSZ JOHN NOWAK, VICE PRESIDENT; JANUSZ TED NOWAK, VICE PRESIDENT; TERESA NOWAK, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JANUSZ NOWAK, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL);  
PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT  
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008  
LIMIT: UNLIMITED - NO BOND REQUIRED  

149  CRAFT CONSTRUCTION COMPANY  
0056776; JANUSZ NOWAK, PRESIDENT; JANUSZ TED NOWAK, VICE PRESIDENT; TERESA NOWAK, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JANUSZ NOWAK, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING);  
PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT  
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008  
LIMIT: UNLIMITED - BOND TO REMAIN AT $20,000  

150  CRAFT CONSTRUCTION COMPANY  
0056774; JANUSZ NOWAK, PRESIDENT; JANUSZ TED NOWAK, VICE PRESIDENT; TERESA NOWAK, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JANUSZ NOWAK, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY);  
PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT  
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008  
LIMIT: UNLIMITED - BOND TO REMAIN AT $20,000
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

151 CRAFTMAN SERVICES INC
JESUS PEREZ ORTEGA, PRESIDENT; NORDIA IRELA ORTEGA, SECRETARY; KEVIN MICHAEL WILLIAMS; JESUS PEREZ ORTEGA, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $950,000 BOND: $20,000; B- GENERAL BUILDING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS FINANCIAL REVIEW

152 CRAIG AND CRETE CONSTRUCTORS LLC
0060166; DAVID JOSEPH CRETE JR, MANAGER; SANTA AYLIN CRETE, MANAGER; DONALD M GILLES, CMS/TRADE - 02/09/2008; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NAME CHANGE TABLED DATE: 05/29/2008
TABLE PENDING RESOLUTION OF OPEN COMPLAINT

153 CRAIG AND CRETE CONSTRUCTORS LLC
0060166; DAVID JOSEPH CRETE JR, MANAGER; SANTA AYLIN CRETE, MANAGER; DONALD M GILLES, CMS/TRADE - 02/09/2008; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/15/2008
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

154 CREATASCAPE LANDSCAPE CO
ALFRED FRASER MCINTOSH III DBA; ALFRED FRASER MCINTOSH III, OWNER; ALFRED FRASER MCINTOSH III, TRADE; CAROL ANN MCINTOSH, CMS; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
$35K LIMIT $5K BOND C10 LANDSCAPING CONTRACTING, F/S REVIEW

155 CREATIVE HOME THEATRE LLC
0065021; GERALD R FORSYTHE, MEMBER; PAUL MICHAEL BRAGER, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
PAUL M. BRAGER, QE/CMS/TRADE C2D-LOW VOLTAGE

156 CREO INDUSTRIAL ARTS LLC
JAMES MICHAEL STORIE, MANAGER; PATRICK MITCHEL ANGELEL, MANAGER; RODNEY LAVERNE JABLINSKE; (C-6-ERECTING SIGNS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-6-ERECTING SIGNS
APPROVE: LIMIT $5,000,000 BOND $50,000 C-6 ERECTING SIGNS CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF INDEM AGREE & RESOLUTION, PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS.
JUNE 19, 2008

157 **CRITTER CONTROL OF RENO**
MARK EDWARD HUTCHISON DBA; MARK EDWARD HUTCHISON, OWNER; MARK EDWARD HUTCHISON; (C-3-CARPENTRY); C3 IS LIMITED TO CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR SOLELY FOR DETERRENT OF UNWANTED ANIMALS AND BIRDS ONLY; NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY C3 IS LIMITED TO CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR SOLELY FOR DETERRENT OF UNWANTED ANIMALS AND BIRDS ONLY
LIMIT: $250K  BOND: $15K  CLASS: C-3 LIMITED TO CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR SOLELY FOR DETERRENT OF UNWANTED ANIMALS AND BIRDS ONLY
F/S REVIEW REQUIRED; CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

158 **CUNHA CONSTRUCTION**
FOY DRYWALL & PAINTING LLC DBA; BRAD LEE FOY, MANAGING MEMBER; BRAD LEE FOY, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
LIMIT: $100,000 - BOND: $10,000; CLASS: C-3 CARPENTRY, MAINTENANCE & MINOR REPAIR CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN SIXTY (60) DAYS FINANCIAL REVIEW

159 **CUSTOM DESIGN CABINETS OF LAS VEGAS**
0051576; AUDREY ROBIN DORENBAUM, MANAGER; AUDREY ROBIN DORENBAUM, CMS/TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); RELIEF OF BONDING REQUIREMENT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
BOND CANCELLATION

160 **CUSTOM FLOORS INC**
0027074; FRANK WILLIAM KOPCHA, PRESIDENT; FRANK WILLIAM KOPCHA, CMS/TRADE; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
LIMIT: UNLIMITED - BOND TO REMAIN AT $20,000

161 **CUSTOM METAL FABRICATORS INC**
PAUL THOMAS KEOHANE, PRESIDENT; DAVID GEORGE DUCLETT, VICE PRESIDENT; FREDRICK NORMAN KELLER; (C15-ROOFING &SIDING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C15-ROOFING &SIDING
APPROVE; LIMIT $2,000,000 BOND $30,000 C-15 ROOFING & SIDING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS
JUNE 19, 2008

162 CUSTOM SIGN AND CRANE LLC
0061029; MARC LEWIS LIPKOWITZ, MANAGER; SHANNON BETTRIDGE, MEMBER; BRIAN FRANKLIN, MEMBER; MARC LEWIS LIPKOWITZ, CMS/TRADE; (C-6B-ELECTRICAL SIGNS);
SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 06/09/2008
LIMIT: $350,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER
PROJECT: CASINO FANDANGO

163 D & J ROOFING INC
JERRY ALBERT BOURELLE, PRESIDENT; JERRY ALBERT BOURELLE; (C15A-ROOFING , C15D-WATERPROOFING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C15A-ROOFING , C15D-WATERPROOFING
LIMIT: $500K  BOND: $15K  CLASS: C15A,D
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

164 D A CABINET CO
YOAV MIROCHNIK, PRESIDENT; ADAM GITTELMAN MIROCHNIK, TREASURER; ADAM GITTELMAN MIROCHNIK; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 05/15/2008
NRS 624.260 LACK OF EXPERIENCE

165 D H PACE SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
D H PACE COMPANY INC DBA; 0057741; STEPHEN ENRICO PASCUZZI, PRESIDENT; REX EDWARD NEWCOMER, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; BRIAN CLAYTON GILLESPIE, VP/SECRETARY; SHAWN DAVID MERIDETH, VP/TREASURER; RONALD ALLEN BOWSER, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

166 D H PACE DOOR SERVICES
D H PACE COMPANY INC DBA; STEPHEN ENRICO PASCUZZI, PRESIDENT; REX EDWARD NEWCOMER, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; SHAWN DAVID MERIDETH, VP/TREASURER; BURTON PAUL HUERTER, VP/SECRETARY; DANIEL LEE HARVEY; JASON ADAM FLANDERS; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - CMS QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/09/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
APPROVE; LIMIT $5,000,000 BOND $50,000, C-3 CARPENTRY, MAINTENANCE, & MINOR REPAIRS
FINANCIAL STATEMENT DUE APRIL 2008; CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
JUNE 19, 2008

167 D JS PAINTING
DOUGLAS JAMES WILCOX DBA; DOUGLAS JAMES WILCOX, OWNER; CHRISTINE MAY WILCOX; DOUGLAS JAMES WILCOX; (C-4A-PAINTING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4A-PAINTING
LIMIT: $50,000  BOND: 5K  CLASS: C4A
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; F.S. REVIEW ON RENEWAL; RECEIPT OF FICTITIOUS NAME CERTIFICATE

168 D L DENMAN CONSTRUCTION INC
DONALD LOUIS DENMAN, PRESIDENT; DAWN DENMAN DIELEMAN, SECRETARY/TREASURER;
DONALD LOUIS DENMAN, CMS/TRADE; (A7-EXCAVATING &GRADING , A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING , A15-SEWERS, DRAINS &PIPES , A19-PIPELINE &CONDUITS , A21-FENCING &GUARDRAILS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
APPROVE LIMIT: UNLIMITED  BOND: $50,000  A7 EXCAVATING AND GRADING, A12 EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A15 SEWERS DRAINS & PIPES, A19 PIPELINE & CONDUITS, A21 FENCING & GUARDRAILS

169 DAN MILLS CONSTRUCTION NEVADA INC
0030758A; DANIEL ROBERT MILLS, PRESIDENT; ALICA ROSE MILLS, SECRETARY; DANIEL ROBERT MILLS, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/19/2008
LIMIT: $650,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER
PROJECT: SUMMIT RIDGE TOWNHOMES

170 DAN MILLS CONSTRUCTION NEVADA INC
0030758A; DANIEL ROBERT MILLS, PRESIDENT; ALICA ROSE MILLS, SECRETARY; DANIEL ROBERT MILLS, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
LIMIT: $4,700,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED
PROJECT: THE ALEXANDER AT SOUTH VIRGINIA ST APARTMENTS

171 DAN MILLS CONSTRUCTION NEVADA INC
0030758A; DANIEL ROBERT MILLS, PRESIDENT; ALICA ROSE MILLS, SECRETARY; DANIEL ROBERT MILLS, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
LIMIT: 3,000,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED
PROJECT: PIONEER MEADOWS APARTMENTS
JUNE 19, 2008

172 DAN MILLS CONSTRUCTION NEVADA INC
0030758A; DANIEL ROBERT MILLS, PRESIDENT; ALICA ROSE MILLS, SECRETARY; DANIEL ROBERT MILLS, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/19/2008
LIMIT: $750,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER
PROJECT: SOUTHGATE APARTMENTS

173 DANE ISENMANN GROUP
WRIGHT CUSTOM HOME LLC DBA; 0058765; DANIEL ARTHUR BARTLETT, MANAGER; DANE EDWARD ISENMANN, MANAGER; DANE EDWARD ISENMANN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: DANE ISENMANN GROUP
NAME CHANGE FROM: WRIGHT CUSTOM HOME LLC TO: WRIGHT CUSTOM HOME LLC DBA DANE ISENMANN GROUP

174 DANIEL CORONADO
0043482; DANIEL PETE CORONADO, OWNER; DANIEL PETE CORONADO, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

175 DANS HEATING & COOLING INC
0060014; DANIEL LAWRENCE FLEISCHER, PRESIDENT; DANIEL LAWRENCE FLEISCHER, CMS/TRADE; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
DENIAL DATE: 06/02/2008
NOT RECEIVED 2 WORKING DAYS PRIOR TO BID DATE

176 DAVENPORT CONSTRUCTION INC
RONALD VICTOR DAVENPORT, PRESIDENT; RONALD VICTOR DAVENPORT; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $100,000 BOND: $10,000; C-5 CONCRETE CONTRACTING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
FINANCIAL REVIEW

177 DAYTONA CONSTRUCTION INC
0034110; SANDRA L BREWER-ROE, PRESIDENT; THOMAS W ROE, SECRETARY/TREASURER; THOMAS W ROE, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
JUNE 19, 2008

178 **DEL GROSSO FLOOR COVERING INC**
JOSEPH MICHAEL TERRANA, PRESIDENT; DOMINICK III TERRANA; JOSEPH MICHAEL TERRANA, CMS/TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY
APPROVE: LIMIT: $500,000 BOND: $15,000 CLASS: C-3B FINISH CARPENTRY
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

179 **DEL GROSSO FLOOR COVERING INC**
0023610; JOSEPH ROCCO DEL GROSSO, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD; JOSEPH MICHAEL TERRANA, PRESIDENT; DOMINICK III TERRANA, VICE PRESIDENT; JOSEPH ROCCO DEL GROSSO, CMS/TRADE; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
$900,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: ST ROSE & MARYLAND APARTMENTS

180 **DESERT CLARK COUNTY LIGHTING INC**
0032966A; DAVID CHARLES DURETT, PRESIDENT; TAMARA MAE DURETT, SECRETARY/TREASURER; DAVID CHARLES DURETT, CMS/TRADE; (C-2A-ELECTRICAL WIRING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/15/2008
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

181 **DESERT PLUMBING & HEATING CO INC**
0045580; DERRICK IVAN HODSON, PRESIDENT; DERRICK IVAN HODSON, CMS/TRADE; (A15-SEWERS, DRAINS &PIPES, A19-PIPELINE &CONDUITS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

182 **DESERT PLUMBING & HEATING CO INC**
DERRICK IVAN HODSON, PRESIDENT; RONALD NEWTON TUTOR, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; RONALD NEWTON TUTOR, CMS/TRADE; (AB-GENERAL ENGINEERING & GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/19/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: AB-GENERAL ENGINEERING & GENERAL BUILDING
LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: 50K CLASS: AB-GENERAL ENGINEERING/GENERAL BUILDING

183 **DESERT PLUMBING & HEATING CO INC**
0009355A; DERRICK IVAN HODSON, PRESIDENT; DERRICK IVAN HODSON, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
OFFICER CHANGE
JUNE 19, 2008

184 DESERT PLUMBING & HEATING CO INC
0070636; DERRICK IVAN HODSON, PRESIDENT; ALEX L HODSON, VICE PRESIDENT; DERRICK IVAN HODSON, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

185 DESIGNER METAL WORKS INC
LETICIA TRAMONDO, PRESIDENT; SHAUN ANTHONY TRAMONDO; (C14B-STRUCTURAL STEEL, C14C-ORNAMENTAL METAL, C14G-PREFABRICATED STEEL STRUCTURES); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 06/02/2008
NRS 624.263 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY & PRIOR BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

186 DICK PACIFIC CONSTRUCTION CO LTD
0069249; STEPHEN FRANCIS DANGELO, PRESIDENT; ROGER JAMES PETERS, SECRETARY; JONATHON ORTON LIEN, CMS/TRADE; (AB-GENERAL ENGINEERING & GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 06/09/2008
BRIAN TODD CONTINO, QE/CMS/TRADE
AB-GENERAL ENGINEERING & GENERAL BUILDING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & REQUIRED TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

187 DIMARCO INCORPORATED
JON VINCENT DIMARCO, PRESIDENT; DOROTHY ANN DIMARCO, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JON VINCENT DIMARCO; (A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008
APPROVED; CLASS: A10E-MAINTENANCE REPAIR OF POOLS & SPAS
APPROVE; LIMIT $50,000 BOND $7,500, CPB $10,000 A-10 E MAINTENANCE & REPAIR OF POOLS AND SPAS
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW

188 DISCO ASSOC INC
0070052; BRUCE R BAIN, PRESIDENT; JOSHUA SCOTT COLLINS, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/14/2008
MICHAEL ANDREW YOUNG, QE/TRADE "ONLY"
C2-ELECTRICAL
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

189 DISCO ASSOC INC
0062779; BRUCE R BAIN, PRESIDENT; LARRY SHERMAN CLARK, VICE PRESIDENT; JOSHUA SCOTT COLLINS, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); C21 IS LIMITED TO INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTATION; INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
JUNE 19, 2008

190 DOCTOR PIPER INC
MLADEN STOYTCHEV MLADENOV, PRESIDENT; MLADEN STOYTCHEV MLADENOV; (C-1D-PLUMBING, C-1I-WATER HEATERS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-1D-PLUMBING, C-1I-WATER HEATERS
APPROVE LIMIT: $45,000 BOND: $5,000; C-1D PLUMBING & C-1I WATER HEATERS
FINANCIAL REVIEW

191 DOMINGUEZ CABINET INSTALLATION
LUIS MANUEL DOMINGUEZ DBA; 0056166; LUIS MANUEL DOMINGUEZ, OWNER; LUIS MANUEL DOMINGUEZ, CMS/TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
LIMIT: $500,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $10,000

192 DOMINIC BIANCO
0038667; DOMINIC DONALD BIANCO, OWNER; DOMINIC DONALD BIANCO, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); RE-ACTIVATE OUTSIDE OF RENEWAL TIME
TABLED DATE: 05/27/2008
CPA PREPARED FINANCIAL STATEMENT

193 DURABUILT STORAGE BARNES LLC
JAKE MCNEILL, MEMBER; ROBERT JOSEPH MEISNER, MEMBER; ANTHONY JON MEISNER, MEMBER; ROBERT JOSEPH MEISNER; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT: $200,000 BOND: 10K CLASS: B2
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; F.S. REVIEW ON RENEWAL

194 DURAY NEVADA INC
CHARLES ALAN BAUCHER, PRESIDENT; DONALD LORNE DURWARD, VICE PRESIDENT; JOHNNY FU WONG, SECRETARY/TREASURER; DONALD LORNE DURWARD, CMS/TRADE; (C26-INSTITUTIONAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - NAME SIMILARITY
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C26-INSTITUTIONAL CONTRACTING
APPROVE LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50,000 C26 INSTITUTIONAL CONTRACTING
COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

195 E J MASONRY INC
GUY BENNY JASHINSKY, PRESIDENT; GUY BENNY JASHINSKY; (C18-MASONRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C18-MASONRY
LIMIT: $950K BOND: $20K CLASS: C18
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
JUNE 19, 2008

196 E W DEVELOPMENT
EDWARD GRADY WEBB DBA; 0038784; EDWARD GRADY WEBB, OWNER; EDWARD GRADY WEBB, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); RELIEF OF BONDING REQUIREMENT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
BOND CANCELLATION

197 E W SERVICES INC
0029971A; EDWARD EARL WILSON, PRESIDENT; SUSAN S WILSON, SECRETARY/ TreASURER; EDWARD EARL WILSON, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER

198 ED SMALLMANS ROOFING WATERPROOFING
EDWARD CHARLES SMALLMAN DBA; EDWARD CHARLES SMALLMAN, OWNER; EDWARD CHARLES SMALLMAN, CMS/TRADE; (C15A-ROOFING, C15D-WATERPROOFING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C15A-ROOFING, C15D-WATERPROOFING
LIMIT: $500K  BOND: $15K  CLASS: C15A,D
F/S REVIEW REQUIRED

199 EDDIES FLOOR COVER INC
EDUARDO VILLEGAS CAMPOS, PRESIDENT; ELIZABETH CAMPOS, SECRETARY/ TREASURER; EDUARDO VILLEGAS CAMPOS; (C16A-COVERING FLOORS, C16D-CARPET LAYING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C16A-COVERING FLOORS, C16D-CARPET LAYING
APPROVE: LIMIT $25,000 BOND $5,000 C-16A COVERING FLOORS AND C-16D CARPET LAYING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW

200 ELITE FAUX EFFECTS LLC
0071196; LORENE MARINO, MANAGER; LORENE MARINO, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4A-PAINTING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $50,000 BOND: $5,000; C-4A PAINTING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS FINANCIAL REVIEW

201 ELITE HOME IMPROVEMENT LLC
0068168; RONALD ROY HASTINGS JR, MANAGER; RONALD ROY HASTINGS JR, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
LOWER LIMIT: $80,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $10,000
202 EMPIRE TODAY LLC
0067497; STEVE JAY SILVERS, MANAGER; JUDD ROBERT FELDMAN, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; TODD ROBERT JOHNSON, CMS/TRADE; (C16A-COVERING FLOORS, C16D-CARPET LAYING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
F/S REVIEW

203 ENGLE HOMES
TOUSA HOMES INC DBA; 0055540; ANTONIO BRAULIO MON, PRESIDENT; THOMAS JOSEPH MCANDREW, TRADE; CHERYL LYNN KYPREOS, CMS; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
TABLED DATE: 06/06/2008
RESOLUTION OF OPEN COMPLAINT

204 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION SERVICES
BRIAN MICHAEL BREITER DBA; BRIAN MICHAEL BREITER, OWNER; BRIAN MICHAEL BREITER; (A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS, A15-SEWERS, DRAINS &PIPES, A19A-PIPELINE & CONDUITS FOR WATER); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS, A15-SEWERS, DRAINS &PIPES, A19A-PIPELINE & CONDUITS FOR WATER
LIMIT: $150,000  BOND: 10K  CLASS: A12, 13, 15, 19A
FINANCIAL REVIEW
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS & RECEIPT OF FICTITIOUS NAME CERTIFICATE

205 ERIC REAMER CONSTRUCTION
0054540; ERIC STEPHEN REAMER, OWNER; ERIC STEPHEN REAMER, TRADE; MICHAEL CHARLES JEFFRIES, CMS; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); RE-ACTIVATE OUTSIDE OF RENEWAL TIME
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
ACTIVATE INACTIVE LICENSE #54540, WITH REDUCTION IN LIMIT TO $950,000, BOND TO REMAIN AT $30,000

206 EXPANSION SPECIALTIES
0024358; LORI LYNN DOUGLAS-JEAGER, VICE PRESIDENT; SALLY L DOUGLAS, SECRETARY/TREASURER; WILLIAM LEE DOUGLAS, CMS/TRADE; (C40-UNCLASSIFIED); C40 IS DESIGNATED FOR EXPANSION JOINTS COMPRESSION & SEISMIC SEALS ONLY; SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
$1,500,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: MCCARRAN AIRPORT TERMINAL 3 BUILDING 2152
207  EXPLORER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
BENJAMIN KOHEN DBA; 0053168; BENJAMIN KOHEN, OWNER; BENJAMIN KOHEN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); RELIEF OF BONDING REQUIREMENT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/15/2008
BOND CANCELLATION

208  EXTERIOR SERVICES UNLIMITED INC
TREVOR MARTIN HUEBNER, PRESIDENT; TREVOR MARTIN HUEBNER; (C14C-ORNAMENTAL METAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/14/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C14C-ORNAMENTAL METAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $40,000 BOND: $5,000; C-14C ORNAMENTAL METAL
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
FINANCIAL REVIEW

209  FABERWEST CONSTRUCTION INC
MARK BRIAN FABER, PRESIDENT; CYNTHIA DENISE FABER, SECRETARY/TREASURER; MARK BRIAN FABER, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING
LIMIT: $50K   BOND: $5K   CLASS: C-4
F/S REVIEW REQUIRED

210  FEBRUARY ENTERPRISES INC
0069876; FRANK EDWARD BENAVIDEZ JR, PRESIDENT; ADRIENNE BENAVIDEZ, SECRETARY; FRANK EDWARD BENAVIDEZ JR, CMS/TRADE; (C-7B-ESCALATOR &CONVEYOR); LIMITED TO MATERIAL HANDLING SYSTEMS; SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
DENIAL DATE: 06/06/2008
UNABLE TO SUPPORT

211  FENCES BY CLETE INC
CLETIS ROCCO ANDES, PRESIDENT; SANDRA LEE ANDES, SECRETARY; CLETIS ROCCO ANDES, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
LIMIT: $25,000 - BOND: $5,000; CLASS: C-10 LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN SIXTY (60) DAYS

212  FERNANDO LAVANCHY
FERNANDO EDGARDO LAVANCHY, OWNER; FERNANDO EDGARDO LAVANCHY; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
APPROVE LIMIT: $500,000 BOND: $15,000 C10 LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
FINANCIAL REVIEW
JUNE 19, 2008

213 FIELDTURF USA INC
0068611; DAVID ISAAC MOSZKOWSKI, PRESIDENT; KEVIN LYLE SWANK, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); LIMITED TO SYNTHETIC TURF ONLY; CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/15/2008
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

214 FIORI CORPORATION
0020720; DONALD MAURICE FIORI, PRESIDENT; DEAN R FIORI, VICE PRESIDENT; DONALD MAURICE FIORI, CMS; (C15A-ROOFING , C15B-SIDING , C15D-WATERPROOFING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

215 FIVE FEATHERS DEVELOPMENT INC
JACOB LEON SKINNER, PRESIDENT; JACOB LEON SKINNER; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE; LIMIT $250,000 BOND $15,000 B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW

216 FLOORS 2000 INC
FRANCISCO JIMENEZ CARDOSO, PRESIDENT; ADRIAN REYES LOEZA, VICE PRESIDENT; FRANCISCO JIMENEZ CARDOSO; (C16D-CARPET LAYING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C16A-COVERING FLOORS
APPROVE; LIMIT $270,000 BOND $15,000 C-16D CARPET LAYING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

217 FLOORS R US
MARTIN CUELLAR MAGANA DBA; 0071186; MARTIN CUELLAR-MAGANA, OWNER; MARTIN CUELLAR-MAGANA, TRADE; ANGEL CUELLAR, CMS; (C16A-COVERING FLOORS , C16D-CARPET LAYING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C16A-COVERING FLOORS , C16D-CARPET LAYING LIMIT: $200K BOND: $10K CLASS: C16A,D F/S REVIEW REQUIRED CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS AND PROVIDING PHOTO ID & FICTITIOUS NAME CERTIFICATE
JUNE 19, 2008

218 **FLUORESCO LIGHTING SIGN MAINTENANCE CORP**
0046771; LADD MARSHALL KLEIMAN, PRESIDENT; IRA ANDREW KLEIMAN, VICE PRESIDENT; MARK STEPHEN SAUL, SECRETARY/TREASURER; LADD MARSHALL KLEIMAN, CMS/TRADE; (C-6-ERECTING SIGNS); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 06/09/2008
$7,500,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: TERMINAL 3 BUILDING, MCCARRAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

219 **FOCUS ONE ELECTRIC LLC**
0071163; PEDRO CISNEROS, MANAGER; LUIS ALBERTO BAUTISTA, MANAGER; PEDRO CISNEROS, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
LIMIT: $100,000 - BOND: $10,000; CLASS: C-2 ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING

220 **FOCUS ONE PLUMBING LLC**
LUIS ALBERTO BAUTISTA, MANAGER; JUAN LUIS RIVAS, MANAGER; JUAN LUIS RIVAS, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); NEW APPLICATION
TABLED DATE: 06/06/2008
PENDING RESOLUTION OF OPEN COMPLAINT

221 **FOREST CUSTOM HOMES INCORPORATED**
JOHN RICHARD LIPUMA, PRESIDENT; WILLIAM ANTONY RUBEL SR; (C31-WRECKING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C31-WRECKING
LIMIT: $50,000 BOND: 5K CLASS: C31
MUST CHANGE NAME
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

222 **FOREVER GREEN**
0044982; ERIK SLOAN MILLER, OWNER; ERIK SLOAN MILLER, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); ACTIVE LICENSE CONTRACTOR RENEWAL
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
APPROVE RENEWAL CONDITIONED UPON RESOLUTION OF THE COMPLAINT

223 **FORWARD SERVICES INC**
VICTOR PAUL FORWARD, PRESIDENT; VICTOR PAUL FORWARD; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $900,000 BOND: $20,000 CLASS: B GENERAL BUILDING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
FOUR SEASONS PROFESSIONAL PAINTING
MARK DAVID EMMERLING DBA; MARK DAVID EMMERLING, OWNER; MARK DAVID EMMERLING; (C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING
LIMIT: $100K  BOND: $10K  CLASS: C-4
F/S REVIEW REQUIRED

FRENCH PAINTING SERVICES
MICHAEL JAMES FRENCH DBA; MICHAEL JAMES FRENCH, OWNER; MICHAEL JAMES FRENCH; (C-4A-PAINTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4A-PAINTING
LIMIT: $30K  BOND: $5K  CLASS: C-4A
F/S REVIEW REQUIRED
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

FRYE CONSTRUCTION INC
0070114; DAVID ALLEN FRYE, PRESIDENT; INEZ MARY FRYE, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; DAVID ALLEN FRYE, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
LIMIT: UNLIMITED - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $50,000 BOND

FRYE CONSTRUCTION INC
0069903; DAVID ALLEN FRYE, PRESIDENT; INEZ MARY FRYE, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; DAVID ALLEN FRYE, CMS/TRADE; (C17-LATHING &PLASTERING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
LIMIT: UNLIMITED - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $50,000 BOND

FRYE CONSTRUCTION INC
0069902; DAVID ALLEN FRYE, PRESIDENT; INEZ MARY FRYE, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; DAVID ALLEN FRYE, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
LIMIT: UNLIMITED - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $50,000 BOND

G & E PAINTING
0048825; MICHAEL GEORGE EUSTIS, PARTNER; ROBERT ALEXANDER GORDER, PARTNER; ROBERT ALEXANDER GORDER, CMS; MICHAEL GEORGE EUSTIS, TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING , C-4C-PLATING &FINISHING , C-4E-DRYWALL); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
LIMIT: $100,000, BOND TO REMAIN AT $2,000
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

230 G M S CONCRETE
S M K B HOLDINGS LLC DBA; 0021108B; STEVE SCOTT MENZIES, MANAGER; KENNETH DANIEL BLACK, MANAGER; KEITH R STURM, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
TODD MICHAEL DONNELLY, QE/CMS/TRADE
C5-CONCRETE
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

231 GABLE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
PHILIP DEAN GABLE DBA; PHILIP DEAN GABLE, OWNER; PHILIP DEAN GABLE, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 06/05/2008
NRS 624.263 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

232 GAIL WILLEY LANDSCAPING INC
0051845B; GAIL WILLEY, PRESIDENT; GAIL WILLEY, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
LIMIT: $1,000,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER
PROJECT: LEGENDS AT SPARKS MARINA

233 GAIL WILLEY LANDSCAPING INC
0063876; GAIL WILLEY, PRESIDENT; GAIL WILLEY, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); C18 IS LIMITED TO PAVERS; SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
LIMIT: $1,000,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER
PROJECT: LEGENDS AT SPARKS MARINA

234 GAIL WILLEY LANDSCAPING INC
GAIL WILLEY, PRESIDENT; GAIL WILLEY, CMS/TRADE; GREGORY KEITH WILSON; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
LIMIT: $100K BOND: $10K CLASS: C-3
F/S REVIEW REQUIRED
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

235 GAIL WILLEY LANDSCAPING INC
GAIL WILLEY, PRESIDENT; GAIL WILLEY, CMS/TRADE; GREGORY KEITH WILSON; (C-2F-RESIDENTIAL WIRING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2F-RESIDENTIAL WIRING
LIMIT: $100K BOND: $10K CLASS: C-2F
F/S REVIEW REQUIRED
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
JUNE 19, 2008

236 GAIL WILLEY LANDSCAPING INC
0061520; GAIL WILLEY, PRESIDENT; GAIL WILLEY, CMS/TRADE; (A21-FENCING & GUARDRAILS, A22-UNCLASSIFIED); A22 IS DESIGNATED FOR ROCKERY WALLS & ENGINEERED WATER FEATURES ONLY; SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
LIMIT: $1,000,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER
PROJECT: LEGENDS AT SPARKS MARINA

237 GALE BUILDING PRODUCTS
SACRAMENTO INSULATION CONTRACTORS DBA; 0053432; JAMES EDWARD BREWER, PRESIDENT; JEFFREY CHARLES KRUSE, VICE PRESIDENT; DONNA MARIE REED, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; AARON SHAWN DAVIS, CMS/TRADE; (C39-INSTALLING HEATERS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

238 GALE BUILDING PRODUCTS
SACRAMENTO INSULATION CONTRACTORS DBA; 0063288; JAMES EDWARD BREWER, PRESIDENT; JEFFREY CHARLES KRUSE, VICE PRESIDENT; DONNA MARIE REED, SECRETARY; CORY LEE MORRIS, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/_MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

239 GALE BUILDING PRODUCTS
SACRAMENTO INSULATION CONTRACTORS DBA; 0037694; JAMES EDWARD BREWER, PRESIDENT; JEFFREY CHARLES KRUSE, VICE PRESIDENT; DONNA MARIE REED, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; AARON SHAWN DAVIS, CMS; DALE LAWRENCE CAMANY, TRADE; (C13-USING SHEET METAL); C13 USING SHEET METAL IS DESIGNATED FOR ZERO CLEARANCE FIREPLACES; CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/_MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

240 GALE BUILDING PRODUCTS
SACRAMENTO INSULATION CONTRACTORS DBA; 0053434; JAMES EDWARD BREWER, PRESIDENT; JEFFREY CHARLES KRUSE, VICE PRESIDENT; DONNA MARIE REED, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; AARON SHAWN DAVIS, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/_MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

241 GALE BUILDING PRODUCTS
SACRAMENTO INSULATION CONTRACTORS DBA; 0010675; JAMES EDWARD BREWER, PRESIDENT; JEFFREY CHARLES KRUSE, VICE PRESIDENT; DONNA MARIE REED, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; AARON SHAWN DAVIS, CMS/TRADE; (C3C-INSULATION & WEATHER STRIPPING, C-3D-OVERHEAD DOORS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/_MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008
OFFICER CHANGE
242  GENERAL PROPERTY MAINTENANCE
0040780; CHARLES HOLGER WITHERELL, OWNER; MICHAEL PATRICK WITHERELL, CMS/TRADE; CHARLES HOLGER WITHERELL, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER

GERALD RICHARD SHAW JR DBA
GERALD RICHARD SHAW JR, OWNER; GERALD RICHARD SHAW JR, TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 06/06/2008
DENY; NRS 624.265 CHARACTER AND NRS 624.3031(2) MISREPRESENTATION

244  GLADE WILGAR & SONS GLASS COMPANY
BERNIE GLADE WILGAR DBA; 0023548; BERNIE GLADE WILGAR, OWNER; BERNIE GLADE WILGAR, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER EFFECTIVE UPON ISSUANCE OF NEW LICENSE

245  GLASS MAN (THE)
0016683; ROBERT JOSEPH ROWE, OWNER; ROBERT JOSEPH ROWE, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
DENIAL DATE: 05/29/2008
UNABLE TO SUPPORT

246  GREAT BASIN PLUMBING & MECHANICAL
ALL SEASONS INTERIOR & EXTERIOR MAINTENANCE INC DBA; 0064922; HEATH EDMUND PYLES, PRESIDENT; JOSHUA RANDALL SCOTT, TREASURER; MICHAEL CLARE LOGAN, SECRETARY; MICHAEL CLARE LOGAN, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008
$700,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRE; PROJECT: SUMMERLIN CENTRE DISTRICT 3BC

247  GREAT BASIN PLUMBING & MECHANICAL
ALL SEASONS INTERIOR & EXTERIOR MAINTENANCE INC DBA; 0064922; HEATH EDMUND PYLES, PRESIDENT; JOSHUA RANDALL SCOTT, TREASURER; MICHAEL CLARE LOGAN, SECRETARY; MICHAEL CLARE LOGAN, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008
$700,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED; PROJECT: SUMMERLIN CENTRE DISTRICT 2BC
JUNE 19, 2008

248 GREAT BASIN PLUMBING & MECHANICAL
ALL SEASONS INTERIOR & EXTERIOR MAINTENANCE INC DBA; 0064922; HEATH EDMUND PYLES, PRESIDENT; JOSHUA RANDALL SCOTT, TREASURER; MICHAEL CLARE LOGAN, SECRETARY; MICHAEL CLARE LOGAN, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 06/09/2008
$1,000,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: SUMMERLIN CENTRE DISTRICT 6BC

249 GREEN VALLEY CABINETS INC
KEVIN COOPER CALLAHAN, PRESIDENT; MONIQUE CALLAHAN, SECRETARY; KEVIN COOPER CALLAHAN; JESSE JOSEPH CALLAHAN; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/14/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
APPROVE LIMIT: $300,000 BOND: $15,000 C3 CARPENTRY CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS FINANCIAL REVIEW

250 GUAAC COMMUNICATIONS LLC
OSCAR RENE PADILLA, MANAGING MEMBER; OSCAR RENE PADILLA; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE
APPROVE LIMIT: $10,000 BOND: $2,000; C-2D LOW VOLTAGE CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS FINANCIAL REVIEW

251 GURNEA CONSTRUCTION CO INC
0030781A; ROBERT PAUL GURNEA, PRESIDENT; ROBERT PAUL GURNEA, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
LIMIT: $4,500,000, BOND NOT REQUIRED, CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF INDEMNIFICATION RESOLUTION

252 H & M UNLIMITED INC
HECTOR ENRIQUE MANRIQUE, PRESIDENT; BEATRIZ ADELA MANRIQUE-ARELLANO, TREASURER; HECTOR ENRIQUE MANRIQUE, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING
APPROVE LIMIT: $50,000 BOND: $5,000 C4 PAINTING & DECORATING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
JUNE 19, 2008

253 H B E CORPORATION
0055802; FRED STRANGE KUMMER, PRESIDENT; JUNE MARIE KUMMER, VICE PRESIDENT; LONNIE LEE LANGE, VICE PRESIDENT; JEFFREY PAUL KARANDJEFF, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; LONNIE LEE LANGE, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/ MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

254 H F S CONSTRUCTION INC
0068445; GARY GRANT DAY, PRESIDENT; JEREMY SCOTT CHAPMAN, SECRETARY/TREASURER; GARY GRANT DAY, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); RE-ACTIVATE OUTSIDE OF RENEWAL TIME
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
ACTIVATE INACTIVE LICENSE #68445

255 H S W CONSTRUCTORS
HOWARD S WRIGHT CONSTRUCTORS LP DBA; 0062957; BRADLEY MORRIS NYDAHL, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; HSW MANAGEMENT COMPANY, GENERAL PARTNER; HSW ENTERPRISES LP, LIMITED PARTNER; HSWCC OPERATING PARTNERS LP, LIMITED PARTNER; WILLIAM M GEIL, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/ MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

256 HALE CUSTOM BUILDERS
MARC ALAN HALE DBA; 0071157; MARC ALAN HALE, OWNER; MARC ALAN HALE, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING
APPROVE LIMIT: $100,000  BOND: $10,000  C5 CONCRETE CONTRACTING
FINANCIAL REVIEW

257 HAMMER HEAD CONSTRUCTION
SCOTT GILL CONSTRUCTION DBA; 0067315; MICHAEL SCOTT GILL, PRESIDENT; TONI JEAN GARMS, DIRECTOR; MICHAEL SCOTT GILL, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

258 HARBER COMPANY INC
0017984; MICHAEL L FULLER, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; MICHAEL D FULLER, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD; SCHELLEY RENEE FRADES, TREASURER; WILLIAM EDWARD WILLIAMS JR, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER; ROBERT MICHAEL LEE, PRESIDENT; WILLIAM WINTER WHELAN, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; ROBERT MICHAEL LEE, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
LIMIT: UNLIMITED - NO BOND REQUIRED
259  HARBER COMPANY INC
0017984; MICHAEL L FULLER, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; MICHAEL D FULLER, CHAIRMAN OF
THE BOARD; SCHELLY RENEE FRADES, TREASURER; WILLIAM EDWARD WILLIAMS JR,
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER; ROBERT MICHAEL LEE, PRESIDENT; WILLIAM WINTER WHELAN,
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; ROBERT MICHAEL LEE, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL
ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

260  HARDWOOD FACTORY INC (THE)
0071165; DALTON EVONNE GRANT, PRESIDENT; MARIE SHEBA FRAZIER,
SECRETARY/TREASURER; DALTON EVONNE GRANT, CMS/TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH
CARPENTRY); LIMITED TO HARDWOOD FLOORS; NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY LIMITED TO HARDWOOD FLOORS
LIMIT: $950,000 BOND: 20K CLASS: C3B-LIMITED TO HARDWOOD FLOORS

261  HARMONY HOMES LLC
RONALD ERWIN GILLETTE, MANAGER; JAMES M RHODES, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL &
SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $1,300,000 BOND: $30,000 CLASS: B-2 RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL

262  HARRISON WESTERN CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION
0059180; WILLIAM WHITE WALKER, CMS/TRADE; (A22-UNCLASSIFIED); A22 IS DESIGNATED
FOR MINE SITE DEVELOPMENT & UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION ONLY; CHANGE OF
OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

263  HAWTHORNE PLUMBING HEATING & COOLING
HAWTHORNE PLUMBING DBA; 0070845; GREGORY SCOTT HAWTHORNE, PRESIDENT;
JENNIFER CROWTHER HAWTHORNE, SECRETARY; JASON LEE CHAMBERLAIN, TRADE;
GREGORY SCOTT HAWTHORNE, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING);
NAME CHANGE; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: HAWTHORNE PLUMBING HEATING & COOLING
NAME CHANGE FROM: HAWTHORNE PLUMBING TO: HAWTHORNE PLUMBING DBA
HAWTHORNE PLUMBING HEATING & COOLING
264  **HAWTHERNE PLUMBING HEATING & COOLING**
HAWTHORNE PLUMBING DBA; 0055763; GREGORY SCOTT HAWTHORNE, PRESIDENT; JENNIFER CROWTHER HAWTHORNE, SECRETARY/TREASURER; GREGORY SCOTT HAWTHORNE, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); NAME CHANGE; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: HAWTHORNE PLUMBING HEATING & COOLING
NAME CHANGE FROM: HAWTHORNE PLUMBING TO: HAWTHORNE PLUMBING DBA
HAWTHORNE PLUMBING HEATING & COOLING

265  **HEARTLAND RETAIL CONSTRUCTION INC**
JEFFREY JOHN MCMAHON, PRESIDENT; JAMES HENRY BROWN JR, VICE PRESIDENT; DOUGLAS MICHAEL CAMPESE, VICE PRESIDENT; JEFFREY JOHN MCMAHON; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
LIMIT: $200,000 BOND: 10K CLASS: B2 CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

266  **HELOU & SONS INC**
0068160; MOUNIR ELIAS HELOU, PRESIDENT; ROBERT MOUNIR HELOU, SECRETARY; CYNTHIA SUE HELOU, TREASURER; ROY MOUNIR HELOU, VICE PRESIDENT; MOUNIR ELIAS HELOU, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008
$3,000,000 PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: ZETAIN DEVELOPMENT HEADQUARTERS

267  **HENRY GROUP INC (THE)**
0054727; JAMES TROY HENRY, PRESIDENT; MICHELLE RENEE HENRY, SECRETARY; JAMES TROY HENRY, TREASURER; TERRY WAYNE HENRY, CMS/TRADE; (A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS , A14-STEEL ERECTION & INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY , A20-INDUSTRIAL PIPING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/Manager
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

268  **HIGH ANGLE CONSTRUCTION INC**
ERIC NOEL LIEBERMAN, PRESIDENT; JOSHUA CLARK LIEBERMAN, VICE PRESIDENT; STEPHEN CLARK LIEBERMAN, DIRECTOR; TAMARA MARTE LIEBERMAN, SECRETARY; ERIC NOEL LIEBERMAN; (A22-UNCLASSIFIED); DESIGNATED FOR REMOTE AVALANCHE CONTROL SYSTEMS AND ROCKFALL PROTECTION DEVICES; NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A22-UNCLASSIFIED DESIGNATED FOR REMOTE AVALANCHE CONTROL SYSTEMS AND ROCKFALL PROTECTION DEVICES
LIMIT: $75,000 BOND: 10K CLASS: A22-DESIGNATED FOR REMOTE AVALANCHE CONTROL SYSTEMS AND ROCKFALL PROTECTION DEVICES; CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
269 HIGH TECH ELECTRIC
SPRING VALLEY ELECTRIC LLC DBA; 0052141; MAZIAD ALI ABOULHOSN, MEMBER; MAZIAD ALI ABOULHOSN, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
LIMIT: $7,000,000, BOND TO REMAIN AT $20,000

270 HIGHLAND GLASS PRODUCTS INC
MICAH ELI JONES, PRESIDENT; REBECCA LYNN JONES, SECRETARY; MICAH ELI JONES; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); NEW APPLICATION; NAME SIMILARITY
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-8-GLASS & GLAZING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $100,000 BOND: $10,000 CLASS: C-8 GLASS AND GLAZING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; MUST CHANGE NAME

271 HIGHPOINT CONSTRUCTION
MICHAEL DUANE POLLOCK DBA; MICHAEL DUANE POLLOCK, OWNER; MICHAEL DUANE POLLOCK; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT $250,000 BOND $15,000 B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF FICTITIOUS FIRM NAME CERT; PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW

272 HILTYS INTERNATIONAL LLC
0070993; HILTON EFUNE, MANAGING MEMBER; MELANIE ANNE EFUNE, MANAGING MEMBER; HILTON EFUNE, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/19/2008
LIMIT: $2,050,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER
PROJECT: COLONIAL GRAND AT DESERT VISTA

273 HILTYS INTERNATIONAL LLC
0070993; HILTON EFUNE, MANAGING MEMBER; MELANIE ANNE EFUNE, MANAGING MEMBER; HILTON EFUNE, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
LIMIT: $2,040,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER
PROJECT: 5TH AVE / CENTENIAL
JUNE 19, 2008

274 HILTY'S INTERNATIONAL LLC
0070993; HILTON EFUNE, MANAGING MEMBER; MELANIE ANNE EFUNE, MANAGING MEMBER; HILTON EFUNE, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
LIMIT: $1,740,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER
PROJECT: WIGMAN / MARYLAND

275 HITT CONTRACTING INC
RUSSELL AMOS HITT, DIRECTOR; BRETT RUSSELL HITT, PRESIDENT; JAMES EDWARD MILLAR, PRESIDENT; STEVEN EUGENE RICHBOURG, VICE PRESIDENT; GARY WAYNE UNTHANK, SECRETARY; RICHARD DEWITT STANARD, TREASURER; STEVEN EUGENE RICHBOURG; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: 50K CLASS: B2

276 HOGAN & ASSOCIATES CONSTRUCTION INC
0043874; MICHAEL RANDALL HOGAN, PRESIDENT; CHRISTOPHER SHIPP HOGAN, VICE PRESIDENT; MICHAEL RANDALL HOGAN, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/_MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

277 HOMESITE SERVICES INC A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION
DARRYL WILLIAM PHELPS, PRESIDENT; TINA MARIE TOMEI, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; SCOTT ANTHONY FISCHER, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; DARRYL WILLIAM PHELPS; LEO KAYLOR MURI; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT: $800,000 BOND: 20K CLASS: B2
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; F.S. REVIEW ON RENEWAL

278 HONEST HOME IMPROVEMENT
TONY S AZIZ DBA; 0071190; TONY SADROODI AZIZ, OWNER; TONY SADROODI AZIZ, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
LIMIT: $75,000 BOND: 10K CLASS: C3
FINANCIAL REVIEW

279 HOWARD S WRIGHT CONSTRUCTION CO
0041659; JOHN PAYSON TREMPER, PRESIDENT; KENNETH ALAN GOLDBLATT, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/_MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

280 HUFF CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC
GARY DEAN HUFF, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; BRADLEY TYLER ARDIS, PRESIDENT; DUANE ROBERT HUFF, DIRECTOR; BRADLEY TYLER ARDIS; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
APPROVE; LIMIT UNLIMITED, BOND $50,000 B GENERAL BUILDING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; AUDITED/REVIEWED FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR 2007 IS DUE BY AUGUST 31, 2008; FINANCIAL REVIEW

281 HURNS & ASSOCIATES
TRI R CONSTRUCTION DBA; 0066266; DEBRA LYNN HURNS, PRESIDENT; DEBRA LYNN HURNS, CMS/TRADE; (A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS, A15-SEWERS, DRAINS &PIPES); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/09/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS
DEBRA LYNN HURNS, PRES A13-WRECKING BUILDING

282 HYPOWER INC
0035803A; BERNARD IRENE PAUL-HUS, PRESIDENT; STEPHEN KING CASSETTA, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; ERIC JACQUES PAUL-HUS, VICE PRESIDENT; RICHARD GUY PAUL-HUS, VICE PRESIDENT; HOWARD MAX HURD, VICE PRESIDENT; JAMES DAVID ZERBY, VICE PRESIDENT; JORGE LUIS MOREJON, VICE PRESIDENT; PATRICK VINCENT RYAN, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/19/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50K CLASS: C-2 TO BE ISSUED AS #35803A

283 I C F FRAMING & CONSTRUCTION
PAUL KENYON RUSSELL, PRESIDENT; THOMAS A DALLAIRE, VICE PRESIDENT; ROBERT L DALLAIRE, VICE PRESIDENT; ROBERT L DALLAIRE, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $950,000 BOND: $20,000 CLASS: B-2 RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

284 ICON ELECTRIC CORPORATION
SCOTT THOMAS ALSOP, PRESIDENT; ERIC ZANE SIMMONS, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
TABLED DATE: 06/06/2008
TABLED: PENDING RESOLUTION OF OPEN COMPLAINTS
JUNE 19, 2008

285 IDEAL MECHANICAL INC
0059905; FRANK S VUCKOVIC JR, PRESIDENT; CATHERINE ANNE VUCKOVIC, TREASURER; JAMES RICHARD BROUGHTON, VICE PRESIDENT; FRANK S VUCKOVIC JR, CMS/TRADE; (C-1A-BOILERS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

286 IDEAL MECHANICAL INC
0059904; FRANK S VUCKOVIC JR, PRESIDENT; CATHERINE ANNE VUCKOVIC, TREASURER; JAMES RICHARD BROUGHTON, VICE PRESIDENT; FRANK S VUCKOVIC JR, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

287 IDEAL MECHANICAL INC
0059903; FRANK S VUCKOVIC JR, PRESIDENT; CATHERINE ANNE VUCKOVIC, TREASURER; JAMES RICHARD BROUGHTON, VICE PRESIDENT; FRANK S VUCKOVIC JR, CMS/TRADE; (C26A-KITCHEN & LABORATORY EQUIPMENT); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

288 IMAGE LANDSCAPES LLC
0069594; BEN LEAMON MARTINSEN, MANAGER; LONNIE KIRK DALTON, MEMBER; JERRY BEN MARTINSEN, MEMBER; LONNIE KIRK DALTON, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
LIMIT: $150,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $10,000 BOND

289 INCLINE BUILDERS INC
0067572; MARK DAVID REYNOLDS, PRESIDENT; MARK DAVID REYNOLDS, CMS/TRADE - 05/28/2008; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); EXTENSION TO REPLACE QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
60 DAY EXTENSION UNTIL JULY 30, 2008

290 INLINE ELECTRICAL RESOURCES
M R B MANAGEMENT INC DBA; STEVE LEE DYKEMAN, PRESIDENT; ELIZABETH ANNE BOUMA, SECRETARY/TREASURER; MICHAEL ROBERT BOURNE, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; JOHN OLL DAY, CMS/TRADE; (B1-PREMANUFACTURED HOUSING, B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B1-PREMANUFACTURED HOUSING, B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT $450K, $15K BOND, B-1 PREMANUFACTURED HOUSING, B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SM COMMERCIAL, F/S REVIEW
291 INLINE ELECTRICAL RESOURCES
M R B MANAGEMENT INC DBA; STEVE LEE DYKEMAN, PRESIDENT; ELIZABETH ANNE BOUMA, SECRETARY/TREASURER; MICHAEL ROBERT BOURNE, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; JOHN OLL DAY, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
LIMIT $450K, $15K BOND, C-2 ELECTRICAL F/S REVIEW

292 INNERWIRELESS INC
FRANKLIN EDWARD CANTWELL, PRESIDENT; CHRISTOPHER MCCOY, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; DARLA JEAN BRAUN, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER; JAMES WILLIAM MCCOY, VICE PRESIDENT; GRESHAM MORRISON; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE
LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50K CLASS: C-2D CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

293 INSTAR SERVICES GROUP LP
0063750; INSTAR SERVICES MANAGEMENT LLC, GENERAL PARTNER; DAVID JOSEPH DEMOS, MANAGER; RICHARD JOHN AUGUSTINE, MANAGER; JAMES MACGREGOR PATTERSON, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

294 INSULPRO PROJECTS INC
0052994; JAMES EDWARD BREWER, PRESIDENT; JEFFREY CHARLES KRUSE, VICE PRESIDENT; DONNA MARIE REED, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; JOSEPH SCOT ORCHARD, CMS/TRADE; (C17E-COATINGS OF STUCCO &CEMENT); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

295 INSULPRO PROJECTS INC
0052730; JAMES EDWARD BREWER, PRESIDENT; JEFFREY CHARLES KRUSE, VICE PRESIDENT; DONNA MARIE REED, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; EDWARD JOSEPH ANDERSEN, CMS/TRADE; (C-3C-INSULATION & WEATHER STRIPPING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

296 INTEGRITY WALL SYSTEMS LLC
0060782; CHRISTOPHER LEE HARRIS, MANAGER; MARSHALL JOEDWARD RONNINGEN, MANAGER; CHRISTINE MARIE DOUGLAS, MEMBER; JOEL EDWARD DOUGLAS, MEMBER; GINIE WILSON HARRIS, MEMBER; CHERIDEE ANN RONNINGEN, MEMBER; CHRISTOPHER LEE HARRIS, CMS/TRADE; (C17-LATHING &PLASTERING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/14/2008
LIMIT: $2,000,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $30,000 BOND
JUNE 19, 2008

297 INTERSERV GROUP INC (THE)
0031738; PAUL MARTIN RESNICK, PRESIDENT; PAUL MARTIN RESNICK, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
LIMIT: $10,000,000, BOND TO REMAIN AT $10,000

298 J R CONTRACTING
0041669; JAMES WILLIAM RATAGICK, OWNER; JAMES WILLIAM RATAGICK, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

299 J R CONTRACTING
0041668; JAMES WILLIAM RATAGICK, OWNER; JAMES WILLIAM RATAGICK, CMS/TRADE; (C15-ROOFING & SIDING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

300 J R STEEL INC
JUAN CARLOS RASCON, PRESIDENT; JUAN CARLOS RASCON; (C14A-REINFORCING STEEL); NEW APPLICATION; WAIVER OF TRADE EXAM
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C14A-REINFORCING STEEL
MUST TEST, $10K LIMIT, $2K BOND C14A RESURFACING STEEL, F/S REVIEW

301 J T CONSTRUCTION INC
0051690; JOHN D FIELD, PRESIDENT; JOHN D FIELD, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); RELIEF OF BONDING REQUIREMENT
DENIAL DATE: 06/06/2008
MUST CONTINUE BOND

302 J Z COMMUNICATIONS INC
JOE DEAN VALDEZ-CHAVEZ, DIRECTOR; ZACHARIAH TIMOTHY SHEEHAN, PRESIDENT; JOE DEAN VALDEZ-CHAVEZ; ZACHARIAH TIMOTHY SHEEHAN; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); NEW APPLICATION; NAME SIMILARITY
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE
APPROVE: LIMIT: $25,000 BOND: $5,000; C-2D LOW VOLTAGE CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
MUST CHANGE NAME
FINANCIAL REVIEW
JUNE  19, 2008

303  JACKSON CONTRACTING LLC
DAMON ROBERT JACKSON, MANAGER; DAMON ROBERT JACKSON, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
APPROVE LIMIT: $200,000 BOND: $10,000  C3 CARPENTRY
FINANCIAL REVIEW

304  JEFF LACKEY GRADING INC
0053522; JEFFERY STEVEN LACKEY, PRESIDENT; SHERYL LYNN LACKEY, TREASURER; JEFFERY STEVEN LACKEY, CMS/TRADE; (A-7-EXCAVATING AND GRADING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
JUAN JOSE MENDEZ, QE/CMS/TRADE
A7, A15, A19
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

305  JEFF LACKEY GRADING INC
0053522; JEFFERY STEVEN LACKEY, PRESIDENT; SHERYL LYNN LACKEY, TREASURER; JEFFERY STEVEN LACKEY, CMS/TRADE; (A-7-EXCAVATING AND GRADING); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A15-SEWERS, DRAINS &PIPES, A19-PIPELINE &CONDUITS
JUAN JOSE MENDEZ, QE/CMS/TRADE
A7, A15, A19
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

306  JETSTREAM CONSTRUCTION INC
JOHN STEPHEN DOMBROSKI, PRESIDENT; JOHN EDWARD GARRETT, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT: UNLIMITED - BOND: $50,000; CLASS: B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL

307  JIM GROTH EXCAVATION
0061130; JAMES COLEMAN GROTH, OWNER; JAMES COLEMAN GROTH, CMS/TRADE; (A-7-EXCAVATING AND GRADING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
TABLED DATE: 05/29/2008
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING

308  JOE KELLEY CONSTRUCTION CO
JOSEPH THOMAS KELLEY JR, PRESIDENT; MARK DAVID KELLEY, VP/TREASURER; JOSEPH THOMAS KELLEY JR; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE; LIMIT: UNLIMITED, BOND: $50,000 B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF INDEM AGREE & RESOLU, PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW
JUNE 19, 2008

309 JOHN D. SPEIRS
0050869; JOHN DENNIS SPEIRS, OWNER; JOHN DENNIS SPEIRS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

310 JOHN DONALDSON CONSTRUCTION INC
JOHN WILLIAM DONALDSON, PRESIDENT; DOLORES LORRAINE FRANCO, TREASURER; CHERYL RENEE DONALDSON, SECRETARY; JOHN WILLIAM DONALDSON; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE LIMIT: $950,000 BOND: $20,000 B2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

311 JOHN ZARBOCK PLUMBING INC
BRAD MALCOM HUGHES, PRESIDENT; CARI D HUGHES, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JOHN STEWART ZARBOCK, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; JOHN STEWART ZARBOCK; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING
LIMIT: $500,000 BOND: 15K CLASS: C1 FINANCIAL REVIEW

312 JOHNSON BROTHERS PLANING MILL INC
0030997; DAVID LEON SARGIS, PRESIDENT; BERNICE MARIE SARGIS, VICE PRESIDENT; ENO JOHN SARGIS, SECRETARY/TREASURER; GUY BRADLEY MENG, CMS/TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
LIMIT: $3,000,000, BOND NOT REQUIRED

313 JON C COOKE ENTERPRISES
0032482; JON CHRISTIAN COOKE, PRESIDENT; TERESA MARIAN COOKE, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JON CHRISTIAN COOKE, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
LIMIT: UNLIMITED - BOND TO REMAIN AT $10,000

314 JON CARROLL CONSTRUCTION
0045508; JON SCOTT CARROLL, OWNER; JON SCOTT CARROLL, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); RE-ACTIVATE AT RENEWAL TIME
DENIAL DATE: 06/02/2008
UNABLE TO SUPPORT
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

315 JONS PLUMBING SERVICE
JON LEWIS GOODIN, PRESIDENT; JON LEWIS GOODIN; (C-1D-PLUMBING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-1D-PLUMBING
APPROVE; LIMIT $10,000 BOND $2,000 C-1D PLUMBING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW

316 JOSE LABANINO
JOSE LABANINO, OWNER; JOSE LABANINO; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
APPROVE; LIMIT $65,000 BOND $10,000 C-2 ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW

317 JUST FOR SHOW INC
FREDRIC KEITH JOSEPHS, PRESIDENT; BYRON KEITH AUTREY, SECRETARY; FREDRIC KEITH JOSEPHS; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3C-INSULATION & WEATHER STRIPPING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $250,000 BOND: $15,000; C-3 CARPENTRY
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
FINANCIAL REVIEW

318 JUST FOR SHOW INC
FREDRIC KEITH JOSEPHS, PRESIDENT; BYRON KEITH AUTREY, SECRETARY; FREDRIC KEITH JOSEPHS; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $250,000 BOND: $15,000; B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

319 K & D CONSTRUCTION LLC
0059311; KENNETH DANIEL BLACK JR, MANAGER; KENNETH GORDON BLACK, MANAGER;
DARWIN DUANE CODY, MANAGER; KENNETH GORDON BLACK, CMS; (C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING); EXTENSION TO REPLACE QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
60 DAY EXTENSION UNTIL AUGUST 4, 2008
JUNE 19, 2008

320 K & D CONSTRUCTION LLC
0059311; KENNETH DANIEL BLACK JR, MANAGER; KENNETH GORDON BLACK, MANAGER; DARWIN DUANE CODY, MANAGER; KENNETH GORDON BLACK, CMS; (C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
CARLOS M. VILLENGAS, QE/CMS/TRADE
C4-PAINTING & DECORATING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
LIMIT: $250,000 - BOND: $15,000; CLASS: C-2 ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN SIXTY (60) DAYS

321 K & N CONSTRUCTION INC
ANDY KIM NGUYEN, PRESIDENT; TONY N NGUYEN, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
LIMIT: $250,000 - BOND: $15,000; CLASS: C-2 ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN SIXTY (60) DAYS

322 K 7 CONSTRUCTION INC
0046894; DAVID JOHN KNAUB, PRESIDENT; DAVID JOHN KNAUB, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); RELIEF OF BONDING REQUIREMENT
DENIAL DATE: 05/29/2008
MUST CONTINUE BOND

323 K B DRILLING CO INC
0070553; KIRSTEN INEZ KIRKNESS, PRESIDENT; TOMMY L LEE, CMS/TRADE; (A-5-DIAMOND AND CORE DRILLING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/15/2008
KIRSTEN INEZ KIRKNESS, PRES/CMS "ONLY"
A5-DIAMOND & CORE DRILLING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

324 K TYLER INC
0065354; KATHLEEN ANN TYLER, PRESIDENT; KENNETH LOUIS TYLER, OTHER; CHRISTOPHER LOUIS TYLER, OTHER; KENNETH LOUIS TYLER, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

325 KAUFMAN CORP
JONATHAN DONN KAUFMAN, PRESIDENT; AMANDA LYNN KAUFMAN, VP/SECRETARY; JONATHAN DONN KAUFMAN; (A5-DIAMOND & CORE DRILLING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A-5-DIAMOND AND CORE DRILLING
APPROVE; LIMIT $200,000 BOND $10,000 A-5 DIAMOND & CORE DRILLING
CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF FICTITIOUS FIRM NAME CERT, PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
JUNE 19, 2008

326 KEENAN HOPKINS SUDER & STOWELL CONTRACTORS INC
DAVID PAUL SUDER, PRESIDENT; PHILIP EDWARD CHERNE, VICE PRESIDENT; DENNIS ALBERT NORMAN, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; DAVID PAUL SUDER, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING
LIMIT: UNLIMITED  BOND: 50K  CLASS: C4

327 KELGARD CONSTRUCTION
ROBERT RANDY KELGARD DBA; 0071181; ROBERT RANDY KELGARD, OWNER; ROBERT RANDY KELGARD, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL, B3-SPECULATIVE BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL, B3-SPECULATIVE BUILDING
LIMIT: $950K  BOND: $20K  CLASS: B2, 3
F/S REVIEW REQUIRED
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

328 KIGER CONSTRUCTION
MICHAEL JOSEPH KIGER DBA; 0071136; MICHAEL JOSEPH KIGER, OWNER; MICHAEL JOSEPH KIGER, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT: $400,000  BOND: 15K  CLASS: B2
FINANCIAL REVIEW
CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT

329 KINETIC SYSTEMS INC
0070818; MICHAEL ROBERT D APPOLONIA, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; RALPH GENE KEMP JR, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; NORMAN CARL ESCOVER, VICE PRESIDENT; MICHAEL RAY GONZALEZ, VICE PRESIDENT; RANDALL EUGENE KRATZ, TRADE; MICHAEL RAY GONZALEZ, CMS; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
LIMIT: UNLIMITED - BOND TO REMAIN AT $50,000

330 KINETIC SYSTEMS INC
0070817; MICHAEL ROBERT D APPOLONIA, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; RALPH GENE KEMP JR, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; MICHAEL RAY GONZALEZ, VICE PRESIDENT; NORMAN CARL ESCOVER, VICE PRESIDENT; STEVEN MANUEL MADRUGA, TRADE; MICHAEL RAY GONZALEZ, CMS; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
LIMIT: UNLIMITED - BOND TO REMAIN AT $50,000
JUNE 19, 2008

331  KLINGER CONSTRUCTORS LLC
0063747; KLINGER CONSTRUCTORS INC, MANAGING MEMBER; THOMAS RICHARD NOVAK, MEMBER; JAMES ALAN WERKMEISTER, MEMBER; DONALD EDMUND KAWAL, MEMBER; RAYMOND JEFFREY SMITH, MEMBER; DONALD EDMUND KAWAL, CMS/TRADE - 06/01/2007; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER

332  KNIGHT AIR CONDITIONING INCORPORATED
GERALD DITZLER, PRESIDENT; KATHEY DITZLER, DIRECTOR; GERALD DITZLER, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $50,000 BOND: $5,000 CLASS: C-21 REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING

333  KNIGHT CUSTOMS INC
JAMES RUSSELL DADLEY, PRESIDENT; JAMES RUSSELL DADLEY; (A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING
$400K LIMIT $15K BOND A-12 EXCAVATING, GRADING TRENCHING AND SURFACING

334  KRAUS ANDERSON CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
0060087; BRUCE WILLIAM ENGELSMA, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; STEVEN WILLIAM BELLEW, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008
STEVEN W BELLEW, QE/CMS/TRADE
B-GENERAL BUILDING

335  KWIK KERB
SIRI ENTERPRISES LLC DBA; 0051331; JOHN CRAIG SIRI, MEMBER; GAIL ANN SIRI, MEMBER; JOHN CRAIG SIRI, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); RELIEF OF BONDING REQUIREMENT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
APPROVE BOND CANCELLATION

336  KYSOR PANEL SYSTEMS
WELBILT WALKINS LP DBA; DAVID MELVIN FRASE, PRESIDENT; FRED LOUIS MINELLI, VICE PRESIDENT; WESTRAN CORP, GENERAL PARTNER; JAMES MARTIN COSTANZA; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - BOND
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
APPROVE; LIMIT $950,000 BOND $20,000 B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF ORIGINALS OF INDEM AGREE AND RESOLUTION; PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS
JUNE 19, 2008

337 L & C SPRINKLER REPAIR INC
CHRISTOPHER ISAAC PELLMAN, PRESIDENT; CHRISTOPHER ISAAC PELLMAN, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
LIMIT: $1K  BOND: $1K  CLASS: C10
F/S REVIEW REQUIRED

338 L B 3 ENTERPRISES INC
LAWRENCE LEE BROWN, PRESIDENT; DEBRA ANN BROWN, SECRETARY; LAWRENCE LEE BROWN; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $1,800,000 BOND: $30,000 CLASS: A GENERAL ENGINEERING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

339 L T C CONSTRUCTION
0052945; STEVEN PAUL LANG, OWNER; STEVEN PAUL LANG, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER EFFECTIVE UPON ISSUANCE OF NEW LICENSE

340 L V PAINTING & DRYWALL INC
LUIS GILBERTO MARTINEZ, PRESIDENT; MARIA VERONICA MATA, SECRETARY; LUIS GILBERTO MARTINEZ; (C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $50,000 BOND: $5,000; C-4 PAINTING & DECORATING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS FINANCIAL REVIEW

341 LARSON & ASSOCIATES
0040894; PATRICK ALLEN LARSON, PARTNER; SHANNON DION LARSON, PARTNER; PATRICK ALLEN LARSON, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008
LIMIT: $750,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $15,000

342 LARSON & ASSOCIATES
SHANNON DION LARSON, PARTNER; PATRICK ALLEN LARSON, PARTNER; PATRICK ALLEN LARSON, CMS/TRADE; TIMOTHY EDWARD DAVIS; (C20-TILING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C20-TILING
APPROVE LIMIT: $500,000 BOND: $15,000 C20 TILING CONTRACTOR CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS RECEIPT OF PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT RECEIPT OF FICTITIOUS FIRM NAME FILING
JUNE 19, 2008

343 LARSON & ASSOCIATES
PATRICK ALLEN LARSON, PARTNER; SHANNON DION LARSON, PARTNER; PATRICK ALLEN LARSON, CMS/TRADE; TIMOTHY EDWARD DAVIS; (C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO & MARBLE); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO & MARBLE
APPROVE LIMIT: $500,000  BOND: $15,000  C19 INSTALL TERRAZZO & MARBLE
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
RECEIPT OF PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT
RECEIPT OF FICTITIOUS FIRM NAME FILING

344 LAS VEGAS PIPELINE LLC
0060688; MARK LEE BLACKWELL, MEMBER; MARK LEE BLACKWELL, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008
F/S REVIEW

345 LAS VEGAS PIPELINE LLC
0060688; MARK LEE BLACKWELL, MEMBER; MARK LEE BLACKWELL, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008
APPROVED: 05/29/2008
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITOR MARK BLACKWELL, EFFECTIVE 08/27/08

346 LASER CONSTRUCTION GROUP LLC
GERALD EDWARD LYNCH, MEMBER; RAQUEL AMARILLO LYNCH, MEMBER; GERALD EDWARD LYNCH III, MEMBER; GERALD EDWARD LYNCH, CMS/TRADE; (C27-INDIVIDUAL SEWERAGE); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C27-INDIVIDUAL SEWERAGE
LIMIT: $100K  BOND: $10K  CLASS: C27

347 LASER CONSTRUCTION GROUP LLC
GERALD EDWARD LYNCH, MEMBER; RAQUEL AMARILLO LYNCH, MEMBER; GERALD EDWARD LYNCH III, MEMBER; GERALD EDWARD LYNCH, CMS/TRADE; (B1-PREMANUFACTURED HOUSING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B1-PREMANUFACTURED HOUSING
LIMIT: $200K  BOND: $10K  CLASS: B1

348 LATHROP STONEWORKS
0068331; CHAD MICHAEL LATHROP, OWNER; CHAD MICHAEL LATHROP, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
LIMIT: $100,000, CONTINGENT UPON $10,000 BOND
JUNE 19, 2008

**349 LAYTON COMPANIES INC (THE)**
0023947; DAVID S LAYTON, PRESIDENT; DALLIS CHRISTENSEN, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; GERALD C MONSON, SECRETARY/TREASURER; ALAN S LAYTON, VICE PRESIDENT; ALAN S LAYTON, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/14/2008

DAVID SNELGROVE LAYTON, PRES/CMS/TRADE
B-GENERAL BUILDING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

**350 LAYTON CONSTRUCTION CO INC**
0053556; DALLIS J CHRISTENSEN, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; DAVID S LAYTON, PRESIDENT; GERALD C MONSON, SECRETARY; ALAN S LAYTON, VICE PRESIDENT; ALAN S LAYTON, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/14/2008

DAVID SNELGROVE LAYTON, PRES/CMS/TRADE
B-GENERAL BUILDING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

**351 LAYTON CONSTRUCTION COMPANY OF ARIZONA**
0045545; DAVID S LAYTON, PRESIDENT; DALLIS JOSEPH CHRISTENSEN, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; GERALD C MONSON, SECRETARY; ALAN LAYTON, VICE PRESIDENT; ALAN LAYTON, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/14/2008

DAVID SNELGROVE LAYTON, PRES/CMS/TRADE
B-GENERAL BUILDING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; BEING IN COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

**352 LEDCOR CONSTRUCTION INC**
0055501; RODNEY ROLAND NEYS, VP/SECRETARY; RONALD JAMES WALDEN, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008

OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

**353 LEOS FRAMING & DRYWALL**
LEOS DOORS LLC DBA; 0067625; MARIBEL CARRASCO, MANAGER; JESUS CARRASCO, MANAGER; MARIBEL CARRASCO, CMS; JESUS CARRASCO, TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008

APPROVED: LEOS FRAMING & DRYWALL

NAME CHANGE FROM: LEOS DOORS LLC TO: LEOS DOORS LLC DBA LEOS FRAMING & DRYWALL
June 19, 2008

354 LTC CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY LLC
0052945A; STEVEN PAUL LANG, MANAGING MEMBER; KEVIN M VOLPA, MANAGING MEMBER; STEVEN PAUL LANG, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
LIMIT: $100,000 BOND: 10K CLASS: C3 LICENSE TO BE ISSUED AS #52945A

355 LUXURY LAWN & SPRINKLER
0028883; TIMOTHY LEE MALOY, OWNER; TIMOTHY LEE MALOY, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER

356 LYDON MILLWRIGHT SERVICES INC
0066821; JAMES EDWARD LYDON JR, PRESIDENT; JOHN THOMAS DUNN JR, CMS/TRADE; (C-7-ELEVATION & CONVEYANCE); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 06/09/2008
LIMIT: $10,500,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER, CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENTS.
PROJECT: MCCARRAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT - TERMINAL 3

357 M WEST CORP INC
0057620; KRISTY MARIE ALBRECHT, PRESIDENT; RONALD LEE DOANE, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

358 M - 13 CONSTRUCTION INC
0028320; MICHAEL TERI MORLEY, PRESIDENT; RAY GERALD MORLEY, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
MICHAEL T. MORLEY, PRES/CMS/TRADE B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; COPY OF DRIVERS LICENSE

359 M D G CONSTRUCTION INC
0048387; BRUCE IAN BONFIELD, PRESIDENT; BRUCE IAN BONFIELD, CMS/TRADE - 02/08/2008; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
MICHAEL BRIAN RUEPP, QE/CMS/TRADE B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
JUNE 19, 2008

360 M DO HOMES
DAVISSON CONSTRUCTION INC DBA; MARTIN DALE DAVISSON, PRESIDENT; MARTIN DALE DAVISSON, CMS/TRADE; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/15/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C16-FINISHING FLOORS
APPROVE: LIMIT: $30,000 BOND: $5,000 CLASS: C-16 FINISHING FLOORS

361 M J CUSTOM INTERIORS
0049999; MARTIN ESQUIVEL JAIME, OWNER; MARTIN ESQUIVEL JAIME, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
LIMIT: $950,000, BOND TO REMAIN AT $10,000

362 M K D CONSTRUCTION INC
0050061; MICHAEL JOHN GROCK, PRESIDENT; DONALD DALE GROCK, TREASURER; KAREN FEELEY GROCK, SECRETARY; DONALD DALE GROCK, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 06/09/2008
LIMIT: $9,000,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAVIED BY OWNER
PROJECT: GOLDEN VALLEY INTERCHANGE

363 M K HOUSE CONSULTING INC
MICHAEL BRET HOUSE, PRESIDENT; KATHRYN ALINE HOUSE, VICE PRESIDENT; MICHAEL BRET HOUSE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $250,000 BOND: $15,000 CLASS: B-2 RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS AND TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; RECEIPT OF INDEMNIFICATION DOCUMENTS; F/S REVIEW

364 M O CONSTRUCTION LLC
MEHDI OWLIAIE, MEMBER; MEHDI OWLIAIE, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $1,800,000 BOND: $30,000 CLASS: B-2 RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL

365 M W ENTERPRISES
0046391; MICHAEL WAWRYK, OWNER; MICHAEL WAWRYK, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
JUNE 19, 2008

366  M W BUILDERS OF TEXAS INC
WILLIAM FRANCIS MCDERMOTT, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; TIMOTHY LANE CHADWICK, PRESIDENT; DAVID CIMPL, VP/SECRETARY; DAVID ALLEN BURT, VP/TREASURER; TODD WINNERMAN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; TIMOTHY LANE CHADWICK; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
LIMIT: UNLIMITED        BOND: 50K        CLASS: B
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

367  M W F
MOUNTAIN WEST FINISHING LLC DBA; ROBERT SCOTT CHAPMAN, MANAGING MEMBER; ROBERT SCOTT CHAPMAN, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4A-PAINTING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $25,000 BOND: $5,000 CLASS: C-4A PAINTING
CONTINGENT UPON COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP; RECEIPT OF FICTITIOUS CERTIFICATE

368  MAC SIGNS INC
THOMAS PAUL DEGREGORY, PRESIDENT; MYRIAH JUNE DEGREGORY, SECRETARY; THOMAS PAUL DEGREGORY, CMS/TRADE; (C-6-ERECTING SIGNS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-6-ERECTING SIGNS
LIMIT: $25K        BOND: $5K        CLASS: C-6

369  MADDOG HEAVY EQUIPMENT
TERRA SOUTH CORPORATION DBA; 0049332; ATF COMMERCIAL HOLDINGS LLC, PRESIDENT; AMY T FIRMANI, MANAGING MEMBER; CWM COMMERCIAL HOLDINGS LLC, VICE PRESIDENT; CARL WILLIAM MULLER, MANAGING MEMBER; CARL WILLIAM MULLER, TRADE; AMY T FIRMANI, CMS; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
LIMIT: $7,600,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $20,000

370  MADDOG HEAVY EQUIPMENT
TERRA SOUTH CORPORATION DBA; 0047522; ATF COMMERCIAL HOLDINGS LLC, PRESIDENT; AMY T FIRMANI, MANAGING MEMBER; CWM COMMERCIAL HOLDINGS LLC, VICE PRESIDENT; CARL WILLIAM MULLER, MANAGING MEMBER; CARL WILLIAM MULLER, TRADE; AMY T FIRMANI, CMS; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
LIMIT: $7,600,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $30,000

371  MADISON GRACE CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LLC
0063486; MICHAEL CHARLES WILSON, MANAGING MEMBER; SANKOFA CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LLC, MEMBER; GERARD GEORGE LAMBERT, CMS/TRADE; MICHAEL CHARLES WILSON, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/15/2008
LIMIT: $7,600,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $50,000
372 MAGANA & SONS CONSTRUCTION
EMILIO GONZALEZ MAGANA DBA; EMILIO GONZALEZ MAGANA, OWNER; EMILIO GONZALEZ MAGANA, TRADE; MARIA DELIA MAGANA, CMS; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
LIMIT: $35,000 BOND: 5K CLASS: C3
FINANCIAL REVIEW
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

373 MAILE CONCRETE
MAILE INC DBA; 0071092; MARVIN MICHAEL MAILE, PRESIDENT; MARVIN MICHAEL MAILE, CMS/TRADE; DAVID W REYNOLDS, TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/21/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $950,000 BOND: $20,000 CLASS: A GENERAL ENGINEERING

374 MANUEL BROS INC
0048741; GARY WAYNE SMITH, PRESIDENT; PAUL WILLIAM MANUEL, SECRETARY/TREASURER; GARY WAYNE SMITH, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/09/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
GARY WAYNE SMITH, PRES
A-GENERAL ENGINEERING

375 MARK TAYLOR DEVELOPMENT INC
0029055; JEFFREY L MARK, PRESIDENT; LISA G MARK, SECRETARY; JOSEPH MICHAEL LEWANDOWSKI, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
DENIAL DATE: 06/03/2008
UNABLE TO SUPPORT

376 MARK TAYLOR DEVELOPMENT INC
0029055; JEFFREY L MARK, PRESIDENT; LISA G MARK, SECRETARY; JOSEPH MICHAEL LEWANDOWSKI, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); RE-ACTIVATE OUTSIDE OF RENEWAL TIME
DENIAL DATE: 06/03/2008
UNABLE TO SUPPORT

377 MARKALLEN PLUMBING INC
0063375; MARK ALLEN WADLINGTON, PRESIDENT; JAMES FREDRICK KATZ, SECRETARY/TREASURER; MARK ALLEN WADLINGTON, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
LOWER LIMIT: $50,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $10,000
JUNE 19, 2008

378 MARKET CONTRACTORS LTD
0042086; JOHN THOMAS BODEN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

379 MAST ENTERPRISES INC
0045774; TIMOTHY BLAINE MASON, PRESIDENT; YVONNE STEWART MASON, SECRETARY; TIMOTHY BLAINE MASON, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

380 MCGEE PLUMBING & HEATING
A J MURRAY INC; 0051923; JOHN FOOTE MURRAY, OWNER; JOHN FOOTE MURRAY, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
LIMIT: $350,000, BOND TO REMAIN AT $10,000

381 MCINTOSH DESIGN AND LANDSCAPING INC
0068842; JUSTIN ROSS DOUGHERTY, SECRETARY; JOSEPH FRANCIS DOUGHERTY, TRADE; ROBERT FRANCIS FAZIO JR, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
JOSEPH FRANCIS DOUGHERTY, QE/TRADE "ONLY"
C10-LANDSCAPING

382 MEDINA CONSULTING LLC
0060441; JOSE LUIS MEDINA JR, MEMBER; ROLAND ROBERT ROSENBERG JR, CMS/TRADE - 03/27/2008; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); EXTENSION TO REPLACE QUALIFIER
TABLED DATE: 06/05/2008
RESOLUTION OF PENDING COMPLAINTS

383 MERRITT LANDSCAPES INC
0061572; RAYMOND JADE MERRITT, PRESIDENT; RAYMOND JADE MERRITT, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008
F/S REVIEW 2009

384 MERRITT LANDSCAPES INC
0062217; RAYMOND JADE MERRITT, PRESIDENT; RAYMOND JADE MERRITT, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); C18 IS LIMITED TO PAVERS; FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008
F/S REVIEW 2009
385  MESQUITE DEVELOPMENT  
0043195; RONALD HOWARD BROWN, OWNER; RONALD HOWARD BROWN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER  
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008  
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER

386  MESQUITE INSTALLATION LLC  
GOPHERUS LLC, MANAGER; MICHAEL WILLIAM PARDA, MANAGER; MARCO ANTONIO RUELAS, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); NEW APPLICATION  
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008  
APPROVED: CLASS: C20-TILING  
APPROVE LIMIT: $250,000  BOND: $15,000  C2 TILING  
FINANCIAL REVIEW

387  MESQUITE INSTALLATION LLC  
GOPHERUS LLC, MANAGER; MICHAEL WILLIAM PARDA, MANAGER; JEFFREY WAYNE HUNT; MARCO ANTONIO RUELAS, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION  
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008  
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY  
$700K LIMIT $20K BOND C-3 CARPENTRY, F/S REVIEW

388  MIKOHN SIGNS AND GRAPHICS LLC  
0062921; DOUGLAS EDWIN EDWARDS, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; JOHN KEITH LEHMAN, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; V/MSG HOLDINGS LLC, MEMBER; MICHAEL JOHN FLAIG, CMS/TRADE; (C-6B-ELECTRICAL SIGNS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER  
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008  
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

389  MILLER EXCAVATION  
MILLER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC DBA; 0067919; LOUIS MILLER, PRESIDENT; LOUIS MILLER, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE  
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008  
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

390  MIRAGE ELECTRICAL SERVICES CORP  
0056049; MARK STEPHEN KRALKAY, PRESIDENT; MARK STEPHEN KRALKAY, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER  
TABELED DATE: 06/02/2008  
RESOLUTION OF COMPLAINT

391  MIXTURES LLC  
LAURA NAN TARDY, MANAGING MEMBER; JOSE ROLANDO CHINCHILLA, MANAGING MEMBER; JOSE ROLANDO CHINCHILLA; LAURA NAN TARDY; (C-4A-PAINTING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION OF STAFF APPROVED APPLICATION  
DENIAL DATE: 06/06/2008  
DENY; NRS 624.3016(7) FRAUDULENT OR DECEITFUL ACT TO OBTAIN A LICENSE
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

392 MOMENI & ASSOCIATES INC
0065881; MOHAMMAD HOSSEIN MOMENI, PRESIDENT; FATEMEH ROYA DEHBOZORGI, SECRETARY; MOHAMMAD HOSSEIN MOMENI, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
LIMIT: UNLIMITED, BOND TO REMAIN AT $50,000

393 MOMENI & ASSOCIATES INC
0065881; MOHAMMAD HOSSEIN MOMENI, PRESIDENT; FATEMEH ROYA DEHBOZORGI, SECRETARY; MOHAMMAD HOSSEIN MOMENI, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: 05/09/2008
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION OF MOHAMMAD MOMENI & FATEMEH DEHBORZORGI TO BE EFFECTIVE 8/7/2008

394 MOMENI & ASSOCIATES INC
0065881; MOHAMMAD HOSSEIN MOMENI, PRESIDENT; FATEMEH ROYA DEHBOZORGI, SECRETARY; MOHAMMAD HOSSEIN MOMENI, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

395 MOONDANCE PAINTING
F G H INC DBA: FRANCINE DENISE FEAVER, PRESIDENT; FRANCINE DENISE FEAVER; (C-4A-PAINTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4A-PAINTING
LIMIT: $25K  BOND: $5K  CLASS: C-4A
F/S REVIEW REQUIRED
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

396 MOUNTAIN VISTA DEVELOPMENT INC
0051703; CHARLES FRANCIS KING, PRESIDENT; VICKI HAINSWORTH KING, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JOSHUA DAVID HAINSWORTH, CMS/TRADE; CHARLES FRANCIS KING, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: 05/09/2008
REMOVAL OF INDEMNITORS M/M CHARLES KING, M/M DAVID WAUGH & M/M ERIC WAUGH, EFFECTIVE 08/07/08
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

397 MOUNTAIN VISTA DEVELOPMENT INC
0051703; CHARLES FRANCIS KING, PRESIDENT; VICKI HAINSWORTH KING, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JOSHUA DAVID HAINSWORTH, CMS/TRADE; CHARLES FRANCIS KING, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
TABLED DATE: 06/06/2008
UNABLE TO SUPPORT - SET FOR FINANCIAL HEARING

398 MOUNTAIN WEST ELECTRIC
KRISTY MARIE ALBRECHT, PRESIDENT; RONALD LEE DOANE, DIRECTOR; RONALD LEE DOANE, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION
TABLED DATE: 06/06/2008
TABLE: PENDING RESOLUTION OF COMPLAINTS

399 MR ATTIC LLC
0068417; ROGER ALAN WITTENBERG, MANAGER; DAVID ANDREW SCORDY, MANAGER; JOHN JOSEPH MULLER, MANAGER; JOHN JOSEPH MULLER, CMS/TRADE; (C-3C-INSULATION & WEATHER STRIPPING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

400 MUDDY RIVER CONTRACTORS LLC
0069191; CLARENCE ARTHUR LEWIS, MANAGING MEMBER; ROBERT CONDIE LEWIS, MANAGING MEMBER; VIVIAN COOK LEWIS, MANAGING MEMBER; CLARENCE ARTHUR LEWIS, CMS/TRADE; ROBERT CONDIE LEWIS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
CLARENCE ARTHUR LEWIS, MM/CMS/TRADE
B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
CONTINGENT UPON BEING IN COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

401 MURRIETA DEVELOPMENT COMPANY INC
CHRISTENE CLOSE, PRESIDENT; TODD KENTON CLOSE, VICE PRESIDENT; TODD KENTON CLOSE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
APPROVE LIMIT: $7,000,000  BOND: $30,000  A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
FINANCIAL REVIEW

402 N E C UNIFIED SOLUTIONS INC
0058208; JEFFREY PAUL KANE, PRESIDENT; MARCIAL A MARTINEZ, CMS/TRADE - 04/28/2008; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); EXTENSION TO REPLACE QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/15/2008
60 DAY EXTENSION UNTIL JULY 28, 2008
JUNE 19, 2008

403 N E C UNIFIED SOLUTIONS INC
0058208; JEFFREY PAUL KANE, PRESIDENT; MARCIAL A MARTINEZ, CMS/TRADE - 04/28/2008;
(C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
EDWARD JAMES DURANT, QE/CMS/TRADE; ROBERT DWAYNE SMITH, QE/CMS/TRADE
C2D-LOW VOLTAGE
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

404 NATURAL STONE ARTISAN
CLINT EARL WATSON DBA; CLINT EARL WATSON, OWNER; CLINT EARL WATSON; (C20-
TILING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C20-TILING
APPROVE; LIMIT $20,000 BOND $5,000 C-20 TILING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL
REVIEW

405 NATUREWORKS INC
0060383; JEREMY LAMANNA, PRESIDENT; LILLIAN GAIL HILL, CMS - 05/20/2008; (C10-
LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
APPROVED: 06/03/2008
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITORS JAMES & LILLIAN HILL, EFFECTIVE 09/01/08. IF F/S IS
NOT RECEIVED BY 07/03/08 SET FOR FINANCIAL HEARING

406 NATUREWORKS INC
0060383; JEREMY LAMANNA, PRESIDENT; LILLIAN GAIL HILL, CMS - 05/20/2008; (C10-
LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: 06/03/2008
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITORS JAMES & ANDREA ALTWEGG, EFFECTIVE 09/01/08. IF
F/S IS NOT RECEIVED BY 07/03/08 SET FOR FINANCIAL HEARING

407 NATUREWORKS INC
0060383; JEREMY LAMANNA, PRESIDENT; LILLIAN GAIL HILL, CMS - 05/20/2008; (C10-
LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
JEREMY LAMANNA, PRES/CMS/TRADE
C10-LANDSCAPING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; COPY OF DRIVERS
LICENSE

408 NATUREWORKS INC
0060383; JEREMY LAMANNA, PRESIDENT; LILLIAN GAIL HILL, CMS - 05/20/2008; (C10-
LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
OFFICER CHANGE
JUNE 19, 2008

409 NETRONIX INTEGRATION INC
CRAIG EUGENE JARRETT, PRESIDENT; STEVEN ROGER PIECHOTA, VICE PRESIDENT; CRAIG EUGENE JARRETT, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE, C-2C-FIRE DETECTION); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2C-FIRE DETECTION, C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE
LIMIT: $850,000 - BOND: $20,000; CLASS: C-2C FIRE DETECTION; C-2D LOW VOLTAGE SYSTEMS
CONTINGENT UPON COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP FINANCIAL REVIEW

410 NEVADA COMMERCIAL FLOORING LLC
JOHN ANTHONY DORSEY JR, MANAGER; GARY LEE MCMAHON, MANAGER; JOHN ANTHONY DORSEY JR; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C16-FINISHING FLOORS
LIMIT: $25,000 - BOND: $5,000; CLASS: C-16 FINISHING FLOORS
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN SIXTY (60) DAYS FINANCIAL REVIEW

411 NEVADA CUSTOM CONCRETE
0063744; GARY LEE CUMMINS, OWNER; GARY LEE CUMMINS, CMS/TRADE; (A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A16-PAVING STREETS, DRIVEWAYS & PARKING LOTS); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
LIMIT: $200,000, CONTINGENT UPON $10,000 BOND

412 NEVADA CUSTOM CONCRETE
0063049; GARY LEE CUMMINS, OWNER; GARY LEE CUMMINS, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
LIMIT: $200,000, CONTINGENT UPON $10,000 BOND

413 NEVADA HOME CARE SERVICES INC
ANGELLO PETER NIKAS, PRESIDENT; RICHARD BRONDI, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4A-PAINTING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $20,000 BOND: $5,000 CLASS: C-4A PAINTING F/S REVIEW
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

414 NEVADA STAR CONSTRUCTION
OTAGO DEVELOPMENT CORP DBA; ALEXANDER JARIV, PRESIDENT; MIKE PESICH, TREASURER; VARDA JARIV, DIRECTOR; GARRY LYNN HART, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT $900,000 BOND $20,000 B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
FINANCIAL REVIEW

415 NEVADA TRI COM CORPORATION
THOMAS LAWRENCE BASEGGIO, PRESIDENT; VALERIA ELLEN ANDERSON, SECRETARY/TREASURER; THOMAS LAWRENCE BASEGGIO, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
LIMIT: $1,900,000 - BOND: $30,000; A GENERAL ENGINEERING
CONTINGENT UPON COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP
FINANCIAL REVIEW

416 NEW GENERATION MARBLE
ARTISTIC MARBLE LLC DBA; 0071162; JAN PIOTR TOMASIK, MANAGING MEMBER; ARARAT OUSTIAN, MANAGING MEMBER; ARARAT OUSTIAN, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/21/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C20-TILING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $950,000 BOND: $20,000 CLASS: C-20 TILING
CONTINGENT UPON COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP; RECEIPT OF FICTITIOUS NAME CERTIFICATE

417 NEW GENERATION MARBLE
ARTISTIC MARBLE LLC DBA; 0071161; JAN PIOTR TOMASIK, MANAGING MEMBER; ARARAT OUSTIAN, MANAGING MEMBER; ARARAT OUSTIAN, CMS/TRADE; (C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO & MARBLE); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/21/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO & MARBLE
APPROVE: LIMIT: $950,000 BOND: $20,000 CLASS: C-19 MARBLE AND TERRAZZO
CONTINGENT UPON COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP; RECEIPT OF FICTITIOUS NAME CERTIFICATE
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

418 NEWMATIC ENGINEERING
NEWMATIC CONTROLS INC DBA; RICHARD GIBSON YARDLEY, PRESIDENT; SYDNEY YAUSHING KWAN, VICE PRESIDENT; SAID POLLOM; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/09/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $950,000 BOND: $20,000; C-2 ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
RECEIPT OF CORPORATE RESOLUTION

419 NORVIC DEMOLITION INC
NORBERTO LEON MADRIGAL, PRESIDENT; DANIEL L MADRIGAL, SECRETARY; VICTOR MANUEL MADRIGAL, DIRECTOR; VICTOR MANUEL MADRIGAL; (A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS
APPROVE: LIMIT $450,000 BOND $15,000 A-13 WRECKING BUILDINGS
FINANCIAL REVIEW

420 O C COMMUNICATIONS INC
0056081; FORREST CRAIG FREEMAN, PRESIDENT; FORREST CRAIG FREEMAN, CMS/TRADE; (C42-COMMUNITY ANTENNA T.V. SYSTEMS); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
LIMIT: $2,000,000, CONTINGENT UPON $30,000 BOND

421 O C COMMUNICATIONS INC
0070870; FORREST CRAIG FREEMAN, PRESIDENT; CARLA JEAN FREEMAN, SECRETARY; FORREST CRAIG FREEMAN, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
LIMIT: $2,000,000, CONTINGENT UPON $30,000 BOND

422 OC CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE
L & R CONSTRUCTION LLC DBA; 0056047; RICK WILLIAM FRADELLA, MANAGING MEMBER; RICK WILLIAM FRADELLA, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
F/S REVIEW

423 OC CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE
L & R CONSTRUCTION LLC DBA; 0056047; RICK WILLIAM FRADELLA, MANAGING MEMBER; RICK WILLIAM FRADELLA, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
APPROVED: 05/08/2008
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITOR LISA BYRD, EFFECTIVE 08/06/08
JUNE 19, 2008

424 OMEGA DESIGN
SACHS MBA INC DBA; 0058039; MYRON NORTON BLACKMAN, PRESIDENT; ADRIENNE MAXWELL BLACKMAN, SECRETARY; ROBERT ELLIOT READ, CMS/TRADE; (C26A-KITCHEN & LABORATORY EQUIPMENT); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

425 ORIGINAL ROOFING COMPANY LLC (THE)
0056078; GUY RICHARD BENNALLACK, MANAGER; RICHARD DONALD BENNALLACK, MEMBER; FAMILY LP THE ROOFING COMPANY, MANAGER; BLUEWATERS INTERESTS INC, MEMBER; GUY RICHARD BENNALLACK, CMS/TRADE; RICHARD DONALD BENNALLACK, CMS/TRADE; (C15A-ROOFING, C15D-WATERPROOFING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
LIMIT: UNLIMITED - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $50,000 BOND

426 ORIGINAL ROOFING COMPANY LLC (THE)
0056078; GUY RICHARD BENNALLACK, MANAGER; RICHARD DONALD BENNALLACK, MEMBER; FAMILY LP THE ROOFING COMPANY, MANAGER; BLUEWATERS INTERESTS INC, MEMBER; GUY RICHARD BENNALLACK, CMS/TRADE; RICHARD DONALD BENNALLACK, CMS/TRADE; (C15A-ROOFING, C15D-WATERPROOFING); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008
APPROVED: 05/27/2008
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITOR BLUEWATERS FAMILY LP, EFFECTIVE 08/25/08

427 ORIGINAL ROOFING COMPANY LLC (THE)
0056078; GUY RICHARD BENNALLACK, MANAGER; RICHARD DONALD BENNALLACK, MEMBER; FAMILY LP THE ROOFING COMPANY, MANAGER; BLUEWATERS INTERESTS INC, MEMBER; GUY RICHARD BENNALLACK, CMS/TRADE; RICHARD DONALD BENNALLACK, CMS/TRADE; (C15A-ROOFING, C15D-WATERPROOFING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008
F/S REVIEW

428 ORIGINAL ROOFING COMPANY LLC (THE)
0060234; GUY RICHARD BENNALLACK, MANAGER; RICHARD DONALD BENNALLACK, MEMBER; THE ROOFING COMPANY FAMILY LP, MANAGER; BLUEWATERS INTERESTS INC, MEMBER; RICHARD DONALD BENNALLACK, CMS; GUY RICHARD BENNALLACK, TRADE; (C13-USING SHEET METAL); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
LIMIT: UNLIMITED - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $50,000 BOND

429 OTORONGO COMMUNICATIONS INC
MARTIN ALBERTO AUCALLA, PRESIDENT; MARTIN ALBERTO AUCALLA; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE
APPROVE: LIMIT: $5,000 BOND: $1,000 CLASS: C-2D LOW VOLTAGE CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS AND TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; F/S REVIEW
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

430 OVATION DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
0046655; ALAN LEE MOLASKY, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; JAMES ANDREW HERNQUIST, CMS/TRADE - 05/14/2008; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.; WAIVER OF CMS EXAM
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
QUALIFIER: ALAN LEE MOLASKY/CMS/TRADE
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

431 OVATION DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
0046655; ALAN LEE MOLASKY, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; JAMES ANDREW HERNQUIST, CMS/TRADE - 05/14/2008; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

432 P F J INC
0061025; JUAN L HERNANDEZ-MANARREZ, PRESIDENT; PABLO FLORES-GUTIERREZ, SECRETARY; JUAN L HERNANDEZ-MANARREZ, TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 05/15/2008
F/S REVIEW

433 P F J INC
0061025; JUAN L HERNANDEZ-MANARREZ, PRESIDENT; PABLO FLORES-GUTIERREZ, SECRETARY; JUAN L HERNANDEZ-MANARREZ, TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/15/2008
APPROVED: 05/05/2008
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITORS FREDY & MONICA TEVALAN, EFFECTIVE 08/03/08

434 P F J INC
0061025; JUAN L HERNANDEZ-MANARREZ, PRESIDENT; PABLO FLORES-GUTIERREZ, SECRETARY; JUAN L HERNANDEZ-MANARREZ, TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
PAMELA SALLENDER, QE/CMS "ONLY"
C18-MASONRY
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

435 P F J INC
0061025; JUAN L HERNANDEZ-MANARREZ, PRESIDENT; PABLO FLORES-GUTIERREZ, SECRETARY; JUAN L HERNANDEZ-MANARREZ, TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/15/2008
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL
JUNE 19, 2008

436  **P M CONSTRUCTION**
0051173; PATRICIA ANN RUSHING, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL MONROE RUSHING, SECRETARY; PATRICIA ANN RUSHING, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

437  **PAC VAN INC**
0056433; THEODORE M MOUROUZIS, PRESIDENT; THOMAS AUSTIN, VICE PRESIDENT; THEODORE M MOUROUZIS, SECRETARY/TREASURER; ROBERT JOSEPH ROUMANOS, CMS/TRADE; (B1-PREMANUFACTURED HOUSING , B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
$6,000,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: CLARK COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT

438  **PACIFIC COAST BUILDERS**
STEVEN ROBERT MCKAY, PRESIDENT; MICHELE C MCKAY, SECRETARY/TREASURER; STEVEN ROBERT MCKAY; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE LIMIT: $500,000  BOND: $15,000  B2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS RECEIPT OF CORPORATE INDEMNIFICATION FORM AND RESOLUTION LETTER CONTINGENT UPON CERTIFICATE OF GOOD STANDING

439  **PACIFIC STUCCO INC**
0032122; JIM DEWAYNE POPE, PRESIDENT; KERRY L MILLER, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JIM DEWAYNE POPE, CMS/TRADE; (C17-LATHING & PLASTERING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
LIMIT: $2,000,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $20,000

440  **PANDA WINDOWS AND DOORS LLC**
0054716; EYAL SHOSHAN, MEMBER; JACOB HALEVA, CMS; EYAL SHOSHAN, TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
TIRANIT SHOSHAN, QE/CMS "ONLY" C8-GLASS & GLAZING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

441 PARADISE PAINTING
CHARLES JOHNSTON STEWART DBA; CHARLES JOHNSTON STEWART, OWNER; CHARLES JOHNSTON STEWART; (C-4A-PAINTING); NEW APPLICATION; NAME SIMILARITY
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4A-PAINTING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $10,000 BOND: $2,000; C-4A PAINTING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
MUST CHANGE NAME
FINANCIAL REVIEW

442 PARAGON ASSOCIATES INC
0044883; JAMES F BAWDEN, PRESIDENT; CHRISTOPHER JAMES BAWDEN, CMS/TRADE;
(A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING , A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS , A15-
SEWERS, DRAINS &PIPES , A19A-PIPELINE & CONDUITS FOR WATER); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
TABLED DATE: 05/27/2008
RESOLUTION OF COMPLAINTS LICENSE #44398

443 PARAGON ASSOCIATES INC
0044883; JAMES F BAWDEN, PRESIDENT; CHRISTOPHER JAMES BAWDEN, CMS/TRADE;
(A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING , A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS , A15-
SEWERS, DRAINS &PIPES , A19A-PIPELINE & CONDUITS FOR WATER); NAME CHANGE
TABLED DATE: 05/29/2008
TABLE PENDING RESOLUTION OF OPEN COMPLAINTS ON RELATED LICENSE

444 PARAGON ASSOCIATES INC
0044883; JAMES F BAWDEN, PRESIDENT; CHRISTOPHER JAMES BAWDEN, CMS/TRADE;
(A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING , A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS , A15-
SEWERS, DRAINS &PIPES , A19A-PIPELINE & CONDUITS FOR WATER); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
TABLED DATE: 05/27/2008
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING

445 PARAMOUNT TILE INC
0059525; RICHARD PAUL RAZOOK, PRESIDENT; MARK ABRAHAM RAZOOK, SECRETARY;
RICHARD PAUL RAZOOK, CMS/TRADE; (C19-INSTALL TERAZZO & MARBLE); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
LIMIT: $8,800,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $50,000 BOND

446 PARAMOUNT TILE INC
0059524; RICHARD PAUL RAZOOK, PRESIDENT; MARK ABRAHAM RAZOOK, SECRETARY;
RICHARD PAUL RAZOOK, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
LIMIT: $8,800,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $50,000
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

447 PARDEE HOMES OF NEVADA
0003633A; MICHAEL VICTOR MCGEE, PRESIDENT; RANDY DALE MYERS, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVE OFFICER CHANGE

448 PARK HOMES INC
0071177; WAYNE ROBERT PARK, PRESIDENT; WAYNE ROBERT PARK, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT: $950,000   BOND: 20K   CLASS: B2
FINANCIAL REVIEW
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS & RECEIPT OF PERSONAL INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT

449 PARK STONE PAVERS LLC
ANDREW JOSEPH BRODEUR, MANAGER; ANDREW JOSEPH BRODEUR; (C18-MASONRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C18-MASONRY
LIMIT: $200K   BOND: $10K   CLASS: C18
F/S REVIEW REQUIRED
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

450 PEEK BROTHERS CONSTRUCTION
TRAVIS LEE PEEK DBA; 0070794; TRAVIS LEE PEEK, OWNER; TRAVIS LEE PEEK, CMS/TRADE; (A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING , A15-SEWERS, DRAINS &PIPES , A19-PIPELINE &CONDUITS); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 06/09/2008
LIMIT $400,000 PAYMENT & PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER.
PROJECT: EUREKA VOLUNTEER FIRE HOUSE

451 PEI PLACER ELECTRIC INCORPORATED
0033942; RICHARD JAN NOGLEBERG, PRESIDENT; LYNN DENISE HARKER, VICE PRESIDENT; RICHARD JAN NOGLEBERG, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
LIMIT: $4,000,000, BOND TO REMAIN AT $20,000
JUNE 19, 2008

**452 PERFORMANCE PLUS INSTALLATION INC**  
ROBERT JOHN ISTWAN, PRESIDENT; SCOTT BARTHOLOMEW SEYMOUR, SECRETARY; DOUGLAS RICHARD HAYDEN, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; SCOTT BARTHOLOMEW SEYMOUR; (C26B-BUILDING ACCESSORIES & SPECIALTIES); NEW APPLICATION  
APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008  
APPROVED: CLASS: C26B-BUILDING ACCESSORIES & SPECIALTIES  
APPROVE LIMIT: $750,000 BOND: $20,000 C26B BUILDING SPECIALTIES  
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS  
RECEIPT OF CORPORATE INDEMNIFICATION FORM AND RESOLUTION LETTER  
CONTINGENT UPON CERTIFICATE OF GOOD STANDING

**453 PETERSON BECKNER INDUSTRIES INC**  
LAWRENCE ANDREW PETERSON, PRESIDENT; HOMER RUFUS PETERSON II, VICE PRESIDENT; GORDON HOWARD MOBLEY, VICE PRESIDENT; BOB ALAN BECKNER, VICE PRESIDENT; CONRAD CASAS HERNANDEZ, VICE PRESIDENT; CHARLES LANCE BECKNER, VICE PRESIDENT; TERRY JAMES CARBERRY, SECRETARY/CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; HOMER RUFUS PETERSON II, CMS/TRADE; (A14-STEEL ERECTION & INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY); NEW APPLICATION  
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008  
APPROVED: CLASS: A14-STEEL ERECTION & INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY  
LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND:  50K CLASS: A14

**454 PHILLIPS CONSTRUCTION**  
JOHN LEROY PHILLIPS DBA: 0023833; JOHN LEROY PHILLIPS, OWNER; JOHN LEROY PHILLIPS, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE  
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008  
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

**455 PHOENIX MILLWORK LLC**  
SCOTT SAMUEL HAMILTON, MANAGER; LORI ANN BIEHL, MEMBER; JOHN WILLIAM HALL, MEMBER; JOHN EVANS SAVOY III, MEMBER; JOHN EVANS SAVOY III; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION  
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008  
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY  
APPROVE LIMIT $100,000 BOND $10,000 C-3B FINISH CARPENTRY  
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

**456 PICTURE PERFECT PAINTING & DECORATING INC**  
DAVID MOOREHEAD, PRESIDENT; DAVID MOOREHEAD; (C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING); NEW APPLICATION; NAME SIMILARITY  
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008  
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING  
APPROVE LIMIT: $25,000 BOND: $5,000; C-4 PAINTING & DECORATING  
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS  
MUST CHANGE NAME  
FINANCIAL REVIEW
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

457 PLATINUM CONSTRUCTION GROUP LLC
ALIREZA KAVEH, MANAGING MEMBER; HOJATOLLAH SHAHRYARI, MANAGER; HOJATOLLAH SHAHRYARI, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
APPROVE: LIMIT; $50,000 BOND: $5,000 CLASS: C-2 ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS, F/S REVIEW

458 POLACEL USA LLC
JOSEPH ANDREW GENDE, MANAGER; GEORGE CHRISTOPHER BLEIER, MANAGER; JOSEPH ANDREW GENDE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING LIMIT: $5,000,000 BOND: 50K CLASS: C21 CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF COMPLETED INDEMNIFICATION & RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING INDEMNIFICATION

459 POLARIS FIRE PROTECTION INC
0064310; JAMES BENTON SMITH, PRESIDENT; TIMOTHY MYSZKOWSKI, VICE PRESIDENT; JAMES BENTON SMITH, TRADE; (C41A-AUTOMATIC FIRE SPRINKLERS); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008
LIMIT: $2,600,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $30,000

460 PRECISION CRANE & HOIST SERVICES INC
0060264; JOE ROTHE, PRESIDENT; ROGER DALE CAUDILL, CMS/TRADE; (C14-STEEL REINFORCING & ERECTION); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE $300,000 PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: WAREHOUSE CRANE MODIFICATION

461 PRECISION CRANE & HOIST SERVICES INC
0060264; JOE ROTHE, PRESIDENT; ROGER DALE CAUDILL, CMS/TRADE; (C14-STEEL REINFORCING & ERECTION); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
LIMIT: $650,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $20,000 BOND

462 PRESTIGE FLOORING INC
0051452; DAVID JAMES KIRKWOOD, PRESIDENT; DANNY ROBERT JAMES, VICE PRESIDENT; LESLIE LEE JAMES, SECRETARY; HEATHER LEE KIRKWOOD, TREASURER; DAVID JAMES KIRKWOOD, CMS/TRADE; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
LIMIT: $275,000, CONTINGENT UPON $15,000 BOND
JUNE 19, 2008

463 PRETSCHERER INC
0017432; JOHANN PRETSCHERER, PRESIDENT; DARLENE PRETSCHERER, VICE PRESIDENT; JOHANN PRETSCHERER, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

464 PRIORITY ONE HEATING AND AIR
0061276; JON ROBERT THOMAS, OWNER; JON ROBERT THOMAS, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW; RECONSIDERATION F/S REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
INACTIVATE A LICENSE

465 PRISM PAINTING INC
0068560; JOHN CHARLES FRENCH JR, PRESIDENT; MELINDA LOU FRENCH, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JOHN CHARLES FRENCH JR, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

466 PRO SOUND INC
RODERICK JONATHAN SINTOW, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; JACK PARK FIGARO, PRESIDENT; RICHARD JOHN SCHARMANN, VICE PRESIDENT; SCOTT VINCENT PEARSON, VICE PRESIDENT; KELLY GRAHAM PRINCE, VICE PRESIDENT; IRENE STONE SINTOW, SECRETARY; RODERICK JONATHAN SINTOW, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE
LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: 50K CLASS: C2D

467 PRO TECH CONSTRUCTION
FUTURE FANTASTIC INC A NV CORP DBA; AHMAD REZA SHANTIAI, PRESIDENT; TODD LAVERN FOWLER; AHMAD REZA SHANTIAI, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
APPROVE LIMIT: $100,000 BOND: $10,000 C2 ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

468 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT GROUP INC
0046638; JOHN CHARLES REGAN, PRESIDENT; JAMES DANIEL CHIAFULLO, SECRETARY; DAVID PAUL BERESFORD, VICE PRESIDENT; WILLIAM RUDOLPH VASQUEZ JR, CMS/TRADE; (A23-REMOVAL OF ASBESTOS); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
GENE TUNNEY ORRIS JR, QE/CMS/TRADE A23-REMOVAL OF ASBESTOS CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
JUNE 19, 2008

469 PROSPECTRA CONTRACT FLOORING
PRO INSTALLATIONS INC DBA; 0071141; DANIEL JAMES CLARK JR, PRESIDENT; GERALD RAYMOND EMBRY, SECRETARY; FREDERICK LAMBERT HOOPER, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; MICHAEL ELIAS RAZOOK, TRADE; STEVEN CHARLES LANDRETH, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C20-TILING
LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: 50K CLASS: C20

470 PUEBLO VERDE LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE INC
0058472; RAUL GARCIA, PRESIDENT; ADALBERTO GARCIA-RUIZ, SECRETARY; RAUL GARCIA, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); RE-ACTIVATE OUTSIDE OF RENEWAL TIME
DENIAL DATE: 05/29/2008
NRS 624.265 CHARACTER AND NRS 624.3013 MISREPRESENTATION

471 QUALITY CHOICE CONSTRUCTION
WILLIAM NYLES ROSS DBA; 0044164; WILLIAM NYLES ROSS, OWNER; CRAIG DALE MOELLER, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 04/29/2008
$4,900,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: PANORAMA TOWER II

472 QUALITY MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS LLC
0053831; DOUGLAS PATRICK LEA, PRESIDENT; DOUGLAS PATRICK LEA, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
VINCENT SCHULZ, QE/CMS/TRADE
C1-PLUMBING & HEATING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

473 QUALITY RESTORATIONS
JAMES ALAN GIBBS DBA; JAMES ALAN GIBBS, OWNER; JAMES ALAN GIBBS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $500,000 BOND: $15,000; B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
FINANCIAL REVIEW
JUNE 19, 2008

474  R & L DECIGA INC
RUBEN LOPEZ DECIGA, PRESIDENT; RUBEN LOPEZ DECIGA; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING
APPROVE: LIMIT $50,000 BOND $5,000 C-5 CONCRETE CONTRACTING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW

475  R & R REFRIGERATION LLC
JAMES JOSEPH ROMPS, MEMBER; LINDA MARIE ROMPS, MEMBER; JAMES JOSEPH ROMPS; LINDA MARIE ROMPS; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $50,000 BOND: $5,000; C-21 REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

476  R L C INC
RICHARD LEE CARPENTER, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; CHAD WALDON CARPENTER, PRESIDENT; SANDRA SUE CARPENTER, SECRETARY; TONYA MARIE CARPENTER, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; RICHARD LEE CARPENTER; (A14-STEEL ERECTION & INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C33-INSTALLATION OF INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY
APPROVE: LIMIT $250,000 BOND $15,000 A-14 STEEL ERECTION & INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY CONTINGENT UPON REGIS WITH NV S O S; PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

477  R M I
RAMCO MASONRY INC DBA; 0038458; MICHAEL LORRAIN ROBERTS, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL LORRAIN ROBERTS, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008
LIMIT: $7,500,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $15,000

478  RAFAEL CIVIL LLC
0064850; RAFAEL JR MEDINA, PRESIDENT; MELISSA MAE MEDINA, SECRETARY/TREASURER; ROBERT WAYNE NELSON, MEMBER; JAMES F BURNS, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
ROBERT WAYNE NELSON, QE/CMS/TRADE A-GENERAL ENGINEERING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

479 RAFAEL CONSTRUCTION INC
0051491; RAFAEL JR MEDINA, PRESIDENT; MELISSA MAE MEDINA, SECRETARY; RAFAEL JR MEDINA, TRADE; TIMOTHY KANE BURNS, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
RAFAEL MEDINA JR, PRES/TRADE "ONLY"
A-GENERAL ENGINEERING

480 RAINBOW POOL CONSTRUCTION INC
BERTRAM RONALD SHORT, PRESIDENT; BERTRAM RONALD SHORT, CMS/TRADE; (A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS
APPROVE: LIMIT: $500,000 BOND: $20,000 CP BOND: $200,000 CLASS: A-10 RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL POOLS

481 RAM CONSTRUCTION SERVICES OF MICHIGAN INC
0071126; ROBERT THOMAS MAZUR, PRESIDENT; JOHN JEROME MAZUR, VP/SECRETARY; KEVIN MICHAEL HOULE, VP/TREASURER; WILLIAM ANTHONY DARIN JR, VICE PRESIDENT; WILLIAM ANTHONY DARIN JR, CMS/TRADE; (C40-UNCLASSIFIED); C40 IS DESIGNATED FOR EXPANSION JOINTS ONLY; NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C40-UNCLASSIFIED C40 IS DESIGNATED FOR EXPANSION JOINTS ONLY
LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: 50K CLASS: C40 IS DESIGNATED FOR EXPANSION JOINTS ONLY

482 RAYMOND NEAL BRAZZEL
0071166; RAYMOND NEAL BRAZZEL, OWNER; RAYMOND NEAL BRAZZEL, CMS/TRADE; (A22-UNCLASSIFIED); A22 IS DESIGNATED FOR ATHLETIC COURTS INSTALLATION & SURFACE REPAIR; NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A22-UNCLASSIFIED A22 IS DESIGNATED FOR ATHLETIC COURTS INSTALLATION & SURFACE REPAIR
LIMIT: $10,000 - BOND: $2,000; CLASS: A-22 UNCLASSIFIED IS DESIGNATED FOR ATHLETIC COURTS INSTALLATION & SURFACE REPAIR
FINANCIAL REVIEW

483 RED CAP ACOUSTICS
KRISTOPHER LINDQUIST DBA; 0068501; KRISTOPHER LINDQUIST, OWNER; KRISTOPHER LINDQUIST, CMS/TRADE; (C-4G-ACOUSTICAL TILE); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 05/14/2008
LOWER LIMIT: $35,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $10,000
JUNE 19, 2008

484 RED ROCK GUTTER WORKS LLC
0069645; RODNEY CURTIS CLARK, MANAGER; ROBERT DAVID WILGAR, MANAGER; JAMES PATRICK HOLLAND, MEMBER; MATTHEW ROBERT STRETTON, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); NAME CHANGE
TABLED DATE: 05/29/2008
TABLE PENDING RESOLUTION OF OPEN COMPLAINT

485 RED ROCK WELDING
RICHARD TODD HENDERSON DBA; 0071080; RICHARD TODD HENDERSON, OWNER; RICHARD TODD HENDERSON, CMS/TRADE; (C14C-ORNAMENTAL METAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/14/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C14C-ORNAMENTAL METAL
APPROVE; LIMIT $125,000 BOND $10,000 C-14C ORNAMENTAL METAL
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW

486 RELIABLE CONTRACTING GROUP LLC
GEORGE BRUCE DUTHIE, MANAGING MEMBER; STEVEN JAMES THORNBERRY, MEMBER; MICHAEL ANTHONY WARE, MEMBER; DAVID ALAN CONKIN, MEMBER; RONALD VINSON OLIVER, MEMBER; HUGH TOM CONKRIGHT, MEMBER; MARK STEVEN KEELING, MEMBER; DANIEL BARRETT BREDEN, MEMBER; CHERYL MAYS FROULA, MEMBER; STEVEN DOUGLAS CARTER, MEMBER; BARRY EUGENE WAHLER, MEMBER; GARY RANDALL LEWIS, MEMBER; ALLEN JOSEPH DURCHOLZ, MEMBER; SHERRI MARIE HIGDON, MEMBER; JOSEPH THOMAS COSTELLE, MEMBER; GEORGE BRUCE DUTHIE, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: 50K CLASS: B

487 REMINGTON CONSTRUCTION COMPANY LLC
0071192; DUSTIN CHARLES FEYDER, MANAGER; LISA DAWN FEYDER, MANAGER; DUSTIN CHARLES FEYDER, CMS/TRADE; (A7-EXCAVATING & GRADING , A19A-PIPELINE & CONDUITS FOR WATER); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A-7-EXCAVATING AND GRADING , A19A-PIPELINE & CONDUITS FOR WATER
LIMIT: $400,000 BOND: 15K CLASS: A7, A19A
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

488 RENEGADE ELECTRIC
KENNETH MELVIN RAY JR DBA; 0068495; KENNETH MELVIN RAY JR, OWNER; GARY EUGENE WILCOX, TRADE; SHERI MARIE RAY, CMS; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.; RECONSIDERATION - QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008
SHERI MARIE RAY, QE/CMS “ONLY”
C2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

489 RENO REMODEL
MORANDI DEVELOPMENT CORP DBA; JOSEPH LOREN MORANDI, PRESIDENT; LISA MARIE MORANDI, TREASURER; JOSEPH LOREN MORANDI, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
LIMIT: $150K  BOND: $10K  CLASS: C-3
F/S REVIEW REQUIRED

490 RENOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
0063301; ANTONIO CARO II, PRESIDENT; ANTONIO CARO II, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

491 RENOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
0063304; ANTONIO II CARO, PRESIDENT; ANTONIO CARO II, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

492 RENOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
0063420; ANTONIO CARO II, PRESIDENT; ANTONIO CARO II, CMS/TRADE; (C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO & MARBLE); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

493 RENOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
0063304; ANTONIO II CARO, PRESIDENT; ANTONIO CARO II, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: 06/03/2008
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITOR FRANCES CARO, EFFECTIVE 09/01/08. IF F/S IS NOT RECEIVED BY 07/06/08 SET FOR FINANCIAL HEARING

494 RENOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
0063420; ANTONIO CARO II, PRESIDENT; ANTONIO CARO II, CMS/TRADE; (C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO & MARBLE); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: 06/03/2008
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITOR FRANCES CARO, EFFECTIVE 09/01/08. IF F/S IS NOT RECEIVED BY 07/06/08 SET FOR FINANCIAL HEARING
JUNE 19, 2008

495 RENOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
0063301; ANTONIO CARO II, PRESIDENT; ANTONIO CARO II, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: 06/03/2008
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITOR FRANCES CARO, EFFECTIVE 09/01/08. IF F/S IS NOT RECEIVED BY 07/06/08 SET FOR FINANCIAL HEARING

496 REPIPE SOLUTIONS OF NEVADA INC
ROBERT PATRICK BRESETTE, PRESIDENT; JEFFREY LEE BUTLER, VICE PRESIDENT; JEFFREY LEE BUTLER, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING
$50K LIMIT $5K BOND, C-1 PLUMBING & HEATING CONTINGENT UPON COMPLIANCE W/NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP, MUST CHANGE NAME, F/S REVIEW

497 REPIPE SPECIALISTS OF NEVADA INC
JEFFREY LEE BUTLER, PRESIDENT; JEFFREY LEE BUTLER, CMS/TRADE; (C17-LATHING & PLASTERING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C17-LATHING & PLASTERING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $30,000 BOND: $5,000 CLASS: C-17 LATHING AND PLASTERING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

498 REYNOLDS INC
JEFFREY J REYNOLDS, PRESIDENT; PATRICK CRAIG SCHMIDT, VICE PRESIDENT; DEBRA S CHASTAIN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; LARRY D PURLEE, VICE PRESIDENT; MARK JOSEPH ACCETTURO, VICE PRESIDENT; GARY HENDEN HARBER, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; JERRY WAYNE FANSKA, VICE PRESIDENT; STEVEN FREDERICK CROOKE, VP/SECRETARY; CURTIS JAMES SCHMIDT, ASSISTANT TREASURER; ROBERT ARTHUR ERETH, TRADE; JEFF JACK REYNOLDS, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
APPROVE: LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50,000 CLASS: A GENERAL ENGINEERING

499 RICHARD JOSEPH & CO
0068945; RICHARD MICHELE JOSEPH JR, PRESIDENT; RICHARD MICHAEL JOSEPH SR, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; RICHARD MICHAEL JOSEPH SR, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
LIMIT: $3,000,000, BOND TO REMAIN AT $20,000
JUNE 19, 2008

500 ROBERTS TRUCK & TRACTOR EQUIPMENT RENTAL
0049911; VERNON L ROBERTS, PRESIDENT; MARION J ROBERTS, SECRETARY/TREASURER; VERNON L ROBERTS, CMS/TRADE; (A-7-EXCAVATING AND GRADING, A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A15-SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

501 ROBERTS TRUCK & TRACTOR EQUIPMENT RENTAL
0049911; VERNON L ROBERTS, PRESIDENT; MARION J ROBERTS, SECRETARY/TREASURER; VERNON L ROBERTS, CMS/TRADE; (A-7-EXCAVATING AND GRADING, A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A15-SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES); RELIEF OF BONDING REQUIREMENT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVE BOND CANCELLATION

502 ROOFING CO (THE)
0035946; GUY RICHARD BENNALLACK, PRESIDENT; KARRIE MAE BENNALLACK, SECRETARY/TREASURER; GUY RICHARD BENNALLACK, CMS/TRADE; RICHARD DONALD BENNALLACK, CMS/TRADE; (C15A-ROOFING, C15B-SIDING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008
LIMIT: UNLIMITED - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $50,000 BOND

503 ROOT INDUSTRIES
BUILDER SERVICES GROUP INC DBA; 0067086; JAMES ALAN HAZELWOOD, PRESIDENT; RONALD EDWARD PETERCA, VICE PRESIDENT; ROBBY WAYNE BROWN, VICE PRESIDENT; DONNIE RAY DUNBAR, VICE PRESIDENT; ERIC JAMES HOFFMAN, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; JOHN GERARD SZNEWAJS, VP/TREASURER; EUGENE ANTHONY GARGARO JR, VP/SECRETARY; DAVID LELAND HENRY, CMS/TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY);
CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/14/2008
JOHN HENRY OVERTON, QE/CMS/TRADE
C3B-CARPENTRY
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

504 ROSS & CHRISTOPHER REFRIGERATION & CONSTRUCTION IN
0055800; RICK LANE ROSS, PRESIDENT; ROBERT EUGENE CHRISTOPHER, SECRETARY/TREASURER; ROBERT EUGENE CHRISTOPHER, CMS; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/14/2008
RICK LANE ROSS, PRES/CMS
C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

505 S VIRGA GENERAL CONTRACTOR
0050171; SALVATORE M VIRGA, OWNER; SALVATORE M VIRGA, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); RE-ACTIVATE AT RENEWAL TIME
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
ACTIVATE INACTIVE LICENSE #50171
JUNE 19, 2008

506 S A K CONSTRUCTION LLC
SUNLIGHT PEAK LLLP, MEMBER; THOMAS N KALISHMAN, OTHER; JEROME PHILLIP SHAW JR, OTHER; JEROME PHILLIP SHAW JR; JAMES AARON BYRD; (A7-EXCAVATING & GRADING, A15-SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES, A19A-PIPELINE & CONDUITS FOR WATER, A22-UNCLASSIFIED); A22-DESIGNATED FOR TUNNELING; NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/19/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING A22-DESIGNATED FOR TUNNELING

507 S C D FRAMING
SIERRA CONSTRUCTION & DEVELOPMENT LLC DBA; JOHN KENTON KEITH, MANAGER; WILLIAM LEROY SANBORN, MANAGER; KURT DAVID BUCHHOLZ, MANAGER; KURT DAVID BUCHHOLZ, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
LIMIT: $100K BOND: $10K CLASS: C3 F/S REVIEW REQUIRED

508 S L P CONSTRUCTION
ROGELIO CALVILLO, PRESIDENT; RICARDO CALVILLO, SECRETARY/TREASURER; RICARDO CALVILLO; ROGELIO CALVILLO, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - TRADE QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING
LIMIT: $150,000 BOND: 10K CLASS: C5 CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAY; F.S. REVIEW ON RENEWAL

509 SACRAMENTO DRILLING INC
0071120; PIETRO GRAHAME SAVIOTTI, PRESIDENT; PIETRO GRAHAME SAVIOTTI, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
LIMIT: $500K BOND: $15K CLASS: A F/S REVIEW REQUIRED CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

510 SALVATORE VIRGA
0039180; SALVATORE M VIRGA, OWNER; SALVATORE M VIRGA, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); RE-ACTIVATE AT RENEWAL TIME
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
ACTIVATE INACTIVE LICENSE #39180
JUNE 19, 2008

511 SANROC INC
0036474; JOYCE CAROLYN FEGERT, PRESIDENT; KEITH WILLIAM FEGERT, VICE PRESIDENT; KEITH WILLIAM FEGERT, CMS/TRADE; (A-2-HIGHWAYS, A-7-EXCAVATING AND GRADING, A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A19-PIPELINE & CONDUITS); RELIEF OF BONDING REQUIREMENT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVE BOND CANCELLATION EFFECTIVE 5/5/08

512 SAPINI WELDING CORPORATION
0070950; ELLEN HANAYO SAPINI, PRESIDENT; TOMA SUA SAPINI, SECRETARY; TOMA SUA SAPINI, TRADE; ELLEN HANAYO SAPINI, CMS; (C14-STEEL REINFORCING & ERECTION); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
DENIAL DATE: 06/02/2008
UNABLE TO SUPPORT

513 SCHUCK & SONS CONSTRUCTION CO INC
0026996; THOMAS CRAIG STEELE, PRESIDENT; THOMAS CRAIG STEELE, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/_MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

514 SHANKS ELECTRIC CORPORATION
0053646; FORREST EUGENE SHANKS JR, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/_MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

515 SHERMAN LOEHR CONTRACT INTERIORS INC
RICK ALFRED HELMUTH, PRESIDENT; JAMES PAUL LOEHR, VICE PRESIDENT; EBER TIMME SHERMAN, SECRETARY; RICK ALFRED HELMUTH; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C16-FINISHING FLOORS
LIMIT: $50k BOND: $5k CLASS: C16
F/S REVIEW REQUIRED
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

516 SIDING INNOVATIONS INC
0068416; CARL BLAIR BROWN, PRESIDENT; LORI ANN BROWN, SECRETARY/TREASURER; CARL BLAIR BROWN, CMS/TRADE; (C-3A-CARPENTRY, REMODELING & REPAIRS); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
DENIAL DATE: 05/27/2008
UNABLE TO SUPPORT
JUNE 19, 2008

517  **SIERRA DESIGN TEAM**
NORTHERN SIERRA COMPANIES DBA; LAURA JEAN TABER, PRESIDENT; MATTHEW ALAN TABER, TREASURER; MATTHEW ALAN TABER; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 05/29/2008
NRS 624.263 FAILURE TO ESTABLISH FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

518  **SIERRA GENERAL CONTRACTORS INC**
0040928A; STEVEN MICHAEL SCHAEFFER, PRESIDENT; PAULA K SCHAEFFER, VICE PRESIDENT; SCOTT BERGE, TREASURER; STEVEN MICHAEL SCHAEFFER, CMS/TRADE; (C-3A-CARPENTRY, REMODELING & REPAIRS); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
DENIAL DATE: 05/15/2008
UNABLE TO SUPPORT BASED ON PENDING ONE TIME RAISE APPLICATIONS

519  **SIERRA GREEN BUILDERS LLC**
PAUL GENE TAYLOR, MEMBER; PAUL GENE TAYLOR; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT: $300,000  BOND: 15K  CLASS: B2
FINANCIAL REVIEW

520  **SIERRA HOME AND OFFICE SOLUTIONS**
M F G HOUSING SALES AND CONSTRUCTION DBA; 0049850; KEITH JAMES BANTZ, PRESIDENT; KEITH JAMES BANTZ, CMS/TRADE; (B1-PREMANNUFACTURED HOUSING , B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL , B3-SPECULATIVE BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

521  **SIERRA VIEW COMPANY INC**
0025104; DONALD MARK DAVIS, PRESIDENT; ROBERT PATRICK DOWNEY, VICE PRESIDENT; KENNAN ROBERT BRIDGE, VP/SECRETARY; DENISE SPADINI-YOUNG, OTHER; DONALD MARK DAVIS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
LIMIT: UNLIMITED, BOND TO REMAIN AT $15,000

522  **SIERRA WEST CONSTRUCTION COMPANY**
0027466; RICHARD DONALD FRITZ, PRESIDENT; RUSSEL DONALD FRITZ, VICE PRESIDENT; ADA LEE FRITZ, SECRETARY/TREASURER; RICHARD DONALD FRITZ, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
APPROVED: 03/10/2008
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITOR SIERRA WEST DEVELOPMENT CORP, EFFECTIVE 06/08/08
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

523 SIERRA WEST CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
0027466; RICHARD DONALD FRITZ, PRESIDENT; RUSSEL DONALD FRITZ, VICE PRESIDENT; ADA LEE FRITZ, SECRETARY/TREASURER; RICHARD DONALD FRITZ, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
F/S REVIEW - LOWER LIMIT TO $850,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $20,000
CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF CORRECTED INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT

524 SIN CITY ELECTRIC LLC
0070065; EDWARD WAYNE LEWIS, MANAGING MEMBER; EDWARD WAYNE LEWIS, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER EFFECTIVE UPON ISSUANCE OF NEW LICENSE

525 SKYVA CONSTRUCTION INC
VLADIMIR ANDRICHUK, PRESIDENT; VLADIMIR ANDRICHUK; (C17-LATHING & PLASTERING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C17-LATHING & PLASTERING
APPROVE: LIMIT $950,000 BOND: $20,000 CLASS: C-17 LATHING AND PLASTERING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS AND TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

526 SLETten CONSTRUCTION CO
0006965; ERIK SLETten, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; JOHN ROBERT SLETten, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD; RONALD MCCULLOUGH, VICE PRESIDENT; R G ROBERTSON, VICE PRESIDENT; WADE ROBERTSON, VICE PRESIDENT; PAUL ROBINSON, VICE PRESIDENT; MARTIN BECKER, SECRETARY; ROBERT NORMAN NOMMENSEN, TREASURER; JOHN ROBERT SLETten, CMS/TRADE; (AB-GENERAL ENGINEERING & GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

527 SLIDE MOUNTAIN ENTERPRISES INC
0057364; WILLIAM CARL PERSONENI, PRESIDENT; TYLER WILLIAM PERSONENI, TRADE; (A-9-PIERS AND FOUNDATIONS, A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS, A15-SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES, A19-PIPELINE & CONDUITS); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A-2-HIGHWAYS, A-3-DAMS AND RESERVOIRS, A10F-WATER & GAS LINES FOR RESIDENTIAL POOLS, A18-FARM IRRIGATION
WILLIAM CARL PERSONENI, PRES/CMS/TRADE
A2,3,9,12,10F,13,15,18,19
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; COPY OF DRIVERS LICENSE
JUNE 19, 2008

528 SLIDE MOUNTAIN ENTERPRISES INC
0057364; WILLIAM CARL PERSONENI, PRESIDENT; TYLER WILLIAM PERSONENI, TRADE; (A-9-PIERS AND FOUNDATIONS, A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS, A15-SEWERS, DRAINS &PIPES, A19-PIPELINE &CONDUITS); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008
WILLIAM CARL PERSONENI, PRES/CMS/TRADE
A2,3,9,12,10F,13,15,18,19
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; COPY OF DRIVERS LICENSE

529 SLOAN FENCING & CONSTRUCTION INC
0063164; GREGORY JACK SLOAN, PRESIDENT; COLLIN RAY SLOAN, VICE PRESIDENT; BRICE EDWARD SLOAN, VICE PRESIDENT; GREGORY JACK SLOAN, CMS/TRADE; (A21-FENCING &GUARDRAILS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

530 SMITH FLAT CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC
0067882; EDWARD EVANS MACKAY, PRESIDENT; DANIEL EDWARD MACKAY, SECRETARY; JOSEPH ROBERT MACKAY, TREASURER; DAMON PAUL DWORAK, CMS/TRADE - 08/17/2007; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

531 SODERSTROM AND SONS INC
0071167; JONATHAN NOEL SODERSTROM, PRESIDENT; JONATHAN NOEL SODERSTROM, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
APPROVE; LIMIT $25,000 BOND $5,000 C-3 CARPENTRY, MAINTENANCE, & MINOR REPAIRS CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW

532 SOLID STATE ELECTRIC LLC
0055400; JAMES KIRK KRAHENBUHL, MANAGER; JAMES KIRK KRAHENBUHL, CMS/TRADE; JOHN L GUNDEASON, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008
JAMES KIRK KRAHENBUHL, MG/CMS/TRADE
C2-ELECTRICAL
CONTINGENT UPON BEING IN COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

533 SOUTHERN BUILDERS
COMMONWEALTH CONSTRUCTION LLC DBA; MARLON THOMAS MASSENGALE, MANAGER;
MARLON THOMAS MASSENGALE, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL);
NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT: $4,000,000 - BOND: $30,000, CLASS: B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
CONTINGENT UPON COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

534 SOUTHERN SHORES POOL COMPANY INC
DARREN LEE FICKLIN, PRESIDENT; BARBARA ANN FICKLIN, DIRECTOR; DARREN LEE
FICKLIN; (A10E-MAINTENANCE REPAIR OF POOLS & SPAS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A10E-MAINTENANCE REPAIR OF POOLS & SPAS
APPROVE; LIMIT $5,000 BOND $1,500, CP BOND: $30,000, A-10E MAINTENANCE & REPAIR OF
POOLS & SPAS
FINANCIAL REVIEW

535 SOUTHWEST IRON WORKS LLC
0065204; TRACY ALLEN DAVIS, MANAGER; DONALD GLENN ROSENBAURGER, MANAGER;
SOUTHWEST INDUSTRIES, MEMBER; TRACY ALLEN DAVIS, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTING); EXTENSION TO REPLACE QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/15/2008
60 DAY EXTENSION UNTIL JULY 14, 2008

536 SOUTHWEST SIGN ART
MAJOR INVESTMENTS LLC DBA; 0026369A; MARK SAUL WEINBERGER, MANAGING MEMBER;
LORRAINE MURPHY, CMS/TRADE; MARK SAUL WEINBERGER, CMS; SUNDAY MICHELLE
MCMICHAEL, TRADE; (C-6-ERECTING SIGNS); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
MARK SAUL WEINBERGER, MM/CMS "ONLY"
C6-ERECTING SIGNS
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

537 SPARKS PILOT & FLAME
0062963; RODNEY CONRAD MCGUIRE JR, OWNER; RODNEY CONRAD MCGUIRE JR,
CMS/TRADE; (C39-INSTALLING HEATERS); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW;
RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
F/S REVIEW

538 SPIRIDON GEORGE FILIOS DBA
0033581; SPIRIDON GEORGE FILIOS, OWNER; SPIRIDON GEORGE FILIOS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-
RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); RE-ACTIVATE OUTSIDE OF RENEWAL TIME
APPROVAL DATE: 05/19/2008
ACTIVATE INACTIVE LICENSE #33581, RENEWAL FEES
JUNE 19, 2008

539 SPERRY CREEK BUILDERS INC
0023171A; SHARON FINN, PRESIDENT; CHRISTOPHER JOSHUA FINN, VICE PRESIDENT; MICHAEL FINN, OTHER; MICHAEL FINN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
DENIAL DATE: 05/29/2008
UNABLE TO SUPPORT

540 STALWART CONSTRUCTION
BROWNE ENTERPRISES INC DBA; 0071121; EDWARD JAMES BROWNE, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL LYLE BROWNE, VICE PRESIDENT; NEIL WILLIAM SCHEUERLEIN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/14/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $700,000 BOND: $20,000 CLASS: B-2 RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL
F/S REVIEW

541 STAR ALARM SERVICES
NORTHSTAR ALARM SERVICES INC DBA; 0066874; DAVID MICHAEL BOLEN, PRESIDENT; DAVID MICHAEL BOLEN, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); NAME CHANGE; NAME SIMILARITY
DENIAL DATE: 05/29/2008
DENY NAME SIMILARITY

542 STARGAZER LANDSCAPING LLC
RICHARD LEONARD REGUZZONI, MANAGER; RICHARD LEONARD REGUZZONI; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION; WAIVER OF TRADE EXAM
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
APPROVE: LIMIT $50,000 BOND $5,000 C-10 LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW

543 STATION CONSTRUCTION LLC
0066557; JOSEPH ALPONUS HALEY, MANAGER; JOSEPH ALPONUS HALEY, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

544 STATION CONSTRUCTION LLC
0066557; JOSEPH ALPONUS HALEY, MANAGER; JOSEPH ALPONUS HALEY, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.; WAIVER OF EXAMS
APPROVAL DATE: 06/02/2008
JOSEPH HALEY, MANAGER/CMS/TRADE C5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

545 STATION CONSTRUCTION LLC
0066554; JOSEPH ALPHONSUS HALEY, MANAGER; JOSEPH ALPHONSUS HALEY, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.; WAIVER OF EXAMS
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
JOSEPH HALEY, MANAGER/CMS/TRADE
B-GENERAL BUILDING
EXAMS WAIVED

546 STATION CONSTRUCTION LLC
0066554; JOSEPH ALPHONSUS HALEY, MANAGER; JOSEPH ALPHONSUS HALEY, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

547 STATION CONSTRUCTION LLC
0066557; JOSEPH ALPHONSUS HALEY, MANAGER; JOSEPH ALPHONSUS HALEY, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); EXTENSION TO REPLACE QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/21/2008
60 DAY EXTENSION UNTIL JULY 24, 2008

548 STATION CONSTRUCTION LLC
0066554; JOSEPH ALPHONSUS HALEY, MANAGER; JOSEPH ALPHONSUS HALEY, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); EXTENSION TO REPLACE QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/21/2008
60 DAY EXTENSION UNTIL JULY 24, 2008

549 STEARNS CONRAD AND SCHMIDT CONSULTING ENGINEERS IN
0055362; JAMES JOSEPH WALSH, PRESIDENT; GALEN SARKIS PETOYAN, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

550 STELLAR ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEMS INC DBA
0068408; PHONG HUY NGUYEN, PRESIDENT; DIEU XUAN LE, SECRETARY/TREASURER; PHONG HUY NGUYEN, CMS/TRADE; (C-6-ERECTING SIGNS); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

551 STOCK BUILDING SUPPLY WEST INC
0057456; DANIEL PARLEY BUTTARS, PRESIDENT; JOSEPH JOHN APPELMANN, VICE PRESIDENT; JAMES FRANCIS MAJOR JR, VICE PRESIDENT; STEPHEN ROBERT SHORT, VICE PRESIDENT; BRYAN J YEAZEL, SECRETARY; DONNA WILSON THAGARD, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; DAVID LYNN KELTNER, VICE PRESIDENT; JOHN CRAIG REES, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL
JUNE 19, 2008

552 STRATEX NEVADA INC
JEFFREY DAVID MAJOR, PRESIDENT; JEFFREY DAVID MAJOR; (A5-DIAMOND & CORE DRILLING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A-5-DIAMOND AND CORE DRILLING
APPROVED: LIMIT $100,000 BOND $10,000 A-5 DIAMOND & CORE DRILLING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

553 STUART AWNING INC
0071125; VAUGHN B STUART, PRESIDENT; ARLENE STUART, SECRETARY; VAUGHN B STUART, CMS/TRADE; (C14G-PREFABRICATED STEEL STRUCTURES, C14H-AWNINGS & LOUVRES); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C14G-PREFABRICATED STEEL STRUCTURES, C14H-AWNINGS & LOUVRES
LIMIT: $50,000 BOND: $5K CLASS: C14G,H
F/S REVIEW REQUIRED

554 SUMERIAN TILE & STONE INC
RONALD RICHARD GORSKI JR, PRESIDENT; RONALD RICHARD GORSKI JR; (C20-TILING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/10/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C20-TILING
APPROVE; LIMIT $20,000 BOND $5,000 C-20 TILING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW

555 SUMMIT ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS INC
LAURENCE WILLIAM DASHIELL, PRESIDENT; JADE LORENA DASHIELL, SECRETARY/TREASURER; LAURENCE WILLIAM DASHIELL; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
LIMIT: $900,000 BOND: 20K CLASS: C2
MUST CHANGE NAME
FINANCIAL REVIEW
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS & RECEIPT OF AMENDED INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT
JUNE 19, 2008

556 SUMMIT EXCAVATION
SIERRA EXCAVATION INC DBA; 0064124; FREDERICK HOLLY FORRESTER, PRESIDENT; RON EDWARD PARKERSON, VICE PRESIDENT; FREDERICK HOLLY FORRESTER, TRADE; KIRBY RAY LAUB, TRADE; RON EDWARD PARKERSON, CMS/TRADE; (A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING , A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS , A15-SEWERS, DRAINS &PIPES , A19A-PIPELINE & CONDUITS FOR WATER); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/09/2008
$3,750,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: UBC INTERNATIONAL TRAINING CENTER - PHASE V

557 SUNRISE BUILDING GROUP
0063182; ROZALIJA BUNTIC, PRESIDENT; TOMISLAV BUNTIC, OTHER; ROZALIJA BUNTIC, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

558 SUNSET AIR CONDITIONING & PLUMBING
AMERICAN RESIDENTIAL SERVICES LLC DBA; ARS ACQUISITION HOLDINGS LLC, MANAGER; DONALD KEITH KARNES, MANAGER; DAVID MICHAEL SLOTT, MANAGER; JAMES THOMAS MCMAHON, MANAGER; THOMAS STUART TABER, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-1D-PLUMBING
APPROVE; LIMIT $950,000 BOND $20,000 C-1D PLUMBING

559 SUNSET AIR CONDITIONING & PLUMBING
AMERICAN RESIDENTIAL SERVICES LLC DBA; ARS ACQUISITION HOLDINGS LLC, MANAGER; DONALD KEITH KARNES, MANAGER; DAVID MICHAEL SLOTT, MANAGER; JAMES THOMAS MCMAHON, MANAGER; BILL H MOORE, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
APPROVE; LIMIT $950,000 BOND $20,000 C-21 REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
FINANCIAL REVIEW

560 SUNSTATE COMPANIES INC
0028492; RICHARD HANS GRUBER, PRESIDENT; RICHARD HANS GRUBER, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/15/2008
$1,000,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED; PROJECT: DECATUR/215 COMMERCIAL
561 SUNSTATE COMPANIES INC
0040875; RICHARD HANS GRUBER, PRESIDENT; RODNEY RAY GUMKE, TRADE; RICHARD HANS GRUBER, CMS; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/15/2008
$1,000,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRE; PROJECT: CHEYENNE & JONES APARTMENTS

562 SURE STEEL INC
0039743; WAYNE HACKING WILCOCK, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD; JAMES CLIFTON BURWELL, PRESIDENT; MARK TED CARTER, SECRETARY/TREASURER; BRUCE EARL HOSKISSON, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
LIMIT: UNLIMITED - BOND TO REMAIN AT $30,000

563 SURE STEEL INC
0044553; WAYNE HACKING WILCOCK, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD; JAMES CLIFTON BURWELL, PRESIDENT; MARK TED CARTER, SECRETARY/TREASURER; BRUCE EARL HOSKISSON, CMS/TRADE; (C14-STEEL REINFORCING & ERECTION); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
LIMIT: UNLIMITED - BOND TO REMAIN AT $30,000

564 SURVEILLANCE CAMERA SYSTEMS
BART ENTERPRISES INC DBA; 0055478; BRAD EDWIN PARRY, PRESIDENT; BRAD EDWIN PARRY, CMS; ERIN P MCADAMS, TRADE; (C-2A-ELECTRICAL WIRING, C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE, C-2F-RESIDENTIAL WIRING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

565 SUTTON EQUIPMENT
DONALD WAYNE SUTTON DBA; 0068586; DONALD WAYNE SUTTON, OWNER; DONALD WAYNE SUTTON, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
LOWER LIMIT: $50,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $10,000

566 SYSTEMS ELECTRIC
0046816; RANDEL STEVEN RICHARDS, PRESIDENT; RANDEL STEVEN RICHARDS, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/15/2008
$2,000,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: STUPAK COMMUNITY CENTER
JUNE 19, 2008

567  SYSTEMS ELECTRIC
0046816; RANDEL STEVEN RICHARDS, PRESIDENT; RANDEL STEVEN RICHARDS, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
DENIAL DATE: 05/15/2008
BASED ON PENDING OTR

568  SYSTEMS ELECTRIC
0046816; RANDEL STEVEN RICHARDS, PRESIDENT; RANDEL STEVEN RICHARDS, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
LIMIT: $1,600,00 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $15,000

569  T BROTHERS TILE LLC
0057846; VASSILIOS TSAGRINOS, MANAGER; VASSILIOS TSAGRINOS, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
LIMIT: $950,000, BOND TO REMAIN AT $5,000

570  T BROTHERS TILE LLC
0057850; VASSILIOS TSAGRINOS, MANAGER; VASSILIOS TSAGRINOS, CMS/TRADE; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
LIMIT: $950,000, BOND TO REMAIN AT $5,000

571  T WOLF CONSTRUCTION
0051755; JAMES LOREN WOLFORD, OWNER; JAMES LOREN WOLFORD, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); RE-ACTIVATE OUTSIDE OF RENEWAL TIME
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
ACTIVATE INACTIVE LICENSE #51755, CONTINGENT UPON $20,000 BOND

572  T & S CUSTOM FLOORING INC.
0060106; TIGRAN NAGDALIAN, PRESIDENT; SAMUEL SAM BADRYAN, SECRETARY; SAMUEL SAM BADRYAN, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

573  T & S CUSTOM FLOORING INC.
0064706; TIGRAN NAGDALIAN, PRESIDENT; SAMUEL SAM BADRYAN, SECRETARY; SAMUEL SAM BADRYAN, CMS/TRADE; (C19-INSTALL TERRAZZO & MARBLE); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
OFFICER CHANGE
JUNE 19, 2008

574 T & T TILE AND STONE INC
0052075; MICHAEL ROBERT TROUT, PRESIDENT; RICHARD EARL THAXTON, VICE PRESIDENT; MONICA LYN TULLAR, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; RICHARD EARL THAXTON, TRADE; MONICA LYN TULLAR, CMS; MICHAEL ROBERT TROUT, CMS; (C20-TILING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/14/2008
LIMIT: $950,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $20,000 BOND

575 T & T TILE AND STONE INC
0056927; MICHAEL ROBERT TROUT, PRESIDENT; RICHARD EARL THAXTON, VICE PRESIDENT; MONICA LYN TULLAR, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; RICHARD EARL THAXTON, TRADE; MONICA LYN TULLAR, CMS; MICHAEL ROBERT TROUT, CMS; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/14/2008
LIMIT: $250,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $10,000

576 T D C
WELL DEVIL INC DBA; 0059948; PHILLIP WAYNE REGESKI, PRESIDENT; PHILLIP WAYNE REGESKI, CMS/TRADE; (C23-DRILL WELLS, INSTALL PUMPS, PRESSURE TAN); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER

577 T E N MECHANICAL CORP
NICHOLAS ROBERT WOJTASZEK, PRESIDENT; ERIK GUZMAN, VICE PRESIDENT; TONY RAY VERNON, SECRETARY; ERIK GUZMAN, CMS/TRADE; TONY RAY VERNON; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING, C21E-SOLAR AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - CMS QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C21B-AIR CONDITIONING, C21E-SOLAR AIR CONDITIONING
APPROVE LIMIT: $2,500,000  BOND: $30,000  C21B AIR CONDITIONING CONTRACTOR, C21E SOLAR AIR CONDITIONING

578 T G J SERVICES
THOMAS GIAMBATTISTA DBA; THOMAS GIAMBATTISTA III, OWNER; THOMAS GIAMBATTISTA III, CMS/TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3A-CARPENTRY, REMODELING & REPAIRS, C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY
APPROVE: LIMIT: $100,000 BOND: $10,000; C-3B FINISH CARPENTRY CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS RECEIPT OF FICTITIOUS NAME CERTIFICATE
FINANCIAL REVIEW
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

579 T L NELSON INC
0053703; THOMAS LEO NELSON, PRESIDENT; KATHLEEN KANISE NELSON, VICE PRESIDENT; GARY EVANS KOHLWEILER, CMS/TRADE; (C26B-BUILDING ACCESSORIES & SPECIALTIES); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER

580 TAHOE MECHANICAL & PLUMBING INC
EDWARD D DEWEES, PRESIDENT; EDWARD D DEWEES; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING
APPROVE; LIMIT $200,000 BOND $10,000 C-1 PLUMBING & HEATING CONTRACTING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW

581 TAHOE PAVING STONES LLC
0071189; PATRICK JOHN BAGINSKI, MEMBER; STANLEY FRANK ROHRBACHER, MEMBER; STANLEY FRANK ROHRBACHER, CMS/TRADE; PATRICK JOHN BAGINSKI, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); LIMITED TO PAVERS; NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C18-MASONRY LIMITED TO PAVERS
LIMIT: $250,000 BOND: 15K CLASS: C18 LIMITED TO PAVERS

582 TANAMERA DEVELOPMENT LLC
0070517; DDH FINANCIAL CORP, MANAGING MEMBER; B & L INVESTMENTS INC, MANAGING MEMBER; ECON INC, MEMBER; WESTERN NEVADA LAND LLC, MEMBER; KREG DOUGLAS ROWE, OTHER; BRETT PIERCE SEABERT, OTHER; MICHAEL EFSTRATIS, OTHER; KRAIG WALTER KNUDSEN, OTHER; MICHAEL EFSTRATIS, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
LIMIT: UNLIMITED, BOND TO REMAIN AT $50,000

583 TANCO ENGINEERING INCORPORATED
TANK CONTRACTORS INC (MODIFIED); 0051423; TOM S ROBINSON, CMS/TRADE; (C28-FABRICATING TANKS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

584 TELE DATA CONTRACTORS INC
0054416; DENNIS DEE PRITCHARD, PRESIDENT; EDWARD G HARRISON, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JAMES ARNOLD ERNST, OTHER; EVELYN MARIE ERNST, OTHER; JAMES ARNOLD ERNST, CMS/TRADE; (C-2C-FIRE DETECTION, C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
LIMIT: UNLIMITED - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $50,000 BOND
JUNE 19, 2008

585 THERMAMAX INSTALLATION LLC
0067617; JOHN J GEZELIN, MANAGER; ROMAN S MASZNICZ, MEMBER; ROMAN S MASZNICZ, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
F/S REVIEW WITH LOWER LIMIT TO 200K AND BOND TO 10K

586 THERMO POWER INDUSTRIES
THERMAL INSULATION CONTRACTORS INC DBA; 0036377; EDWARD DEAN LYDIC, PRESIDENT; DALE ALLEN MAYFIELD, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; JOHN GARDNER CARROLL, CMS/TRADE; (C-1C-INSULATION OF PIPES & DUCTS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

587 THISTLE CONSTRUCTION INC
0028610; HAROLD JAMES THISTLE, CMS/TRADE; DANIEL JOSEPH THISTLE, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

588 THOMAS CHRISTOPHER TILTON
0068643; THOMAS CHRISTOPHER TILTON, OWNER; THOMAS CHRISTOPHER TILTON, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); MISCELLANEOUS
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE REDUCTION IN LIMIT TO $50,000, CONTINGENT UPON $5,000 BOND

589 THOMAS CHRISTOPHER TILTON
0068642; THOMAS CHRISTOPHER TILTON, OWNER; THOMAS CHRISTOPHER TILTON, CMS/TRADE; (C-2A-ELECTRICAL WIRING , C-2F-RESIDENTIAL WIRING); MISCELLANEOUS
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE REDUCTION IN LIMIT TO $50,000, CONTINGENT UPON $5,000 BOND

590 THOMAS D ROBISON ROOFING INC
0024525; THOMAS JOEL ROBISON, PRESIDENT; ASHLYN ANN ROBISON, SECRETARY/TREASURER; THOMAS D ROBISON, CMS/TRADE - 06/29/2004; (C15A-ROOFING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/14/2008
ASHLYN ANN ROBISON, SCTR/CMS “ONLY”; THOMAS JOEL ROBISON, PRES/TRade “ONLY” C15A-ROOFING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

591 THOR ELECTRICAL
HARRY LEE JONES JR, PRESIDENT; HARRY LEE JONES JR; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 05/15/2008
DENY: NRS 624.265 CHARACTER
JUNE 19, 2008

592 THREE PHASE ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
0071005; TANNA RAE JETER, PRESIDENT; TANNA RAE JETER, CMS; ANDREW THOMAS JACKSON, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
JOHN PATRICK HANCOCK, QE/TRADE "ONLY"
C2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

593 TIMBERSTONE CONSTRUCTION INC
0067157; NICOLE ANGELIQUE FRANCIS, PRESIDENT; JEROLD JEFFREY RICHARDS, CMS/TRADE - 05/12/2008; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); EXTENSION TO REPLACE QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
60 DAY EXTENSION UNTIL AUGUST 4, 2008

594 TINZIE CONTRACTING COMPANY
KENNETH EUGENE MACKEY DBA; 0067560; KENNETH EUGENE MACKEY, OWNER; KENNETH EUGENE MACKEY, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
KENNETH EUGENE MACKEY, OWN
B-GENERAL BUILDING

595 TITAN MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS LLC
0071153; JOSHUA CLAY TIPPETTS, MANAGER; JOSHUA CLAY TIPPETTS, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-1D-PLUMBING
APPROVE: LIMIT $900,000. BOND $20,000 C-1D PLUMBING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS;

596 TOTAL AIR
0068719; BRIAN PAUL BASTERRECHEA, OWNER; BRIAN PAUL BASTERRECHEA, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER EFFECTIVE UPON ISSUANCE OF NEW LICENSE

597 TOTAL MAINTENANCE & CONSTRUCTION
0057322; RANDALL ALLEN STORY, OWNER; RANDALL ALLEN STORY, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER EFFECTIVE UPON ISSUANCE OF NEW LICENSE
JUNE 19, 2008

598 TRADITIONAL HOME BUILDERS INC
0051029; JEFFREY RANDALL SHULTS, PRESIDENT; JEFFREY RANDALL SHULTS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
LIMIT: $995,000, CONTINGENT UPON $30,000 BOND

599 TRAMMELL CROW COMPANY CONSTRUCTION SERVICES INC
0042513; ODO JAMES LANGOWSKI, PRESIDENT; ODO JAMES LANGOWSKI, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

600 TRAVISANO CONSTRUCTION LLC
PETER JOSEPH TRAVISANO, PRESIDENT; STEVEN TIMOTHY RICHARDS, VICE PRESIDENT; JACQUELINE ANNE TRAVISANO, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; STEVEN TIMOTHY RICHARDS; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
LIMIT: $950,000          BOND: 20K          CLASS: B2
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

601 TRAYLOR BROS INC
0025590; THOMAS WILLIAM TRAYLOR, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; CHRISTOPHER SCOTT TRAYLOR, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL THOMAS TRAYLOR, PRESIDENT; JOSEPH WOODY ANNAKIN, VICE PRESIDENT; DON CLINTON BARTOW, VICE PRESIDENT; CORNELIUS JOHN MEAGHER, VICE PRESIDENT; GEORGE EDWARD WILLIAMSON, VICE PRESIDENT; STEVEN SCOTT OWEN, SECRETARY; DENNIS ALVIN SCHMIDT, TREASURER; GEORGE EDWARD WILLIAMSON, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/15/2008
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

602 TREASURE ISLAND CORP
0048308; THOMAS O MIKULICH, PRESIDENT; JOSEPH JOHN KULESZA, VICE PRESIDENT; GARY NEIL JACOBS, SECRETARY; BRYAN LEE WRIGHT, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

603 TREASURE ISLAND CORP
0048310; THOMAS O MIKULICH, PRESIDENT; JOSEPH JOHN KULESZA, VICE PRESIDENT; GARY NEIL JACOBS, SECRETARY; BRYAN LEE WRIGHT, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
OFFICER CHANGE
JUNE 19, 2008

604 TREASURE ISLAND CORP
0049182; THOMAS O MIKULICH, PRESIDENT; JOSEPH JOHN KULESZA, VICE PRESIDENT; GARY NEIL JACOBS, SECRETARY; BRYAN WRIGHT, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

605 TREASURE ISLAND CORP
0048309; THOMAS O MIKULICH, PRESIDENT; JOSEPH JOHN KULESZA, VICE PRESIDENT; GARY NEIL JACOBS, SECRETARY; BRYAN LEE WRIGHT, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
OFFICER CHANGE

606 TRI COM SYSTEMS CORPORATION
0068590; THOMAS LAWRENCE BASEGGIO, PRESIDENT; VALERIA ELLEN ANDERSON, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JOHN SHAHBAS, VICE PRESIDENT; THOMAS LAWRENCE BASEGGIO, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER EFFECTIVE UPON ISSUANCE OF NEW LICENSE

607 TRICK DEVELOPMENT INC
SEAN LEE DINAN, PRESIDENT; STACEY MICHELLE DINAN, SECRETARY/TREASURER; SEAN LEE DINAN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 05/27/2008
NRS 624.263 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

608 TRINITY EXPLORATION
TRINITY INVESTMENTS OF NEVADA LLC DBA; DENNIS ELMER GEISS, MANAGING MEMBER; JEFFERY T DALE, MANAGING MEMBER; BRENTA F CHRISTOPHERSEN; DENNIS ELMER GEISS; (C23-DRILL WELLS, INSTALL PUMPS, PRESSURE TAN); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C23-DRILL WELLS, INSTALL PUMPS, PRESSURE TAN
APPROVE; LIMIT $400,000 BOND $15,000 C-23 DRILLING WELLS & INSTALLING PUMPS CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

609 TRUCKEE MEADOWS HEATING & AIR
0054935; KENNETH DAVID GEIS, PRESIDENT; KENNETH DAVID GEIS, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
LIMIT: $995,000, BOND TO REMAIN AT $15,000
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

610 TRUCKEE RIVER PAINTING INC
MICHAEL CHARLES STEEDMAN, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL CHARLES STEEDMAN, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING, C-4B-WALLCOVERING, C-4C-TAPING & FINISHING, C-4E-DRYWALL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/30/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4A-PAINTING, C-4B-WALLCOVERING, C-4C-TAPING & FINISHING, C-4E-DRYWALL
LIMIT: $5K BOND: $1K CLASS: C-4A,B,C,E

611 TRUE LATH & PLASTER
STEVEN TRUE HUTCHINGS DBA; STEVEN TRUE HUTCHINGS, OWNER; STEVEN TRUE HUTCHINGS; (C17-LATHING & PLASTERING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/05/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C17-LATHING & PLASTERING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $10,000 BOND: $2,000; C-17 LATHING & PLASTERING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
RECEIPT OF FICTITIOUS NAME CERTIFICATE
FINANCIAL REVIEW

612 TURF DEPOT DIRECT LLC
0068378; JOE DENNIS WADKINS, MANAGER; JOE DENNIS WADKINS, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
$95,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: WELCOME TO LAS VEGAS SIGN PARKING LOT

613 U C I CONSTRUCTION INC
0041994; JOHN TOM WEATHERFORD, PRESIDENT; JOHN TOM WEATHERFORD, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

614 U S A SHADE & FABRIC STRUCTURES INC
0064154; FELIPE PENA, CMS/TRADE; (B5-PREFABRICATED STEEL STRUCTURES); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

615 ULTIMATE CHOICE RESTORATION LLC
STEVEN CRAIG FERIS, MANAGER; STEVEN CRAIG FERIS, CMS; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY
LIMIT: $50,000 - BOND: $5,000; CLASS: C-3B FINISH CARPENTRY
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAM WITHIN SIXTY (60) DAYS
COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP
FINANCIAL REVIEW
616 UNITED FRAMING INC
JOSE GERARDO ALVARADO, PRESIDENT; JOSE LEONARDO ALVARADO, SECRETARY; JOSE GERARDO ALVARADO; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
APPROVE; LIMIT $150,000 BOND $10,000 C-3 CARPENTRY, MAINTENENCE, & MAJOR REPAIRS
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW

617 UNIVERSAL PLANT SERVICES, INC.
0065159; BRADLEY THOMSON JONES, PRESIDENT; HARRY RALPHERD JONES, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; STEWART HAMILL JONES, VICE PRESIDENT; CHRIS WAYNE GREEN, TRADE; STEWART HAMILL JONES, CMS; (A22-UNCLASSIFIED); A22 IS DESIGNATED FOR TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SERVICES FOR STEAM AND GAS TURBINE GENERATORS FOUND IN POWER PLANTS ONLY; SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
$12,000,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: NEVADA POWER CLARK STATION

618 V I P ELECTRIC
ALLSERV ELECTRIC LLC DBA; 0068681; MARK ALLEN NICELY, MANAGER; MARK ALLEN NICELY, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
LIMIT: $50,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $5,000

619 V R G CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
0037232; STEPHEN M BIAGIOTTI, PRESIDENT; KALLI LYNN JACKSON, CMS; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
DARIUSZ KLAUDIUZ WIECHA, QE/CMS/TRADE
B-GENERAL BUILDING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

620 VALLEY CREST TREE COMPANY
0032285; ROBERT LEE CRUDUP JR, PRESIDENT; ROBERT LEE CRUDUP JR, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER; ANTHONY GARRUTO, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; STUART JACK SPERBER, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; ERIC JAY ROSEN, ASSISTANT TREASURER; MARCELLO LIGUORI, ASSISTANT TREASURER; ERIC JAY ROSEN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; MARC RUSSELL LISKER, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; MARCELLO LIGUORI, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; TADD RUSSIKOFF, VICE PRESIDENT; BURTON SEYMOUR SPERBER, CMS; STANLEY ALLEN COLTON, TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/22/2008
ROBERT LEE CRUDUP JR, PRES/CMS/TRADE
C10-LANDSCAPING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
JUNE 19, 2008

621 VAN KIRK & SONS INC
ROBERT PAUL VAN KIRK JR, PRESIDENT; DONALD MICHAEL CESARONE JR, VICE PRESIDENT; ROBERT PAUL VAN KIRK III, VICE PRESIDENT; DONALD MICHAEL CESARONE JR; ROGER PAUL CLAVELLI; (A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS
LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: 50K CLASS: A10

622 VAUGHN & SONS CONSTRUCTION INC
0062106; DENISE VAUGHN, PRESIDENT; JOHN EDWARD VAUGHN, SECRETARY; JOHN EDWARD VAUGHN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
TABLED DATE: 05/29/2008
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING

623 VEGAS CONSTRUCTION AND REMODELING LLC
0058293; PATRICIA EPEE STISSI, MANAGER; JANET RUTH WHITE, MANAGER; PATRICIA EPEE STISSI, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

624 VEGAS CONSTRUCTION AND REMODELING LLC
0065321; PATRICIA EPEE STISSI, MANAGER; JANET RUTH WHITE, MANAGER; PATRICIA EPEE STISSI, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

625 VENTAIRe LLC
LONNIE LEE KING, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; JEFFREY AREND WEAVER, PRESIDENT; PAUL EDMOND MARX, VICE PRESIDENT; JEFFREY LYNN GRIFFIN; (C14-STEEL REINFORCING & ERECTION); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A14-STEEL ERECTION & INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY
APPROVE: LIMIT: $750,000 BOND: $20,000; C-14 STEEL REINFORCING & ERECTION CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

626 VERTICAL CONSTRUCTION CONCEPTS LLC
ANTHONY ORVILLE MAGEE, MANAGING MEMBER; ANTHONY ORVILLE MAGEE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/14/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $250,000 BOND: $15,000; B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS FINANCIAL REVIEW
JUNE 19, 2008

627 VIDEO INTERNET PHONE INSTALLS INC
CHARLES MICHAEL STOCKDALE, PRESIDENT; YAKUP GUNGOR, VICE PRESIDENT; CHARLES MICHAEL STOCKDALE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/14/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE, C-2E-LINES TO TRANSMIT ELECTRICITY
APPROVE: LIMIT: $10,000 BOND: $2,000; C-2D LOW VOLTAGE
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

628 VIDEO ARTUKOVICH & SON INC VIDMAR INC A JV
VIDO A ARTUKOVICH, PRESIDENT; ANTHONY PAUL ARTUKOVICH, PRESIDENT; MARK NICKOLAS ARTUKOVICH, VICE PRESIDENT; VIDO A ARTUKOVICH; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
APPROVE: LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50,000 CLASS: A GENERAL ENGINEERING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; RECEIPT OF NEVADA SECRETARY OF STATE GOOD STANDING CERTIFICATE

629 VILAIRE CONSTRUCTION INC
STANLEY JEROME JOHNSON, PRESIDENT; STANLEY RUSSELL EFFERDING, SECRETARY/TREASURER; BENJAMIN AARON SPURLOCK; PAUL ANTHONY WIGGINS; (C-7-ELEVATION & CONVEYANCE); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-7-ELEVATION & CONVEYANCE
APPROVE: LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50,000; C-7 ELEVATION AND CONVEYANCE

630 VINEYARD CONTRACTORS INC
0060647; DALLIS JOSEPH CHRISTENSEN, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; DAVID SNELGROVE LAYTON, PRESIDENT; GERALD CHRISTENSEN MONSON, SECRETARY; ALAN SNELGROVE LAYTON, VICE PRESIDENT; WILLIAM JOSEPH MUNCK, VICE PRESIDENT; ALAN SNELGROVE LAYTON, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 05/14/2008
DAVID SNELGROVE LAYTON, PRES/CMS/TRADE
B-GENERAL BUILDING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

631 VISIONSCAPES INC
GREGORY BRENT COLEMAN, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; FRANK EDWARD COLEMAN JR, PRESIDENT; MARY ENRIGHT COLEMAN, SECRETARY; FRANK EDWARD COLEMAN SR, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER; JOHN COLLAR JORDAN, VICE PRESIDENT; JOHN COLLAR JORDAN; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
APPROVE: LIMIT $4,000,000 BOND $30,000 C-10 LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS
JUNE 19, 2008

632 VORTEX STEEL INC
0051556; HERBERT BECK, PRESIDENT; HERBERT BECK, CMS/TRADE; (C14-STEEL REINFORCING & ERECTION); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
LIMIT: UNLIMITED, BOND TO REMAIN AT $30,000

633 W & W ENTERPRISES
0028904A; STEWART M WORDEN, PARTNER; WILLIAM CLAIR WORDEN, PARTNER; PETER LAWRENCE LUSICH, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 06/09/2008
PETER LAWRENCE LUSICH, QE/CMS/TRADE
B-GENERAL BUILDING

634 W D CONSTRUCTION INC
0058350; ALAN COLE WHITWORTH, PRESIDENT; ALAN COLE WHITWORTH, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

635 W M LYLES CO
0033952; MICHAEL ALLEN BURSON, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL ALLEN BURSON, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

636 W W W CONSTRUCTION INC
0067933; WILLIAM WALLACE WINFIELD, PRESIDENT; ANN RAE WINFIELD, SECRETARY; WILLIAM WALLACE WINFIELD, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
LIMIT: $225,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER
PROJECT: GILLMOT CONCRETE DRIVEWAY

637 W WGC LLC OF NEVADA
0071171; JOHN STERLING WOOTTON, MANAGER; JOHN STERLING WOOTTON, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT: $500,000 BOND: 15K CLASS: B2

638 WALKER LANDSCAPE INC
0046892; GREGORY SCOTT WALKER, PRESIDENT; GREGORY SCOTT WALKER, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/16/2008
LIMIT: UNLIMITED - BOND TO REMAIN AT $50,000
639 WALKER RIVER CONSTRUCTION INC
GYPSY ROBYN HOLMAN, PRESIDENT; AARON JOSEPH HOLMAN, SECRETARY/TREASURER; AARON JOSEPH HOLMAN; GYPSY ROBYN HOLMAN, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/20/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
LIMIT: $200K  BOND: $10K  CLASS: A
F/S REVIEW REQUIRED
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

640 WALT CO WINDOWS & DOORS INC
0042082B; CARL BURDETT WALTON, PRESIDENT; DEANA MARIE WALTON, SECRETARY/TREASURER; CARL BURDETT WALTON, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-8-GLASS & GLAZING
LIMIT: $35,000  BOND: 5K  CLASS: C8
FINANCIAL REVIEW; LICENSE TO BE ISSUED AS #42082B

641 WARNER CONSTRUCTION INC
0054751; PAUL ELLIOT WARNER, PRESIDENT; DEANNA KAY WARNER, SECRETARY; PAUL ELLIOT WARNER, CMS/TRADE; (A-7-EXCAVATING AND GRADING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
LIMIT: $2,000,000, CONTINGENT UPON $30,000 BOND

642 WARNER CONSTRUCTION INC
0054751; PAUL ELLIOT WARNER, PRESIDENT; DEANNA KAY WARNER, SECRETARY; PAUL ELLIOT WARNER, CMS/TRADE; (A-7-EXCAVATING AND GRADING); RE-ACTIVATE OUTSIDE OF RENEWAL TIME
APPROVAL DATE: 05/28/2008
ACTIVATE INACTIVE LICENSE #54751, CONTINGENT UPON APPROPRIATE SURETY BOND

643 WASTE WATER SYSTEMS
DESSERT SANITATION DBA; RONALD RAYO MURPHY JR, PRESIDENT; RONALD RAYO MURPHY SR, VICE PRESIDENT; SALLY DEE MURPHY, TREASURER; CHRISTINE H MURPHY, SECRETARY; RONALD RAYO MURPHY JR; RONALD RAYO MURPHY SR, CMS/TRADE; (A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING , A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS , A15-SEWERS, DRAINS &PIPES , A16-PAVING STREETS,DRIVEWAYS & PARKING LOTS , A19A-PIPELINE & CONDUITS FOR WATER); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - WAIVER OF TRADE EXAM
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE LIMIT: $225,000  BOND: $15,000  A12 EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A13 WRECKING BUILDINGS, A15 SEWERS DRAINS & PIPES, A16 PAVING STREETS DRIVEWAYS & PARKING LOTS, A19A PIPE CONDUIT WATER
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED A19A TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

JUNE 19, 2008

644 WATHCO INC
JASON JOHN WALDER, PRESIDENT; GLENN TERRY THOMPSON, VICE PRESIDENT; JASON JOHN WALDER; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
APPROVE; LIMIT: $500,000 BOND: $15,000 CLASS: B GENERAL BUILDING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

645 WELLBUILT LLC
JASON RAYMOND AUTEN, MANAGING MEMBER; JASON RAYMOND AUTEN; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/14/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
APPROVE; LIMIT $100,000 BOND $10,000 C-3 CARPENTRY, MAINTENANCE, & MINOR REPAIRS CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW

646 WESTCOM INC
0068554; DONALD JOHN MATT, PRESIDENT; SHAUN HAROLD DEAL, TREASURER; DONALD JOHN MATT, CMS/TRADE; (A-8-SEALING & STRIPING OF ASPHALTIC SURFACES, A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 05/27/2008
LIMIT: $950,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $20,000 BOND

647 WESTDECK CONCRETE COATING LLC
0068828; MARC BARON LEEDS, MANAGER; MYONG OK LEEDS, MANAGER; MARC BARON LEEDS, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); DESIGNATED FOR CONCRETE COATINGS ONLY; SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
DENIAL DATE: 06/06/2008
UNABLE TO SUPPORT

648 WESTERN PAINTING AND WALLCOVERING INC
MATTHEW ROBERT MCGINNES, PRESIDENT; JENNIFER ANN GUEORGUIEVA, SECRETARY/TREASURER; MATTHEW ROBERT MCGINNES; (C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 05/29/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4-PAINTING &DECORATING
APPROVE LIMIT: $1,400,000 BOND: $30,000 C4 PAINTING & DECORATING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
JUNE 19, 2008

649 WETSCAPES LLC
MARK GERALD LEVINE, MANAGER; JEROLD KENT ROMERO, MEMBER; JEROLD KENT ROMERO; (A22-UNCLASSIFIED); DESIGNATED FOR DECORATIVE FOUNTAINS AND WATER FEATURES; NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/03/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: A22-UNCLASSIFIED DESIGNATED FOR DECORATIVE FOUNTAINS AND WATER FEATURES
APPROVE; LIMIT $100,000 BOND $10,000 A-22 DESIGNATED FOR DECORATIVE FOUNTAINS & WATER FEATURES
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; FINANCIAL REVIEW

650 XTREME HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING LLC
ARTURO MORENO, MEMBER; BETH ANN MORENO, MEMBER; ARTURO MORENO, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
LIMIT: $500K BOND: $15K CLASS: C21
TO BE ISSUED AS #56190A

651 YES AIR CONDITIONING & PLUMBING
AMERICAN RESIDENTIAL SERVICES LLC DBA; ARS ACQUISITION HOLDINGS LLC, MANAGER; DONALD KEITH KARNES, MANAGER; DAVID MICHAEL SLOTT, MANAGER; JAMES THOMAS MCMAHON, MANAGER; CURTIS H COKER, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/04/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
APPROVE; LIMIT $950,000 BOND $20,000 C-21 REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
FINANCIAL REVIEW

652 YES AIR CONDITIONING & PLUMBING
AMERICAN RESIDENTIAL SERVICES LLC DBA; ARS ACQUISITION HOLDINGS LLC, MANAGER; JAMES THOMAS MCMAMON, MANAGER; DONALD KEITH KARNES, MANAGER; DAVID MICHAEL SLOTT, MANAGER; THOMAS STUART TABER, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
APPROVED: CLASS: C-1D-PLUMBING
APPROVE; LIMIT $950,000 BOND $20,000 C-1D PLUMBING

653 ZACHRY INDUSTRIAL INC
0048285; JOHN W WALSH, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/Manager
APPROVAL DATE: 06/06/2008
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL